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1. INTRODUCTION

Low surface brightness (LSB)a galaxies are difficult to detect. These galaxies do

not stand out in the night sky like the shining band of the Milky Way or the famil-

iar naked-eye wonders of the Magellanic Clouds and the Andromeda Galaxy. Even

with large telescopes and long-exposure imaging, detection has been, and remains,

challenging compared with observations of the well-studied brighter galaxies. LSB

galaxies are the faintest galaxies observed. Faint, however, does not mean insignifi-

cant, as LSB galaxy sizes range from dwarfs to giants.

The study of LSB galaxies is prompted by their importance in the processes of

the formation and evolution of galaxies and clusters. Dwarf galaxies, including LSB

dwarfs, are believed to be the building blocks of giant galaxies in a hierarchical model

that leads from the simple elements produced in the Big Bang to the giant galaxies,

clusters and superclusters that now exist. LSB giants are much rarer beasts, the

evolution of which must be markedly different from that of the more typical bright

elliptical and spiral galaxies. These evolutionary processes are not well understood

because current theoretical modelling is neither able to reproduce the structures

and galaxy populations seen today, nor to match the evolution of these structures

on timescales that correspond with observations.

To study the evolution of galaxies and clusters, research focuses on observations

of all types of galaxies in different environments, both in clusters and in the field.

The evolution of cluster galaxies may then be compared with evolution of isolated

galaxies in the field to derive an understanding of the interactions and the dynamics

a Abbreviations, symbols and selected terms are defined in the Glossary (Appendix G).
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at work in each case. In keeping with the scientific method, these observations are

essential to constrain cosmological models. The Virgo Cluster is an ideal target

for cluster studies as it is a rich cluster containing all galaxy types and, at 17

megaparsecs, it is close enough that its faint LSB galaxies may be detected with

modern techniques.

The objective of this project is to exploit a unique set of 63 separate high-quality

UK Schmidt Telescope (UKST) ORb-band Tech Pan films taken on the central field

of the Virgo Cluster between January 1999 and June 2001. These high-resolution

films have been digitally scanned and stacked using the SuperCOSMOS measuring

machine at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh (ROE) to produce an ultra-deep im-

age, hereafter referred to as the ‘Virgo Deep Stack’ (refer Figure 1.1). This image

has arcsecond resolution over a 25-square-degree field centred at 12h27m +13◦30′ in

B1950 coordinates (12h29m31s.83 +13◦09′43”.5, J2000).

It has been shown that stacking of digitised astronomical exposures of equal quality

can achieve the full canonical Poissonian depth gains (e.g. Bland-Hawthorn et al.

(1993)). Hence, this stack of 63 films provides a ∼ 2.25-magnitude gain over the

depth of a single Tech Pan film, which is already one magnitude deeper than stan-

dard glass-based IIIa-F emulsion (Parker and Malin 1999). The limiting surface

brightness is approximately 29 magnitudes per square arcsecond in the OR-band in

the central 25 square degrees of the 6-degree square Virgo Deep Stack. Deep CCD

imaging may reach a similar depth but has the disadvantages of small field size,

typically less than one square degree, and the accumulation of cosmic ray defects

during long exposures. The Virgo Deep Stack provides a unique opportunity to de-

tect previously unseen LSB galaxies with uniform and unprecedented image quality

over a large area. These new data will contribute to the understanding of the Virgo

Cluster, the evolution of its galaxies and the cluster luminosity function that is used

b OR is a specific red passband. Throughout this document, passbands are italicised; an upper-

case M represents absolute magnitude with the subscript denoting the passband; italicised lettering

B, V, R, i′, etc. is used to represent apparent magnitude in that passband; the subscript T denotes

‘total’; in the absence of a specific passband apparent magnitude may be represented by m or, for

photographic magnitude, mp.
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Fig. 1.1: The Virgo Deep Stack

Pictured is the Virgo Deep Stack image compiled from 63 UKST films. Due to

limitations and speed of display software, the field was subdivided into 36 sub-

frames for easier study. The sub-frames have been reassembled to produce this

composite image and the five that have been studied in detail are numbered.

Vignetting (reduced light transmission off the optical axis) is evident around

the edges of the field. Part of the sensitometer step-wedge used for photometric

calibration of the individual photographic films is visible at lower left. The

entire image is six degrees square. The unvignetted portion is uniform over

the central 25 square degrees.
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as a measure of the overall galaxy population.

Chapter 2 sets the scene by describing the properties, distribution and importance of

LSB galaxies. A summary of the many galaxy surveys within the Virgo Cluster and

the resultant wealth of knowledge obtained are condensed into Chapter 3. Chapter

4 addresses the luminosity function, how it describes the galaxy population and

how its key parameters vary in different environments. A complete description of

the Virgo Deep Stack, how it was obtained and how its LSB galaxies have been

analysed for this project is provided in Chapter 5. Comparisons of the Virgo Deep

Stack data with published data and studies of some individual objects of interest are

presented in Chapter 6. These include details of a large ‘mystery’ object, the nature

of which is still unknown, and discussion of the phenomenon of intra-cluster light.

One object deserving of special attention is the enigmatic giant LSB galaxy, Malin

1. Chapter 7 is devoted to a review and presentation of newly-measured properties

of this galaxy and includes a paper published during the progress of this project:

Malin 1: A Deeper Look (Moore and Parker 2006).

Due to time constraints, the survey component of this project covers a little less

than 5 square degrees of the entire 36 square degrees available in the Virgo Deep

Stack. However, within this area, 100 previously uncatalogued galaxies have been

detected. Chapter 8 contains the catalogue of newly-identified LSB galaxies (the

Virgo Deep Stack Catalogue), including thumbnail images, observational data and

derived galaxy parameters. In Chapter 9, the newly-identified galaxies are discussed

with particular attention to the issue of cluster membership and the impact of the

new identifications on the luminosity function. An overview of potential future work

is included.

Observing time was requested for follow-up observations of selected targets, and

time was awarded in two semesters on the Gemini North Telescope. Unfortunately,

due to poor weather on both occasions, no observations were obtained. Appendix F

contains a description of the observing preparations and reproduces the observing

proposals. Other Appendices include a glossary of terms, mathematical details and

technical data.



2. LOW SURFACE BRIGHTNESS (LSB) GALAXIES

Low surface brightness galaxies represent a significant mass fraction of the universe:

between 50% and 90% of the general galaxy population is in the form of LSB galaxies.

As noted by Bothun et al. (1997) more than a decade ago:

“In 20 years, low-surface-brightness (LSB) galaxies have

evolved from being an idiosyncratic notion to being one

of the major baryonic repositories in the Universe.”

Nevertheless, LSB galaxies are the most difficult to detect because of their very low

contrast with the sky background. It is important to be able to measure and to

understand the properties of this significant galaxy population, not only because

of their domination of the galaxy number density and potentially significant mass

contribution, but also because many LSB galaxies are dwarfs. Dwarf galaxies are

intrinsic to the formation and evolution of larger galaxies and clusters in hierar-

chical cosmology models. LSB galaxies, both large and small, also appear to have

undergone different evolutionary processes from their higher surface brightness coun-

terparts. By studying LSB galaxies in all environments, and comparing them with

other galaxy types, researchers may develop evolutionary histories that feed into,

and constrain, modern cosmological models and theories of galaxy evolution.

Detecting these galaxies requires deep surveys using long-exposure imaging tech-

niques. The most recent surveys have been conducted using CCD detectors covering

small areas of sky, usually less than one square degree. CCD detectors are far more

sensitive to light than traditional photographic emulsions, so equal depth may be
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reached with shorter exposures. The disadvantages are that CCDs are affected by

cosmic rays, which cause bright spikes in the images, and that no single detector is

yet able to match the combination of large area (6-degree-square coverage) and high

resolution achieved with the photographic plates and films previously used with the

UKST. Furthermore, the significant CCD sensitivity advantage may be offset by

multi-exposure stacks of wide-field photographic images.

This project utilises 63 traditional high-resolution UKST Tech Pan photographic

films, centred on the heart of the Virgo Cluster, that have been digitally combined

to increase depth and minimise the appearance of single-film defects (e.g. satellite

trails) whilst still covering a large area on the sky. This unique resource, described

in detail in Chapter 5, forms the basis of this new survey of LSB galaxies.

2.1 Surface Brightness and LSB Galaxies Defined

Surface brightness is a measure of ‘magnitudes per square arcsecond’, usually ab-

breviated to µ. For a given galaxy, surface brightness would have different values at

different points in the galaxy and would also depend on the passband of the obser-

vation (e.g. B, R or I). A curious property of surface brightness is that, in theory, it

does not change with distance in the absence of any intervening absorbing medium.

For a point source, the intensity of light from an object of given luminosity falls off

as the square of its distance. Placing it twice as far away would yield one-fourth

the intensity. This applies to stars, for which comparison between apparent mag-

nitude (observed) and absolute magnitude (derived from its properties) can yield a

distance. Surface brightness, on the other hand, applies to extended objects. As a

luminous extended object is placed further away, a square arcsecond covers a larger

area of the object’s surface. Placing it at twice the distance means that an arcsec-

ond includes four times the physical area. The effects of diminishing intensity and

larger area coverage with increasing distance cancel each other out meaning that, for

an object of uniform surface brightness, the measurement should not change with

distance.
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In practice, corrections may need to be applied including corrections for Galactic

extinction due to the Milky Way (the amount of correction is dependent on the di-

rection to the target galaxy) and general intergalactic extinction, the K-correction

(for the broad-band photometric shifts in wavelength due to recession) and, at high

redshifts, a correction for Tolman cosmological surface brightness dimming (depen-

dent on (1 + z)4, where z is redshift, and due to the non-Euclidean nature of the

expanding universe).

LSB galaxies are classified as those having central surface brightness µ0 fainter

than 22 Bµ (Jarrett 1998) or 23 Bµ (e.g. de Blok (1997), Bothun et al. (1997)).

The latter definition is adopted for this project, and is correlated with R-band

magnitudes based on the B−R colour function of Trentham and Tully (2002) where

B − R ≈ 1.5 for redder galaxies, including ellipticals. Assuming this holds for LSB

galaxies, the threshold by the above definition is 21.5 Rµ. LSB galaxies range from

giants to dwarfs and include spirals, ellipticals, dwarf ellipticals and dwarf irregulars

(Jarrett 1998). However, classification of LSB galaxies is strongly influenced by

selection effects. For example, a gas-rich galaxy with low surface brightness at a

large distance would be classified as an LSB galaxy, but nearby gas-rich late types

are usually classified as dwarf irregular (de Blok 1997).

The faintest galaxies are classed ‘VLSB’ for very low surface brightness. VLSB

galaxies are defined by Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) as having average surface

brightness within a 12-arcsecond radius fainter than 26.5 Bµ (or 25 Rµ by the

above colour function). At the faint limit would be the ‘extreme LSB’ galaxies with

central surface brightness fainter than 28 Rµ. However, Trentham and Tully (2002)

state that no such galaxies are known in the Local Group or elsewhere.

Chapter 8 catalogues and classifies newly-identified LSB galaxies with µ0 ≥ 21.5

ORµ and VLSB galaxies in accordance with the Trentham and Hodgkin (2002)

definition.
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2.2 Physical Properties and Morphology

LSB galaxies are described by de Blok (1997) as having large gas disks with weak

or no spiral structure. Compared with their high surface brightness (HSB) coun-

terparts, LSB galaxies are strongly dark-matter dominated. This is known from

their rotation curves which remain flat at large radii indicating the presence of dark

matter haloes that stabilise the disk. In fact, dark matter dominates the galaxy

potential at virtually all radii right into the core (Bothun et al. 1997).

To compare the gas content of LSB dwarfs in clusters and in the field, Davies et al.

(2004) used optical B- and I-band data taken with the Wide Field Camera on

the Isaac Newton Telescope to select samples of galaxies from both environments.

Selection of LSB dwarfs in both the Virgo Cluster and, for the field sample, along the

Millennium Galaxy Strip (MGS)a was based on criteria of central surface brightness

in the range 23 ≤ µ0 ≤ 26 Bµ and suitable size limits to restrict galaxy distance

to a 21 Mpc radius, or 25% farther than the Virgo Cluster core. Of the 257 LSB

dwarfs detected in the Virgo Cluster, Davies et al. (2004) observed 107 at 21cm (to

detect HI) using the Arecibo Telescope and made only three detections, compared

with 18 detections from a sample of 56 galaxies in the MGS.

These results demonstrate two points: (i) the gas surface density (i.e. the amount of

gas that would be measured in the disk if viewed face-on)b is typically quite low; and

(ii) galaxies with comparable size and surface brightness outside the Virgo Cluster

are generally more gas-rich than those within it, indicating that environmental fac-

tors play a key role in the appearance and physical characteristics of these galaxies.

The authors also note a distinction in morphology: in the field LSB dwarfs tend to

be clumpy, whilst in the Virgo Cluster they are mainly smooth and diffuse.

A typical LSB galaxy appears featureless and faint compared with nearby objects.

a This region, covering 37.5 deg2, runs along the celestial equator. It is variously known as the

Millennium Galaxy Catalogue (MGC) (Liske et al. 2003), the Millennium Galaxy Survey or, as

Davies et al. (2004) refer to it, the Millennium Galaxy Strip.

b A formal definition of gas surface density is provided in the Glossary, Appendix G.
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It presents a generally smooth disk that is somewhat brighter in the centre, though

without a concentrated nucleus, gradually diminishing into the background at the

edges. An image comparing a relatively bright galaxy (VCC 674), a typical LSB

galaxy ([TH2002] 285) and a newly-discovered VLSB in Virgo is shown in Figure

2.1.

1

2

3

1

2

3

Fig. 2.1: Three Galaxies

These images, both of the same field but displayed at different contrast levels,
show three galaxies (numbered) of different magnitude and surface brightness.
At upper right (1) is VCC 674, a bright galaxy listed in the Virgo Cluster
Catalogue of Binggeli et al. (1985). The fainter smudge at bottom left (2)
is an LSB galaxy identified by Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) and is number
285 in their catalogue. At the centre of the image (3) is a very low surface
brightness (VLSB) galaxy, discovered as part of this project, and identified as
galaxy 23-22. It has a central surface brightness of ∼ 26.3 Rµ. The lower
image is displayed at higher contrast to make the galaxies more visible. Image
size is approximately 7 arcmin wide by 5 arcmin high. North is at the top and
east is to the left.
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Because the gas surface densities are typically below the critical threshold for star

formation (refer Kennicutt (1989) and Auld et al. (2006)), these galaxies have very

low star formation rates and evolve slowly (de Blok 1997). Their metallicity is low,

on average ∼ 1/3 solar values (Bothun et al. 1997). The low metallicity makes

cooling difficult (de Blok 1997), thereby inhibiting formation of molecular gas. The

small molecular component is verified by observations that show that LSB spirals

have far less molecular gas than HSB spirals of the same mass (Bothun et al. 1997).

The low molecular content further inhibits star formation. Although they have low

gas surface densities, LSB galaxies have high mass-to-light (MHI/L) ratios due to

their faint luminosities and extended HI gas disks. LSB galaxy rotation curves show

that the gas and dark-matter components are usually dynamically more important

than the stellar component (de Blok 1997).

Whilst LSB galaxies are typically more than 1.5 magnitudes brighter in the red than

in the blue (refer, for example, to the U-B-R comparison profiles of NGC 4551 in

Young and Currie (1998) or to the B-I comparisons of Gavazzi et al. (2005b)), these

galaxies are bluer than normal late-type galaxies (de Blok 1997). Davies et al. (2004)

find that the colour distribution of cluster LSB dwarfs in (B − I) is approximately

1.5, i.e. bluer than metal-poor Galactic globular clusters. The blue colour suggests

a predominantly young (recently formed) population of stars, which does not appear

consistent with the concept of a low star-formation rate in LSB galaxies, where an

aging population of progressively reddening stars would be expected.

This paradox may be explained by a reduced contribution to the total light in these

galaxies from stellar giants resulting from later or more gradual collapse, compared

with HSB galaxies, and delayed formation of their first stars (Bothun et al. 1997).

An alternative explanation is that LSB galaxies only form stars sporadically with the

slow evolution producing an under-developed old (red) population and the overall

colour being dominated by the young (blue) population (de Blok 1997). Schombert

et al. (2001) suggest, based on comparison with star formation models, that this

dominant stellar population is less then 5 Gyr in mean age.
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Star formation may be triggered by large-scale gravitational instabilities in the gas

disk (Kennicutt 1989) or by galaxy interactions. Thus, it is often assumed that

LSB galaxies must not be experiencing these influences. Nevertheless, LSB galaxies

are found in large numbers in rich clusters, such as the Virgo Cluster, where grav-

itational interactions are likely and the dynamic environment should be hostile to

the formation and survival of such diffuse objects (Bothun et al. 1997). A study

by de Blok et al. (1999) of the nearby LSB galaxy, NGC 6822, showed that it has

low surface brightness, an extended HI disk, low gas and stellar metallicity, a low

star-formation rate and high dark matter content. In other words, it fulfills all the

criteria for an LSB galaxy. However, high-resolution HI observations reveal that the

galaxy may have suffered a recent interaction with another galaxy. Therefore, it

should not be assumed that LSB galaxies are non-interacting or dormant systems.

The surface brightness profile of an LSB galaxy is well approximated by an expo-

nential, which is also applicable in describing the disk components of spiral and

lenticular galaxies (Freeman 1970). The profile has the form:

I(r) = I0 exp
(
−r

a

)
(2.1)

where I is the surface brightness of the disk in linear units (intensity) as a function

of radius r, I0 is central surface brightness and a is the exponential scale length of

the disk. In logarithmic units, this becomes:

µ(r) = µ0 + 1.0857
(r

a

)
(2.2)

where µ0 is the central surface brightness of the disk in magnitudes per square

arcsecond. The factor derives from the property that at one scale length, i.e. the

radius at which the intensity drops by a factor of 1/e below the maximum value,

the surface brightness is 1.0857 magnitudes greater (i.e. fainter) than the central

surface brightness (refer Appendix A for derivation).

This relationship means that the radial profile is linear when plotted on a magnitude-

radius diagram, allowing for easy extrapolation to determine central surface bright-

ness µ0 and scale length a based on a linear fit to the profile. This is a preferred

method for obtaining central surface brightness as it is not subject to small irregular
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departures from a smooth profile (refer Figure 2.2). In cases where there is a cen-

tral bulge present, the profile may be decomposed into bulge and disk components.

Most of the LSB galaxies of interest in this project do not have central bulges, but

one particularly interesting LSB giant with a prominent central bulge, Malin 1, is

studied in detail (refer Chapter 7).

The underlying reason why galaxy disks exhibit exponential intensity profiles has

long puzzled astronomers (Freeman 1970). More recently, Bell (2002) modelled

galaxy evolution with viscosity caused by non-circular gas motions and turbulence

and found that this may transport angular momentum outwards as mass flows in-

wards which, in conjunction with a suitable star formation rate, may freeze in a

nearly exponential stellar surface brightness profile over many scale lengths. In a

galaxy with a true solid-body rotation curve, there would be no shear, so viscous

evolution would not occur. LSB galaxies more typically have slowly rising rotation

curves and this, balanced with low gas surface density, means that viscous evolution

from gravitational instability would be nearly as effective in LSB galaxies as in large

spirals (Bell (2002) and references therein).

The combination of scale length and central surface brightness derived from radial

profiles may be used as a means of estimating distances to LSB galaxies. In concept,

if looking at a galaxy of a given physical scale length measured in kiloparsecs, then

its angular scale length in arcseconds would decrease with distance while its central

surface brightness would remain the same.

Based on assumptions about the range of intrinsic sizes of LSB galaxies, a minimum

scale length may be used as a criterion for a likely cut-off of galaxies within a

specific distance. This method has been applied to filter for likely cluster members

in many surveys where very small angular-scale-length galaxies are considered to be

background objects. For example, Dalcanton et al. (1997) surveyed LSB galaxies

with central surface brightness in the range 23 < µ0 < 25 V µ. This survey covered

a large area (17.5 deg2 at around +47 degrees Dec.) and selected objects with scale

length a > 2.5 arcseconds. These criteria were intended to select for nearby LSB

galaxies and follow-up spectroscopy did, indeed, show that all of the candidates in
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Fig. 2.2: Newly-Discovered Virgo VLSB Galaxy 22-1: Image and Radial Profile

Top: The smudge at the centre of the image is a previously uncatalogued LSB
galaxy, 22-1 of this project. This image is 134 arcsec on a side.
Bottom: Galaxy 22-1 has a characteristic exponential profile that appears lin-
ear on a magnitude-radius plot. A linear trendline is fitted to the data and
the central surface brightness, in this case 24.3 ORµ, is extrapolated from the
fit and read from the trendline equation displayed on the plot. OR refers to
the passband of the observation. The slope is used to calculate scale length
(a) which, in this case, is 7.3 arcseconds and is indicated on the plot. Refer
Section 5.6 for the method of generating this plot.

the final sample have low recession velocities (4000 km s−1 < cz < 9000 km s−1).

LSB galaxies detected in that survey have intrinsic scale lengths of 1.7 to 3.6 H−1
50

kpcc, comparable to those of normal galaxies.

c Physical dimensions of a galaxy must be inferred from angular measurements and distance

estimates. Cosmological distances rely on some assumption about the value of the Hubble constant,

so values thus derived sometimes show notation that indicates what value has been assumed for H0.

In the Dalcanton paper, H0 = 50 km s−1 Mpc−1 was used. Alternatively, the Hubble parameter

h may be left as a variable where H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1.
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2.3 Cluster and Field Distribution of LSB Dwarfs

LSB galaxies are found in both field and cluster environments. Number densities

vary between these environments and from cluster to cluster, but dwarf galaxies are

the most common stellar systems in the universe (Impey et al. 1988). LSB galaxies

constitute 30% of the local galaxy number density (Trachternach et al. 2006) and

form the dominant population in rich clusters (Morshidi et al. 1997). Trentham and

Hodgkin (2002) explain that evidence is accumulating that low-luminosity galaxies

are much more numerous per luminous galaxy in dense environments than in diffuse

ones, and that dwarf ellipticals are the dominant types at the faintest magnitudes.

Trentham and Tully (2002) state that, based on their study of the Virgo Cluster, the

relationship between giant galaxies and dwarfs is not well established and suggest,

for example, the possibility that low-mass galaxies may be clumped around the few

galaxies with large bulges. However, more recently, Davies et al. (2004) investigated

the association between LSB dwarfs and giant galaxies and found that, while the

dwarf-to-giant ratio is higher in the Virgo Cluster than in the field, there is no

indication that dwarf galaxies are directly associated with giant galaxies within the

cluster. Furthermore, in the Davies et al. (2004) field sample, which includes 110

dwarf galaxies, at most one galaxy with two dwarf companions was found. This

paucity of dwarf companions cannot be solely due to the difficulty of detecting

LSB dwarfs because, the authors state, if the Milky Way were placed at the same

distance as the cut-off of the selection basis, i.e. 21 Mpc, the method should detect

five companions. This implies a deficit of dwarf companions to giant galaxies in the

field compared with the region around the Milky Way. De Blok (1997) also found

that LSB dwarfs are generally more isolated from their nearest neighbours than HSB

galaxies.

However, isolated dwarfs and LSB galaxies may be found in large numbers in all

environments from rich clusters to sparse field regions. It will be demonstrated in

the following chapters that, both in clusters and in the field, galaxy populations are

numerically dominated by dwarfs and that the numbers rise with fainter magnitudes.

The results from two field studies are compared below and, despite their apparent
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differences, both illustrate the richness of the field LSB dwarf population.

Schwartzenberg et al. (1995) conducted a deep CCD survey of LSB galaxies in 20

fields near the South Galactic Pole using a very broad-band ‘V R’ filter and used

selection criteria of central surface brightness µo ≥ 22.5 V µ and exponential scale

length greater than 2 arcseconds to filter out stars, HSB galaxies and artefacts and

leave only the LSB galaxies. 520 objects meeting these criteria in a total of 1.2 deg2

(a surface density of around 430 per deg2) were detected. The authors also found

that a cumulative number density of objects up to scale length of 5 h−1 kpc infers a

volume density of 0.06 per (h−1 Mpc)3 and concluded that LSB galaxies outnumber

normal bright galaxies by factors ranging from 5 to 25.

In contrast, Dalcanton et al. (1997) looked at an area of 17.5 deg2 using time-delay-

and-integrate observations to achieve extremely accurate flat-fielding. These authors

filtered for similar parameters as Schwartzenberg et al. (1995), using 23 < µo < 25

V µ and exponential scale length greater than 2.5 arcseconds, and found only around

4 galaxies per deg2 or 0.001 galaxies per (h−1 Mpc)3 that met these criteria.

The results of Schwartzenberg et al. (1995) and Dalcanton et al. (1997) may appear

markedly different. However, differences of 0.5 arcseconds in scale length and 0.5 in

magnitude are significant. Inspection of the Schwartzenberg et al. (1995) histograms

reveals that almost 70% of the objects detected would be too faint or too small to

fall within the Dalcanton et al. (1997) criteria. The selection criteria and different

observation and analysis methods all point out the difficulty of comparing distribu-

tions in this way. The preferred means of comparing distributions is the luminosity

distribution or the corresponding luminosity function. The luminosity distribution

is simply a histogram of galaxy counts binned according to luminosity. A Schechter

function (refer Equation 4.1 p.54) matching the distribution is used to parameterise

the distribution, with one of the key measures being the slope of the faint end of

the luminosity function. A fuller description of the luminosity function is included

in Chapter 4.

Distributions of LSB dwarfs remain controversial as each survey appears to produce

different results, but two phenomena are universal. One is that clusters are richer
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repositories of LSB dwarfs than the field. The other is that, as surveys reach to

fainter limiting magnitudes, LSB dwarfs are found in ever-increasing numbers.

2.4 Galaxies, Cosmology and Clustering

Galaxies are believed to form from the gravitational collapse of primordial overden-

sities in the distribution of gas and cold dark matter (CDM). One such model is

described by Cole et al. (2000) in which, as a dark matter halo collapses, gas is car-

ried with it into a cooling disk where stars begin to form. This ‘semi-analytic’ model

uses a combination of simple analytic models for the baryon (gas) component and a

Monte Carlo technique to follow the formation of dark matter haloes by hierarchical

merging. The model begins with cosmological initial conditions of mean mass den-

sity, Ω0, mean baryon density, Ωb, the Hubble constant, H0, and the cosmological

constant, Λ0 (hence, such models are referred to as ΛCDM models). Values adopted

for the reference model are Ω0 = 0.3, Ωb = 0.02, Λ0 = 0.7 and H0 = 100 h km s−1

Mpc−1 with h = 0.7.

The model proceeds with gravitational collapse, dynamical friction and merging of

dark matter haloes. In this scenario, galaxies form within the dark matter haloes.

Thus, the model includes astrophysical processes such as gas cooling, star forma-

tion, feedback effects of star formation, stellar evolution, mergers, heavy-element

production and effects of dust. In the model, disks (producing disk or spiral galax-

ies) form directly from gravitational collapse whilst spheroids (elliptical galaxies)

are produced primarily by galaxy mergers. The model produces observable conse-

quences that may be compared with observational data, thereby helping to test the

validity of both the model and ΛCDM theory.

Cole et al. (2000) explain that models using direct simulation are disadvantaged by

insufficient resolution to replicate the formation and internal structure of individual

galaxies. For the semi-analytic model, resolution may be made arbitrarily high for a

small computational cost, but the model suffers from the need to make simplifying

assumptions about gas properties. Thus, either type of model has some shortcomings
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that should be considered when comparisons with observations are made.

The Cole et al. (2000) model uses, as one if its main constraints, the galaxy lumi-

nosity function in the local volume. Any realistic model of galaxy formation should

be able to reproduce the observed galaxy luminosity distribution. The bright end of

the local luminosity distribution is well known, but there is a great deal of variation

in results for the faint end, i.e. where dwarf and low surface brightness galaxies

dominate. Cole et al. (2000) attribute variations to differences in either the vol-

ume surveyed or the selection characteristics of the surveys on which the luminosity

functions are based. This model fits the bright end of the luminosity function well,

but the faint end is only crudely constrained because of observational limitations. It

is the faint-end slope that is extremely sensitive to feedback processes, so improved

agreement in observational data is necessary to help refine the model.

The issue is further complicated when considering dwarf galaxies in different envi-

ronments, as discussed by Davies et al. (2004). There are far fewer dwarf galaxies in

low density environments than are predicted by theory, yet the population of dwarfs

is high within rich, high-density environments such as the Virgo Cluster. Davies

et al. (2004) argue that this cannot simply be due to infall of dwarfs into the clus-

ters because the dwarf-to-giant ratio found in the Virgo Cluster is too high. These

authors suggest that the high density of dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster may be due to

environment-dependent formation processes, although it has been shown that tidal

stripping may also produce LSB dwarfs (Duc et al. 2007).

The full complexities of cluster evolution remain poorly understood and are beyond

the scope of this project. However, theories and models must be matched to observa-

tional data. Extant surveys are all limited in various ways, including area coverage

and limiting magnitude. Data from the Virgo Deep Stack, sampled in this project,

have the potential to cover a large area to very faint magnitude limits, around 28

Rµ. These data, which overlap with many existing and ongoing surveys and cata-

logues, may prove invaluable in constraining the faint-end slope of the Virgo Cluster

luminosity function.
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3. GALAXIES AND THE VIRGO CLUSTER

The region of the Virgo Cluster is a very well-studied patch of sky. The cluster

has been the subject of many surveys using photography, CCD imaging and spec-

troscopy to obtain information about properties of its individual galaxies and the

galaxy cluster as a whole. Section 3.1 explains why the Virgo Cluster is such a useful

case study and why it has been the subject of so many surveys. Section 3.2 provides

some general background on the broad range of galaxy types that are known to

exist in all environments. Section 3.3 details the many surveys of the Virgo Cluster.

Some surveys are specific to particular classes of galaxies or particular regions of

the Virgo Cluster. Each is made in one or more specific passbands and is limited

by surface-brightness depth at some level. In the remainder of this chapter, discus-

sion of properties of the Virgo Cluster and its member galaxies will illustrate that

disagreement remains on certain basic cluster properties, such as distance. Hence,

further large-scale surveys to ever-deeper surface-brightness limits are necessary to

fully understand this complex and important cluster.

3.1 Importance of the Virgo Cluster

Being a large, relatively nearby cluster at a distance of some 16 to 18 Mpc (e.g.

Jacoby et al. (1992)), the Virgo Cluster contains thousands of galaxies and has the

observational advantage that it is accessible by telescopes in both the northern and

southern hemispheres. It is the closest cluster that contains examples of all major

galaxy types including elliptical, spiral and irregular galaxies. Young and Currie

(1998) explain that this means a wider variety of the most commonly used distance

indicators (e.g. the Fundamental Plane (FP) for elliptical galaxies (Djorgovski and
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Davis 1986) and the Tully-Fisher (TF) relation for spirals (Tully and Fisher 1977))

may be used for Virgo galaxies than for other clusters at similar distances, such

as the Fornax Cluster and the Leo I group. Virgo galaxies also cover a complete

range of galaxy sizes from the largest and most massive giants to the smallest and

most compact dwarfs. By surveying the galaxy population in the Virgo Cluster it is

possible to develop an overall understanding of the workings of the cluster, its sub-

structure, and how its observed physical properties fit in with current theories of the

formation and evolution of galaxies and galaxy clusters, within a wider cosmological

context. It is the closest true galaxy cluster, much richer than the environment of

the Local Group to which the Milky Way belongs, and close enough that its faintest

galaxies are within reach of current technology.

The Virgo Cluster covers a huge area on the sky, larger than the entire constellation

of the Southern Cross. Its members are distributed across almost 10 degrees in right

ascension and 14 degrees in declination, requiring 4 UKST standard survey fields to

cover it completely. Physically, it is separated from background galaxies by a deep

void, making it relatively easy to distinguish cluster members from background non-

members by determining radial velocities from redshift measurements (this technique

is described in Section 4.5.1). The maps and survey descriptions provided in Sections

3.3 and 3.4 describe its depth and 3D structure, illustrate the areal extent of the

cluster on the sky and reveal the difficulty of trying to cover the entire cluster with

a single deep survey. The Virgo Deep Stack, centred on the core of the cluster and

covering a large fraction (approximately 25%) of the cluster’s area, provides a fresh

opportunity to survey its faintest, and most elusive, galaxy population.

3.2 Galaxy Classification

In both the general field and in cluster environments, there exists an array of galaxy

types ranging from the luminous galaxies known in the 1930s to LSB galaxies requir-

ing long integration times on large modern telescopes to be detectable. The former

group includes elliptical (E), lenticular (S0), spiral (Sa, Sb and Sc), barred spiral
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(SBa, SBb, SBc) and irregular (Irr) galaxies that formed the ‘tuning fork diagram’

originated by Hubble (1936) (refer Figure 3.1).

E3 E7 

Sa Sb Sc 

SBa SBb SBc 

Irr 

M58 - Sab 

S0 

M100 - Sc 

M91 - SBb 

NGC 4237 - SBbc 

NGC 4419 - SBa 

NGC 4473 - E5 

NGC 4461 - S0 

E0 

NGC 4477 - SB0 

NGC 4413 - SBab 

NGC 4388 - Sb 

M88 - Sbc 

M86 - E3 

M84 - E1 NGC 4305 - Sa 

NGC 4294 - SBc 

IC 3476 - Im 

Fig. 3.1: The Hubble Tuning Fork Diagram

The galaxy classifications of the original Hubble (1936) diagram are shown in

the boxed labels along the tuning fork, but subsequent revisions have refined

some labels and added intermediate and additional classifications. Galaxy

images, extracted from the Virgo Deep Stack, are shown as examples and are

labelled with their current classifications. The image of NGC 4237, at bottom

right, falls onto the very edge of the stack.

Based on their morphology, Hubble (1936) arranged galaxies into a sequence of ellip-

ticals and two sequences of spirals - those with and without central bars. Ellipticals
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are typified by having smooth, symmetrical, spheroidal structure that can be traced

by elliptical contours. Spirals have central bulges and spiral arms, whilst in a barred

spiral the arms spring from the ends of a linear ‘bar’ (of variable extent) centred on

the nucleus. From left to right, the Hubble tuning fork diagram depicts:

• elliptical galaxies in order of increased flattening (sub-types E0 to E7 defined

by En, for n = 10(a − b)/a, where a and b are projected major and minor

axes);

• S0 (lenticular, or lens-shaped) galaxies with bulges similar to ellipticals sur-

rounded by disks with no spiral structure;

• an upper branch of spiral galaxies ranging from those with tightly-wound arms

(Sa) through intermediate (Sb) to very open, loose spiral arms (Sc);

• a lower branch of corresponding barred spirals (SBa, SBb, SBc); and

• irregular galaxies (Irr) with no morphological symmetry.

Galaxies to the left of the diagram are referred to as ‘early’ and those on the right

‘late’ because Hubble (1936) believed that galaxy structure evolved with time from

elliptical to spiral. It is now known that this is not the case, but the nomenclature

is still in use.

This classification system and subsequent revisions based on integrated spectral

type (Morgan 1958), luminosity (van den Bergh 1960) and detailed morphology

(de Vaucouleurs and de Vaucouleurs 1964) are all applicable for relatively bright

galaxies. Refer to Sandage and Binggeli (1984) for a full description of the history

and developments of the classification scheme.

New classifications that have been added to Hubble’s original scheme include the

LSB classification, a special class for the dominant galaxy in a cluster and various

classes for ‘normal’ dwarf galaxies and the rarer compact dwarfs.

Brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) are sometimes classified as giant elliptical (gE), D

(for ‘diffuse’) or cD for galaxies with an extended envelope of light over and above

a standard fit for an elliptical galaxy (Dubinski 1998).
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Dwarf galaxies may be thought of as ‘small’, though there is a continuous transition

between dwarf elliptical (dE), dwarf lenticular (dS0) and giant elliptical galaxies

(Barazza et al. 2003). Dwarf ellipticals may also be nucleated (dE,N) (Trentham

and Tully 2002). Distinctions between dE and dS0 galaxies are subtle, especially as

many of them also fall into the class of low surface brightness for which it is difficult

to obtain kinematic information at the distance of the Virgo Cluster (∼ 17 Mpc).

Visually, the radial profile of a dE is well-fitted by an exponential but, unlike disk

galaxies that are also fitted by exponentials, dEs are usually round (Impey et al.

1988).

Ryden et al. (1997) explain that dE galaxies are pressure-supported slowly rotat-

ing triaxial systems with no significant disk, while dS0 galaxies have rotationally

supported disks and may also have central bulges. These authors conclude that, in

the case of the Virgo Cluster, it is not possible to distinguish between dE and dS0

galaxies based on surface photometry alone. Dwarf spheroidals (dSph) are a subset

of dE galaxies with faint magnitudes, low surface brightness and no nucleus (Gal-

lagher and Wyse 1994). Most of the newly-identified galaxies in this project (refer

Chapter 8) may be considered to be VLSB dSph galaxies. Discussions of dEs often

subsume dSph and dS0 galaxies into one class, e.g. Barazza et al. (2003), Boselli

et al. (2008). Dwarf irregular (dI) galaxies are irregularly shaped and often show

clumps (Sabatini et al. 2005). However, they are seldom nucleated, in contrast to

dEs, which often are (Trentham and Hodgkin 2002). Dwarf spirals do not exist, with

the faintest spiral class having a mean absolute magnitude of −18, two magnitudes

brighter than the brightest dwarfs (Sandage 2005).

Sandage (2005) gives an absolute magnitude range for dEs & dSphs of −16 ≤ M ≤
−7. For the purposes of studying the dwarf-to-giant ratio, Davies et al. (2004) use

discontinuous definitions that are converted here from their B-band classifications to

R-band for comparison (once again using B−R = 1.5). By these definitions, dwarfs

are classified as those galaxies in the Virgo Cluster with −15.5 ≤ MR ≤ −11.5 and

21.5 ≤ µ0 ≤ 24.5 Rµ and giants as those with MR ≤ −20.5. However, Phillipps et al.

(1999), in a study of environmental effects on the faint-end slope of the luminosity
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function, define dwarfs as having −19.5 ≤ MR ≤ −16.5 and giants as those galaxies

with −23.5 ≤ MR ≤ −19.5, thus designating all brighter galaxies to one or other

classification, but omitting the very faint LSB dwarfs that lie almost exclusively

within MR > −16.5. Refer Table 4.1 (p.59) for a summary of dwarf-to-giant ratio

definitions.

Two classes of compact dwarf are now also recognised: blue compact dwarfs (BCDs),

first discovered by Arp (1965); and ultra-compact dwarfs (UCDs), first discovered

in the Fornax cluster by Drinkwater et al. (1999). The search for BCDs in the

Virgo Cluster by Drinkwater et al. (1996) used the following criteria: classification

as ‘galaxy’ or ‘merged’ from Automated Plate Measuring (APM) image analysis

softwarea; magnitude range of 15.70 ≤ BJ ≤ 17.55; peak intensity of µ0 < 19.8 BJµ;

along with eccentricity, compactness and area constraints. Membership of the Virgo

Cluster, as obtained from radial velocity measurements, was then used to identify

nine BCDs amongst the 303 galaxies that met these criteria.

UCDs in the Virgo Cluster were identified by Jones et al. (2006) from colour-selected

star-like targets with 16.0 < bj < 20.2. These objects have early-type galaxy spectra

and are generally classified as stars by APM image analysis software due to their

point-like appearance on UKST images (refer Figure 3.2), although they have been

resolved by the HST (Drinkwater et al. 2004). Their red absorption-line spectra

are indicative of an older stellar population. Their radial velocities confirm Virgo

Cluster membership and absolute magnitudes range from −12.9 ≤ MB ≤ −10.7.

LSB galaxies are as defined in Section 2.1. The definition is based on central surface

brightness or isophotal magnitude. LSB galaxies may be of any size.

3.3 Virgo Galaxy Surveys and Catalogues

Many of the surveys discussed in this section are discovery surveys that have iden-

tified, classified and catalogued galaxies that were previously unseen, uncatalogued

a Maddox et al. (1990) describes the image analysis used for the APM Survey.
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Fig. 3.2: Ultra-Compact Dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster

Unlike the bright, distinctive galaxies of the Hubble sequence (refer Figure 3.1)

or the diffuse, extended LSB galaxies (refer Figure 2.1), ultra-compact dwarfs

(UCDs) appear starlike in these images from the Virgo Deep Stack.

Figure reproduced from Jones et al. (2006).

or misidentified. Also discussed are analyses that have yielded new information

about known galaxies, such as photometric data or HI measurements. Information

typically appearing in catalogues may include, but is not restricted to:

• position;

• cross-reference to other catalogues;

• cluster membership designation;

• morphological type;

• angular and physical dimensions;

• apparent magnitude in one or more passbands; and

• heliocentric radial velocity (derived from the redshift).

The catalogue data may be used to study galaxy and cluster properties. Galaxy

morphology is usually studied using high-resolution images and optical surface pho-

tometry. The photometry process results in a radial light profile of the galaxy in
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units of magnitudes per square arcsecond (µ). The radial profile is a useful tool in

galaxy classification, determination of total apparent magnitude (mT ) and studies of

galaxy evolution in different environments. The overall population of a cluster may

be summarised by its constituent-galaxy luminosity distribution and the match-

ing luminosity function. Analyses based on independent distance measurements,

combined with radial velocity information from spectroscopy, are used to study 3D

structure within a cluster.

The following list of selected surveys, catalogues and analyses relevant to this project

provides a useful background to the large volume of work that has already been

conducted in the direction of the Virgo Cluster. The various analysis techniques used

and information about the Virgo Cluster gained from these surveys are discussed

further in Section 3.4 and Chapter 4. The surveys and catalogues included here are

summarised in Table 3.2 (p.36).

i. The Virgo Cluster Catalogue (VCC), 1985

One of the landmark surveys in the direction of the Virgo Cluster produced

the Virgo Cluster Catalogue (VCC) of Binggeli et al. (1985) which details 2096

galaxies within an area of ∼ 140 deg2 to a total apparent B -band magnitude

of BT ≈ 18, corresponding to absolute magnitude MBT
≈ −13.7, using a

Virgo Cluster distance modulus of m −M = 31.7 (refer Equation 5.16 p.115

for relationship between magnitudes, distance modulus and distance). The

catalogue includes galaxies of all major morphological types (spiral, elliptical,

dwarf elliptical, and irregular) imaged on 67 photographic plates taken at Las

Campanas Observatory between 1979 and 1982.

Identifications of 572 cluster members are based on heliocentric radial veloci-

ties in the range −1600 ≤ vhelio ≤ 2700 km s−1, which is generally considered

to be the range for true cluster membership. These data are plotted, for ref-

erence against other surveys, in all maps (Figures 3.3, 3.6, 5.7, 6.2 and 8.1).

However, to date, velocities are not available for all galaxies in the catalogue.

Other membership criteria used by Binggeli et al. (1985) are surface brightness

(based on correlations between absolute magnitude and surface brightness),
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resolution of detailed galaxy structure, and luminosity class. The catalogue

includes confirmed and possible cluster members from the Las Campanas sur-

vey as well as cluster and background galaxies from the earlier Zwicky et al.

(1961-1963) catalogue. The full catalogue contains 1277 certain cluster mem-

bers, 574 possible cluster members and 245 background galaxies. Foreground

galaxies cannot be distinguished from Virgo Cluster members using velocity

measurements due to the large range in velocities of genuine Virgo Cluster

members, including some with blueshifts (Trentham and Tully 2002). The

dynamics and sub-structure of the cluster are further discussed in Section 3.4.

ii. The Impey, Bothun & Malin (IBM) Survey of LSB Virgo Dwarfs,

1988

Impey et al. (1988) studied 137 LSB galaxies in the Virgo area using CCD

imaging to derive surface photometry. Targets were chosen from two overlap-

ping UKST fields imaged on three IIIa-J photographic plates. Selected areas in

the fields, covering 7.7 deg2, were photographically amplified to detect galaxies

to a B-band surface magnitude of approximately 27 Bµ. The CCD data for

these galaxies may be followed out to 29 or 30 Bµ.

The 27 new galaxies identified in this survey have very low surface brightness

and angular diameters & 30 arcseconds. They appear, from HI studies, to

be gas-poor. Yet, they are unusually blue for ellipticals, implying relatively

youthful ages. The authors identified an apparent discontinuity between dwarf

and giant ellipticals at MB ≈ −16. This marks a transition between galaxy

radial profiles fitted by an exponential and those with an r1/4 component in

the central region, originally believed to indicate that ellipticals and dwarf

ellipticals belonged to two distinct families.

However, this distinction was later refuted by Gavazzi et al. (2005b) based

on several arguments: U − V and B − H colours and metallicity smoothly

increase with luminosity; central surface brightness increases monotonically

with absolute magnitude; and there is no clear distinction between giants

and dwarfs in fundamental plane relations (refer Gavazzi et al. (2005b) for
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references). Despite the likelihood of Virgo Cluster membership of the LSB

galaxies, one of those discovered by Impey et al. (1988), Malin 1, was found

from HI observations to lie well beyond the Virgo Cluster. A fresh analysis of

this unusual galaxy using Virgo Deep Stack data is presented in Chapter 7.

iii. Spectral Observations of Blue Compact Dwarfs (BCDs), 1996

Targets were selected by Drinkwater et al. (1996) from UKST plates that

were digitised by the APM microdensitometer facility at Cambridge and the

equivalent COSMOSb measuring machine at ROE. Observations were then

made over three observing seasons (1992-1994), using the UK Schmidt FLAIR-

II multi-object fibre spectrograph, to obtain spectra of galaxies brighter than

BJ = 17.6 in the central 30 deg2 of the Virgo Cluster (the same field coverage

as that of the Virgo Deep Stack). Targets were selected as candidate BCD

and dE galaxies.

The spectra obtained were used to determine cluster membership and to study

large-scale structure beyond the Virgo cluster. The authors observed 303

galaxies and obtained reliable velocities for 291 galaxies, nine of which proved

to be cluster members. Of the sample, 31 were VCC galaxies. The findings,

compared with the original VCC classifications, are shown in Table 3.1. These

results support the original VCC membership estimates.

Other results from this survey focus on the two main survey groups: the cluster

dE data that are included in the Virgo Photometry Catalogue (VPC, Young

and Currie (1998), refer Item iv); and the BCD studies extending to larger

distances with vhelio < 31, 000 km s−1. This study confirms the completeness

of the BCD luminosity function of Binggeli et al. (1988). There is no evidence

of red compact dwarfs which suggests either that, if star formation is short-

lived, then galaxies must fade beyond the survey’s magnitude limit or that

star formation is ongoing in these galaxies. The authors also found that the

background BCDs serve as a useful probe of large-scale galaxy distribution.

b COSMOS capabilities are described by MacGillivray and Stobie (1984).
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Count VCC classification New finding

5 member member

4 possible member member

3 possible member background

10 background background

3 no reliable redshift

6 redshift from other source

31

Tab. 3.1: VCC Cluster Membership

Galaxies from the VCC have their membership of the Virgo Cluster reassessed.

Data from Drinkwater et al. (1996).

iv. The Virgo Photometry Catalogue (VPC), 1998

This catalogue, compiled by Young and Currie (1998) and based primarily

on four wide-field UKST plates, presents photographic surface photometry in

three passbands: U using one IIIa-J plate with UGI filter; BJ using two IIIa-J

plates with GG395 filter; and RC using one IIIa-F plate with an RG630 filter.c

The catalogue contains data for 1180 galaxies within a 23 deg2 area centred

on 12h26m +13◦08′ in B1950 coordinates. The UKST plates were digitised by

scanning with the COSMOS measuring machine at ROE. In addition to the

photometric data and physical parameters, such as orientation and ellipticity,

the catalogue includes heliocentric radial velocities from a number of sources

including Drinkwater et al. (1996). Limiting magnitudes are quoted as 25µ

for the U - and BJ -band data and 24µ for the RC data. Objects from the

catalogue with v < 2700 km s−1 are plotted in Figure 3.3.

v. Luminosity Function Analysis of Dwarf Spheroidals, 1998

The main purpose of this analysis by Phillipps et al. (1998) was to derive a

luminosity function for dwarf spheroidal galaxies. The data were derived from

c The authors refer to this as Cousins R, calling it RC , although Bessell (1986) notes differences

between photoelectric Kron-Cousins RC and photographic R63F .
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a set of six UKST exposures of the same field. Each Tech Pan film was digitally

scanned by the SuperCOSMOS automatic measuring machine at ROE in nine

smaller scan regions. The scans were then median stacked to enhance faint

detail to a limiting magnitude of 25.45 Rµ. This study covers two scan regions

of 1.58 deg2 and 1.61 deg2 in the inner and outer parts of the Virgo Cluster

field respectively. These regions are shown in Figure 5.7 (p.103). The selection

criteria, described in Section 4.5.4, reveal 675 LSB dwarfs in the inner region

and 895 in the outer region. These data do not appear to be available as an

online catalogue but discussion of the resulting luminosity function is provided

in Chapter 4.

vi. 3D Structure of the Virgo Cluster, 1999

The Virgo Cluster sub-structure was surveyed by Gavazzi et al. (1999). Dis-

tances were determined for 134 galaxies in the main A and B sub-clusters, the

more distant W and M clouds and the E, S, and N regions. The authors used

FP and TF galaxy distance determination methods combined with H-band

photometry of 200 galaxies, known velocity dispersions and some new spec-

troscopic data to make these distance measurements. Figure 3.5 shows a plan

diagram of these regions and 3.6 maps their positions on the sky. This sub-

structure is further detailed in Section 3.4.2 and the dynamics of the cluster

as a whole are considered in more detail in Section 3.4.

vii. Faint Galaxies in Different Environments, 2002

Trentham and Tully (2002) used observations with the 8-m Subaru Telescope

to obtain data to derive the faint-end slope of the galaxy luminosity function

in five environments of varying galaxy density: the Virgo Cluster, the NGC

1407 Group, the Coma I Group, the Leo Group and the NGC 1023 Group. An

area of 1.2 deg2 was surveyed in the direction of the core of the Virgo Cluster

(refer Figure 3.3).

Concentration parameters were used as selection criteria for cluster member-

ship where no redshifts were available (see further discussion of member iden-

tification in Section 4.5). The authors found the density of dwarfs is higher
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in the Virgo survey region than in any of the other environments surveyed.

The faintest galaxies in the survey have R ≈ 22.5 and reach central surface

brightnesses of almost 27 Rµ. The survey showed that in more dynamically

evolved environments there is a higher ratio of dE to dI galaxies.

viii. The Luminosity Function of the Virgo Cluster, 2002

Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) used B-band CCD imaging of 449 galaxies to

study the luminosity function of galaxies in the Virgo Cluster. Data included

galaxies from a number of existing catalogues as well as 142 new objects. Im-

ages were obtained using the Wide Field Camera on the 2.5-m Isaac Newton

Telescope (INT) at La Palma as part of the INT Wide Field Survey. That

imaging survey is not specific to the Virgo Cluster, but includes two strips

that cross the cluster imaged in the i- and B-bands (refer Figure 3.3). The

authors followed reduction, galaxy classification and cluster-member identi-

fication methods similar to those of Trentham and Tully (2002) to obtain a

luminosity function in the range −22 ≥ MB ≥ −11. The survey covers 24.9

deg2. Comparison data, obtained in a 31 deg2 region of the INT Wide Field

Survey covering the North Galactic Cap, were used to estimate background

contamination in the Virgo sample.

ix. Dwarf LSB Galaxy Survey in the Virgo Cluster, 2003

Sabatini et al. (2003) presented a study of the faint-end slope of the luminosity

function in inner and outer regions of the Virgo Cluster based on B-band data

from a ∼ 14 deg2 area of the INT Wide Field Survey east-west strip. The

authors followed up with colour and HI line observations (Sabatini et al. 2005)

and a similar study of the north-south strip (Roberts et al. 2007). These stud-

ies used an automated repeatable procedure for detecting LSB galaxies and an

optimum filter to preferentially select cluster members rather than background

galaxies. Numerical simulations were used to identify distinguishing properties

of member and non-member galaxies (refer Section 4.5). This survey identifies

105 previously uncatalogued galaxies and includes 143 Trentham and Hodgkin

(2002) galaxies although, in Davies et al. (2004), the total count is given as
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257 LSB dwarf candidatesd. The 105 newly-identified galaxies are plotted in

Figure 5.7 (p.103). The follow-up study of the north-south strip (Roberts et al.

2007) contains 336 objects, 218 of which were previously uncatalogued.

x. The ACS Virgo Cluster Survey, 2004

The Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) was installed on the Hubble Space

Telescope in 2002 and has been used to survey 100 early-type Virgo Cluster

galaxies from the VCC in fields 202 x 202 arcseconds in size (refer Figure 3.3).

Hence, the survey covers 0.31 deg2 in total. The goals of the survey include

studies of globular clusters associated with the galaxies, isophotal analyses of

the galaxies and distance determinations using the surface brightness fluctua-

tion method (Côté et al. 2004).

xi. HI Observations in the Virgo Cluster, 2005

Optical surveys may be supplemented by data in other wavelengths, since much

of the mass of a galaxy is tied up in its gas (HI) and dark matter components.

Using the Arecibo telescope, Gavazzi et al. (2005a) observed 33 Virgo galaxies

to complete an HI data set of 355 late types (Sa - spirals with tightly wound

arms, Im - irregular ‘magellanic’ types, and BCDs). From this data set the

authors derived the Virgo Cluster HI mass function. This survey is complete

for cluster members with photographic magnitude mp ≤ 18.0. The results and

comparisons with a field HI mass function and optical luminosity functions

indicate that neutral hydrogen is mainly contained in late-type galaxies, with

only marginal contributions from early types and isolated HI clouds.

xii. Analysis of Elliptical Galaxies in the Virgo Cluster, 2005

Gavazzi et al. (2005b) used B- and I-band photometry of data from the INT

Wide Field Survey to study the properties of 226 elliptical galaxies in the

Virgo Cluster. The galaxies cover the full range from giants (E) to dwarfs

(dE). The authors studied the relationships between size, surface brightness,

luminosity and the Sérsic (r1/n) model of light distribution of dE-E galaxies.

d The other 9 galaxies are presumably listed in the VCC or Impey et al. (1988).
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Fig. 3.3: Map 1: Combined Survey Map

This figure illustrates several survey regions against the backdrop of VCC cluster
members (v < 2700 km s−1, blue dots). Red squares are the cluster members ex-
amined by Young and Currie (1998) in the Virgo Photometry Catalogue (VPC).
Green data points (T&T) are galaxies observed by Trentham and Tully (2002)
with the Subaru Telescope. Regions covered by the INT Wide Field Survey (thin
boundary lines) are referred to as the N-S strip and the E-W strip. The INT
Wide Field Survey data (pink data points, T&H) were used by Trentham and
Hodgkin (2002) to derive a luminosity function for the Virgo Cluster. Black
circles represent galaxies imaged by the ACS Survey. The heavy square is the
region covered by the Virgo Deep Stack.
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The study addresses a distinction between the brightest E galaxies and the rest

of the population that is seen in the ‘magnitude - effective surface brightness’

(MB/µeff ) plane by examining radial profiles and using alternative compar-

isons. It was found that the observed segregation is due to ‘core’ galaxies in

the brighter population (MB < −20.5). These are galaxies for which profiles

flatten in the central 100 pc, 1.2 arcsec at the distance of the Virgo Clus-

ter, thus causing a step in the distribution due to the effect of the flattening

on effective surface brightness (surface brightness measured at the half-light

radius). By instead plotting MB vs µ0, the dichotomy disappears and the pop-

ulation shows a smooth distribution. Furthermore, excluding the ‘core’ galaxy

population, the Sérsic index (n) increases linearly with luminosity.

From the B− I colour information, Gavazzi et al. (2005b) found that blueness

and the amount of spread in colour index both increase with fainter luminosi-

ties.

xiii. Ultra-Compact Dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster, 2005

Prompted by the identification of UCDs in the Fornax cluster by Drinkwa-

ter et al. (1999), Jones et al. (2006) used 2dF spectroscopy on the Anglo-

Australian Telescope to target 1500 colour-selected star-like objects within

one degree of M87 in Virgo. Targets were selected from the APM object cata-

logue generated from scanning of UKST plates. Nine UCDs were discovered,

with properties comparable with those in the Fornax cluster, and with mag-

nitudes in the range 16.0 < bj < 20.2 (refer Figure 3.2). Data from the INT

Wide Field Survey were used to measure image sizes and surface brightness

profiles and the Virgo Deep Stack was also accessed to search for LSB haloes.

No evidence of extended haloes around any of the Virgo UCDs was found. The

authors conjecture that these objects of ¿ 100 pc in size may have formed

through galaxy interactions and be the remnants of nucleated dEs or luminous

star clusters.
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xiv. Low Luminosity Galaxies in the Virgo Cluster, 2005

Caldwell (2005) surveyed seven fields with the Kitt Peak National Observatory

(KPNO) Mosaic camera on the Mayall 4-m telescope to search for dwarf ellip-

tical galaxies. The main finding from that survey is that there are galaxies in

the Virgo Cluster with central surface brightness down to µ0 ' 27.5 Bµ, about

two magnitudes fainter than known in the Local Group. By observing three

of these newly-found galaxies with the ACS instrument on the Hubble Space

Telescope, Caldwell (2006) resolved stars with colour and magnitude that are

consistent with them being ‘red giant branch’ (RGB) stars in Virgo Cluster

galaxies. Two of these confirmed cluster members are discussed in detail in

Section 6.2.2.

xv. This Project: The Virgo Deep Stack VLSB Galaxy Survey, 2008

Surveys to date have covered a diverse range of galaxy types, many optical

passbands and also HI measurements. The large area and depth covered by the

Virgo Deep Stack allow examination of, and comparison with, data from many

other surveys. This project explores the VLSB population in the OR-band to a

depth comparable with the R-band data of Trentham and Tully (2002) and B-

band data of Trentham and Hodgkin (2002). Many VLSB galaxies have been

newly identified and catalogued, together with their properties, in Chapter 8.

Although this list of surveys and catalogues appears comprehensive, there is no

catalogue of LSB galaxies covering the entire Virgo Cluster that is complete for

objects fainter than MB = −14 and central surface brightness values down to 26

Bµ, values typical of dwarfs in the Local Group (Sabatini et al. 2005). Nor is the

above listing fully comprehensive. Many other studies concentrate on certain galaxy

types or particular analysis techniques that have limited relevance to this project.

Considerable amounts of data from catalogues based on these surveys and other

publications are available through the on-line astronomical databases: Simbad and

VizieR, both maintained by the Centre de Données Astronomiques de Strasbourg at

http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/; and NED, the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Data-

base at http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/, which is operated by Jet Propulsion
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Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Description Type† Band Galaxy Counts and
(Reference) µlim‡ Area (deg2) Limiting Magnitudes
i) Virgo Cluster Catalogue1 P B 2096 galaxies (all types)
(Binggeli et al. 1985) ∼ 25.3 Bµ 140 to BT ∼ 18
ii) Virgo Dwarfs - IBM2 P & C B, V, I 137 LSB galaxies (27 new)
(Impey et al. 1988) ∼ 27 Bµ 7.7 to B27 = 20.2
iii) Blue Compact Dwarfs C Spec. 303 BCDs to BJ = 17.6
(Drinkwater et al. 1996) 30 (291 reliable velocities)
iv) Virgo Photometry Catalogue D U,BJ , RC 1180 galaxies (all types)
(Young and Currie 1998) 24 Rµ 23 to BJ25 = 19.0
v) LF3 of Dwarf Spheroidals D R 1570 LSB dwarfs
(Phillipps et al. 1998)4 ∼ 25.5 Rµ 3.2 to R ≈ 20
vi) 3D Structure of Cluster N H Photometry of 200 galaxies
(Gavazzi et al. 1999) per VCC (distances to 134 galaxies)
vii) Faint Galaxy LF C R 99 VC galaxies to R ≈ 22.5
(Trentham and Tully 2002) 28 Rµ 1.2 (inc. 51 new dE, dI, LSB)
viii) LF of the Virgo Cluster C B 449 various types to B = 25
(Trentham and Hodgkin 2002) 27 Bµ 25 (inc. 142 new dE, dI, LSB)
ix) Dwarf LSB Galaxies C B To MB = −9.5 (B ∼ 21.5)
(Sabatini et al. 2003) 14 231 LSB dwarfs (105 new)
(Roberts et al. 2007)

26 Bµ#

15 336 LSB dwarfs (218 new)
x) HST ACS Survey C g, z 100 VCC galaxies in
(Côté et al. 2004) 0.31 202” x 202” fields
xi) HI Observations R 21cm 33 Sa, Im, BCD observed
(Gavazzi et al. 2005a) per VCC (reports on 355 galaxies)
xii) Elliptical Galaxies C B, I, i 226 VCC ellipticals
(Gavazzi et al. 2005b) ∼ 27 Bµ 26 to mp = 20
xiii) Ultra-Compact Dwarfs C Spec. 9 UCDs discovered
(Jones et al. 2006) 3.14
xiv) Low Luminosity Galaxies C B, R 3 verified cluster members
(Caldwell 2005) ∼ 28 Bµ 3.5
xv) Virgo Deep Stack Catalogue D OR 100 new galaxies in sub-area
(This project) ∼ 28 Rµ 25 (3.47)* (82 likely cluster members)

Tab. 3.2: Selected Virgo Cluster Surveys and Catalogues
† Type: P = photographic, C = CCD, D = digitised photographs, R = radio,

N = near infrared.
‡ µlim is limiting surface brightness, where supplied, and may refer to

completeness limit or faint isophote limit (detection threshold) of the data.
1. Referred to as the VCC.
2. Known as IBM after authors Impey, Bothun and Malin.
3. LF = luminosity function.
4. No online catalogue available.
# Limiting central surface brightness.
* Total image area available (area examined in detail for this project).
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3.4 Properties of the Virgo Cluster

The Virgo Cluster is the dominant mass concentration in the Local Supercluster and

the largest collection of elliptical and lenticular galaxies in the nearby universe (Côté

et al. 2004). It is dominated by the bright elliptical galaxies M87, M86 and M49.

Its large, complex structure extends from 15 to 29 Mpc in distance (Gavazzi et al.

1999), covers an area of ∼ 140 deg2 on the sky (Binggeli et al. 1985) and contains

at least 1300 galaxies. It is a dynamic cluster that includes sub-clusters at various

distances, each with its own peculiar velocity relative to the dominant sub-cluster

(Gavazzi et al. 1999), and contains a high propensity of dwarf galaxies relative to

the field population (Roberts et al. 2004). Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) explain

that galaxies in the cluster must have undergone many galaxy-galaxy interactions

due to its short crossing time (∼ 0.1 of a Hubble time). The galaxies move through

a hot intra-cluster medium where strong radio and x-ray emissions are associated

with the giant elliptical galaxy, M87 (Young et al. 2002).

The following sections describe some of the cluster’s physical parameters and the

effects that this environment has on the galactic population.

3.4.1 Velocity Distribution in the Direction of the Virgo Cluster

The Virgo Cluster is a rich dynamic system in which galaxy velocities range between

-1600 and +2700 km s−1. The cluster has an overall velocity dispersion of ∼ 700

km s−1 (Trentham and Tully 2002). However, it is clearly isolated from background

galaxies by a ∼ 4000 km s−1 void (Young and Currie 1998).

These features are visible in the detailed histogram by Trentham and Tully (2002)

(reproduced in Figure 3.4). The data, to v = 8000 km s−1, clearly show the spread

of velocities in the Virgo Cluster and the void between the cluster and the Great

Wall. It is because of this void that researchers feel confident in assigning galaxies

to the Virgo Cluster based on a radial velocity of v . 2700 km s−1. Unfortunately,

velocity measurements cannot be used to distinguish foreground galaxies from Virgo

Cluster members as there is no break in these histograms between the Virgo Cluster
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and the local environment. In fact, the histogram shows a continuous distribution

all the way into the negative (first) velocity bin. According to Sabatini et al. (2003),

the huge mass of the Virgo Cluster accelerates member galaxies, giving them high

peculiar velocities, with IC 3258 approaching the Milky Way at 1600 km s−1 (the

highest blueshift measured for any galaxy).

 

Fig. 3.4: Histograms of Published Galaxy Velocities in the Direction of the Virgo Cluster

These histograms clearly show the distribution of velocities of Virgo Cluster

galaxies. Also visible in the left-hand figure are the void beyond the cluster

and the ‘Great Wall’ of more distant galaxies. The left figure covers 2 h in

RA and 30◦ in Dec. The right figure is restricted to a circle that minimally

encloses the cluster. Note the different velocity ranges of the two figures.

Figures reproduced from Trentham and Tully (2002).

3.4.2 Distance and 3D Structure

Various authors quote an overall distance to the Virgo Cluster as anywhere between

16 and ∼ 21 Mpc (refer Table 3.3). The ambiguity is due to different distance

measurement techniques, calibration of data, the number of galaxies averaged over,

application of corrections and the intrinsic sub-structure of the cluster. The cosmo-

logical distance indicator of redshift is not appropriate for accurately determining

the distance to the Virgo Cluster because of the range in peculiar velocities and the

spread of distances of its member galaxies. Measurements of the distance modulus of
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Distance (Mpc) m−M Method Reference

14.4± 1.1 (M87) 30.79 7 Ciardullo et al. (1998)

15.8 (M87 clump) 31.0

18.5 (M86 clump) 31.33
8 Jerjen et al. (2004a)

16.5± 0.1 (VC) 31.08 8 Mei et al. (2007)

16.0± 1.7 (VC) 31.0 1-8, weighted average

17.6± 2.2 (VC) 31.2 1-8, unweighted average
Jacoby et al. (1992)

20.9± 0.9 (VC) 31.6±0.09 1-6 Tammann et al. (2000)

Tab. 3.3: Selected Virgo Cluster Distance Estimates

This table shows distances to M87, regions surrounding M87 and M86 and

values indicative of the range of distances obtained for the entire Virgo Cluster.

The methods used to derive distances are:

1. Cepheids; 2. Supernovae Ia; 3. 21cm linewidths (Tully-Fisher); 4. Dn−σ;

5. Globular clusters; 6. Novae; 7. Planetary nebulae; 8. Surface brightness

fluctuations.

The large value of Tammann et al. (2000) is an ‘outlier’ for the overall cluster

distance with the bulk of the literature accepting a value nearer 16 or 17 Mpc.

galaxy NGC 4548 demonstrate that different results are obtained by different tech-

niques. For this galaxy, Tonry et al. (2001), using the method of surface brightness

fluctuations, derived a value of 31.42±0.54. For the same galaxy, Saha et al. (2006)

obtained a value of 30.99 from Cepheid variable measurements after the exhaustive

application of corrections. Uncertainties bring these results into agreement. How-

ever, in the latter case, the authors also warn that uncertainty in distances may

be as high as 10 - 15% due to the intrinsic width of the period-luminosity relation,

possible variable absorption and observational errors in magnitude and colour.

Cepheid variable measurements, considered to be the most reliable, have been made

for just a handful of Virgo Cluster galaxies (refer Table 3.4). The second column of

the table lists those relevant to this discussion, though recently revised measurements

and figures for three additional galaxies appear in Saha et al. (2006) and are included
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Galaxy m−M Reference m−M

(Saha et al. 2006)

NGC 4571 30.87 ± 0.15 Pierce et al. (1994)

NGC 4321 (M100) 31.04 ± 0.21 Ferrarese et al. (1996) 31.18

NGC 4536 31.10 ± 0.05 Saha et al. (1997) 31.24

NGC 4496A 31.13 ± 0.10 Saha et al. (1997) 31.18

NGC 4639 32.03 ± 0.22 Saha et al. (1997) 32.20

NGC 4535 31.25

NGC 4548 30.99

NGC 4527 30.76

Tab. 3.4: Cepheid Distance Moduli to Virgo Galaxies

in the fourth column of the table. Interestingly, Tammann et al. (2000) derived

from the five earlier measurements a preliminary Cepheid distance modulus to the

Virgo Cluster of (m − M)V irgo = 31.45 ± 0.21 and claim that this result is ‘well

embraced’ by the individual distances shown in Table 3.4. On the other hand,

Gavazzi et al. (1999), based on the same five Cepheid measurements, used a value

of (m − M)V irgo = 31.0 as the zero-point for their FP and TF analyses, giving

greater weight to the galaxies apparently in the main (nearer) parts of the cluster

and stating that the more distant galaxy, NGC 4639, should not be used to represent

the distance to the Virgo Cluster.

Gavazzi et al. (1999) undertook a detailed study of the 3D structure of the Virgo

Cluster. That study obtained distances to 134 galaxies using known velocity disper-

sions, new spectroscopic and photometric data and FP and TF methods. These dis-

tance determinations are not absolute because, as mentioned above, the zero-points

of the FP and TF template relations were calibrated using a distance modulus to

the cluster of m−M = 31.0. These authors conclude that the Virgo Cluster is far

from virialised and comprises several sub-clusters with various distances and pecu-

liar velocities. The dominant A sub-cluster and the E, S and N clouds lie at ∼ 15
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Mpc. Sub-cluster B is at 23 Mpc and the W and M clouds are even more distant

at >30 Mpc. These regions and their relative distances are as shown in Figures 3.5

and 3.6.
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Fig. 3.5: Plan Diagram of the Virgo Cluster

This plan diagram relates the distances and relative motions of the A and B

sub-clusters and the W, M, N, E and S clouds. The A sub-cluster is considered

to be the dominant gravitational system. Distances are approximated from

those detailed in Table 3.5.

Distance moduli and peculiar velocities of each of the sub-clusters, as determined by

Gavazzi et al. (1999) using H0 = 81.35 km s−1 Mpc−1, are detailed in Table 3.5. The

authors state that M49, previously believed to belong to the B sub-cluster, is more

likely to belong to the S cloud. The distance modulus for this galaxy, used in the

study, is also provided in the Table 3.5. Distances shown in Table 3.5 are calculated

from the Gavazzi et al. (1999) distance moduli using the distance modulus formula:

d = 10
m−M+5

5 (3.1)

One study that helps to distinguish the near-side edge of the cluster from the field

or local population is a study of intra-cluster planetary nebulae by Arnaboldi et al.

(2002). The sample preferentially traces the nearer edge of the cluster which is

found to be approximately 2.1 to 2.8 Mpc closer than M87, the dominant galaxy in

sub-cluster A, assuming the distance of M87 to be 14.9 Mpc. This result gives an

indication of the approximate depth of the main sub-cluster.
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Region d(Mpc) m−M VpecA

A 14.7 30.84

N 15.4 30.94 -768

S 15.2 30.91 +202

E 17.6 31.23 -124

B 23.3 31.84 -762

M 35.8 32.77 -736 *

W 29.9 32.38 -151

M49 17.2 31.18 n/a

Tab. 3.5: Sub-Structure of the Virgo Cluster

The table shows distances and distance moduli of sub-clusters in the Virgo

Cluster. Peculiar velocities are relative to sub-cluster A.

* The authors note that the distance for the M cloud may be unreliable as it

is based on data for only 4 galaxies.

Distance moduli and peculiar velocities from Gavazzi et al. (1999).

3.4.3 Galaxy Population

The cluster’s galaxy population was summarised by Trentham and Tully (2002) in

a comparison between the Virgo Cluster, four galaxy groups and the Ursa Major

cluster. The Virgo Cluster population includes 107 E/S0/Sab galaxies, 67 Sb/Irr

galaxies and has a projected density of dwarfs of 894 per Mpc2. These values

make it richer in overall galaxy population and it has a higher projected dwarf

density than any of the other regions surveyed. Whilst the Virgo Cluster contains

all galaxy types, it is the dwarf and low surface brightness galaxy population that

is particularly relevant to this project.

The surface density of dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster was found by Davies et al. (2004)

to be on average 20 per deg2, ranging from 40 at the centre to only four at the

edge. Those data included LSB dwarfs down to a central surface brightness limit

of ∼ 26 Bµ. The variation in surface density of LSB dwarfs was also examined by
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Fig. 3.6: Map 2: 3D Structure of the Virgo Cluster

Black symbols show 134 galaxies plotted within seven spatial regions (labelled

A, B, E, S, W, N and M and shown with dotted lines) based on distance

estimates. The small blue points are cluster member galaxies of the VCC.

The heavy square is the region covered by the Virgo Deep Stack.

Figure after Gavazzi et al. (1999).
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Phillipps et al. (1998) in a study of two sub-fields within the cluster, each covering

around 1.6 deg2. Phillipps et al. (1998) also found that the LSB dwarf density of the

cluster core is smaller than that in a region that is 3 degrees from the core. These

results suggest that the dense environment of the cluster core either removes the

LSB dwarfs or suppresses their formation.

Davies et al. (2004) found a dwarf-to-giant ratio (DGR) of about 20 using a sample

of 257 dwarf galaxies in the Virgo Cluster, compared with a ratio of 6 or less in

the MGS which covers a region along the celestial equator containing mainly field

galaxies. Sabatini et al. (2003) also found that, whilst the surface number density

of LSB dwarfs falls off towards the edge of the cluster, the whole cluster has an

apparently constant DGR of ∼ 20 that does not blend into the field ratio (∼ 4) near

the cluster’s edge. This suggests that the Virgo Cluster is very different from the

field environment all the way out to its edge. Binggeli et al. (1988) speculated that

dwarf galaxies may be clumped around the few major systems with large bulges.

However, Roberts et al. (2007) found that there does not appear to be a prevalence

for dwarfs to cluster around giants in the Virgo Cluster.

Sabatini et al. (2005) found that the DGR in the cluster is too high to support

formation by infall of units like the Local Group or galaxies from the field, which

has a much lower DGR. Although Conselice et al. (2003) found evidence of accretion

of field galaxies into the cluster from HI observations of dEs preferentially located

near the edges of the cluster, Roberts et al. (2007) suggest that the Virgo Cluster is

assembling itself out of sub-clusters that are already rich in dwarf galaxies compared

with the population in the field.

The total light due to dwarf LSB galaxies in the Virgo Cluster was estimated by

Sabatini et al. (2003) to be only 1/50 of the total light due to the brighter, but less

numerous, VCC galaxies. However, LSB dwarfs contribute significantly to the mass

of the cluster. It was also estimated, based on this survey area (the E-W strip of the

INT Wide Field Survey) and the high M/L ratios found for Local Group galaxies,

that the total dwarf mass in the Virgo Cluster is approximately 1/10 of the total

mass of the VCC galaxies.
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3.4.4 The Intra-Cluster Medium

Between galaxies in the Virgo Cluster there is evidence of gas (e.g. Minchin et al.

(2005), Phookun et al. (1993)), planetary nebulae (Feldmeier et al. 2004), tidal

tails from interacting galaxies (refer Figure 3.7), globular clusters (Williams et al.

2007) and individual intra-cluster stars (Caldwell 2006). The hot x-ray-emitting gas

is very localised to the region around M87 (Young et al. 2002) so this particular

environment is unlikely to have much effect on the dwarf galaxy population as a

whole. However, optical light appears to permeate between galaxies at a level of

∼ 26 V µ and fainter (Mihos et al. 2005). This diffuse light, referred to as intra-

cluster light, is defined as luminosity at a surface brightness µV > 26.5µ and, in

evolved clusters, may contribute 10 to 15% of the cluster’s total luminosity (Rudick

et al. 2006). Discussion of the intra-cluster light detected in the Virgo Deep Stack is

included in Section 6.5. Some phenomena that contribute to intra-cluster light are

described below.

Fig. 3.7: NGC 4438: A Tidally Disturbed Galaxy

This image from the Virgo Deep Stack shows the effects of tidal disturbance on

the large, luminous spiral galaxy NGC 4438 (lower galaxy in image) which is

plunging through the centre of the Virgo Cluster at high speed (Vollmer et al.

2005). The upper galaxy, NGC 4435, appears undisturbed but is contributing

to the tidal interaction.
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Moore et al. (1999b) modelled galaxy interactions to show that LSB galaxies may be

torn apart by gravitational tidal shocks during cluster formation, distributing stars

within the cluster. Similarly, modelling by Barai et al. (2007) supports the case for

destruction of dwarf galaxies as a source of intra-cluster light. In a variation on

this theme, Bekki et al. (2001) suggest that galaxies are not necessarily torn apart

but that the process of galaxy ‘threshing’ through tidal interactions may strip outer

stars and compress galactic cores, resulting in the formation of UCD galaxies.

These modelling scenarios are supported by observations by Karick et al. (2004),

in which a long arc of tidal debris from a dE,N cluster member was detected, and

imaging and spectroscopic studies by Mastropietro et al. (2004), which were com-

pared with high-resolution N-body simulations designed to study the evolution of

disk galaxies in clusters. Results of these comparisons substantiate the findings that

tidal debris contributes to diffuse intra-cluster light and that individual stars may

be stripped from galaxies in these interactions.

Some of these individual stars have been directly imaged. Caldwell (2006) used deep

HST imaging with the ACS to study tip-red-giant-branch (TRGB) stars in Virgo

galaxies and found evidence of ‘free-floating RGB stars’ in the Virgo Cluster. Intra-

cluster planetary nebulae have also been detected by Arnaboldi et al. (2002) using

the wide-field imager on the European Southern Observatory (ESO) 2.2-m telescope

and Feldmeier (2006) suggests that these nebulae may contribute as much as 10 to

20% of the total amount of diffuse light in galaxy clusters.

Extensive faint galaxy haloes are also deemed to contribute to the intra-cluster light

even though, strictly speaking, they belong to their parent galaxies. Gonzalez et al.

(2000b) observed the brightest cluster galaxy in Abell 1651 and extrapolated its

profile to account for all but 5% of that cluster’s intra-cluster light. It is suggested

that the remainder may be due to cluster galaxies fainter than the magnitude limit

of the data.

Certainly, in the Virgo Cluster, some very extensive galaxy haloes are seen in deep

images and, without doubt, there are many individual contributions to intra-cluster

light from stars, tidal tails and nebulae. However, making confirmed detections of
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large-scale identifiable patches of intra-cluster light has proven challenging. The

apparent detection by Katsiyannis et al. (1998), according to the authors, may be

due to variations in film sensitivity in the photographic image data. On the other

hand, Mihos et al. (2005) produced a striking image of the Virgo Cluster core,

made with the 0.6-m Burrell Schmidt Telescope, that clearly shows long streaks

and tidal plumes. This image was made by mosaicking together 72 separate 900-s

CCD exposures, each with an area of 1.0 × 0.75 degrees. As will be discussed in

Section 6.5, many of these features may be corroborated by comparison with the

Virgo Deep Stack. The confirmed presence of many diffuse tidal plumes in the Virgo

Cluster indicates that tidal stripping is an ongoing process contributing light to the

intra-cluster medium and transforming galaxies in this environment.

3.4.5 Effects of the Cluster Environment

The Virgo Cluster has a crossing time of 0.1 of a Hubble time, which means its galax-

ies have had many opportunities to interact (Trentham and Tully 2002). Sabatini

et al. (2003) describe the Virgo Cluster as a very complex, unrelaxed system. Whilst

the core is dynamically old, the surrounding region is still infalling. This implies

that some galactic evolution must take place as passing galaxies tug on each other

over cosmic time and are influenced by the intra-cluster medium. Some evidence

of this is found in studies that compare the dwarf population in the Virgo Cluster

with that in the field and also in studies that look at noticeable differences between

galaxies at different localities within the cluster. These studies, described below,

examine morphology, colour and gas content of the galaxies.

A survey by Sabatini et al. (2005) of where dE and dI galaxies are found within the

Virgo Cluster showed that the spherically symmetric dE galaxies are found prefer-

entially towards the cluster centre and the more irregular and clumpy dI galaxies

are distributed nearer the edges.

In a study of galaxy morphology in different environments (refer Section 3.3 Item

vii), Trentham and Tully (2002) found that, in the range −17 ≤ MR ≤ −11, around

70% of dEs in the Virgo Cluster are nucleated. This is a much higher proportion
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than in the five other clusters and groups in the study, which have only about 40%

in the same magnitude range with nucleations.

For some time, it has been known that nucleated dwarfs have the reddest optical

colours (Impey et al. 1988). More recently, Sabatini et al. (2005) compared the

colours of dwarf galaxies in the Virgo Cluster with those of galaxies in other envi-

ronments and concluded that cluster dwarfs are generally gas poor and red compared

with field dwarfs, but have an average (B− I) colour and a velocity dispersion sim-

ilar to the spiral galaxy population. Sabatini et al. (2005) found that, towards the

centre of the cluster, there is a population of gas-poor dE galaxies with a small range

of colours, which may indicate an older stellar population. At the same time, there

are dI galaxies residing on the outskirts of the cluster that display a wider range of

colours and apparent star-forming regions.

HI observations near the cluster core are made difficult by the strong continuum

emission from M87. Nevertheless, Sabatini et al. (2005) observed 100 dI and VLSB

galaxies farther than one degree from M87 with the Arecibo Telescope. Only three

detections of HI in cluster galaxies were made, and two in background galaxies.

The cluster galaxies are at projected distances of 2, 5 and 6.5 degrees from the

cluster centre. Based on the large number of non-detections, galaxies in the cluster

environment were found to be depleted in gas compared with those in the field.

These findings, based on morphology, colour and HI content, suggest that dwarfs

nearer the cluster core have evolved differently from those further out in such a way

that the inner population is lacking in gas and ongoing star formation. This state

leads to their smoother appearance, often with nucleation. Away from the core,

dwarfs are more irregular in appearance and are more inclined to have active star

formation implying that they have not already consumed or lost all their gas and

that there are mechanisms to trigger star formation in this environment despite the

typically low gas surface density of LSB dwarfs.

Possible mechanisms for these differing evolutionary histories include: pressure ef-

fects due to supernova-driven winds (Mac Low and Ferrara 1999) and ram pressure

(Vollmer et al. 2001); and gravitational effects, such as galaxy harassment due to
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the total cluster potential (Moore et al. 1998) and galaxy-galaxy tidal interactions

(Sabatini et al. 2005). These processes in combination may physically remove gas,

lead to the consumption of gas in star formation processes or alter the morphology

of dwarf galaxies.

Supernova-driven winds from low-mass galaxies may be effective in modifying the

entire galaxy environment. Mac Low and Ferrara (1999) modelled the effects of

repeated supernovae from starbursts in dwarf galaxies that contain mass in the

forms of gas and stellar mass Mg in the visible disk and dark matter Mh in the

halo and studied the effects on dwarf galaxies with gas masses (the stellar mass is

negligible compared with the gas component) in the range Mg = 106−109 M¯. The

models illustrate two types of event: a blow-out where the metal-enriched gas from a

supernova escapes from a galaxy leaving the ambient gas more-or-less in place; and

a blow-away where the ambient gas is swept up into a shell, ahead of the supernova

ejecta, and also escapes the galaxy. It was found that only the smallest galaxies,

with gas mass Mg ≤ 106 M¯, have any interstellar gas blown away and, even then,

the mass fraction lost in this way is only a small percentage. In cases of blow-outs,

however, it was found that the metal-enriched gas would be accelerated sufficiently

to escape the disk in all cases, but that in the more massive galaxies most of this

enriched gas would fall back onto the galaxy due to the gravitational potential of

the dark matter halo. Only 30% of metals are retained by galaxies with Mg = 109

M¯, but in smaller galaxies virtually all the metals escape. Supernova-driven winds

may therefore contribute to the observed low metallicity of LSB dwarfs that have

undergone starbursts due to the cluster environment.

Ram pressure stripping is the removal of gas from a galaxy, due to the hot intra-

cluster medium (ICM), where the pressure due to the ICM exceeds the galaxy’s

internal gravitational force. The effect was described and modelled by Vollmer

et al. (2001). Results indicate that the HI deficiency that is observed in the Virgo

spiral galaxy population, compared with field spirals, is consistent with the model.

Follow-up HI and Hα observations of two spiral galaxies, NGC 4522 (Vollmer et al.

2006) and NGC 4501 (Vollmer et al. 2008), also support the models.
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Boselli et al. (2008) made a comprehensive study of dE galaxies, selected from

the VCC, using optical, near-infrared and Hα imaging along with multi-frequency

data from the literature. The comparison between these observations and model

predictions favours ram-pressure stripping as the cause of ‘galaxy starvation’. These

authors conclude that the entire quiescent dwarf population in the Virgo Cluster may

have resulted from infalling, low-luminosity, gas-rich systems in which star formation

was halted by ram-pressure stripping over time scales of ∼ 2 Gyr.

However, Sabatini et al. (2005) showed that ram-pressure stripping would only be

effective in removing gas from the smaller cluster dwarfs if they were located within

the inner 0.5 Mpc of the cluster. These authors argue that, at this proximity to

the cluster core, a dwarf galaxy ought to be torn apart by tidal forces and should

therefore have a disrupted appearance. The galaxies observed that appear to be

this close to the core are mainly spherical dEs, i.e. these galaxies do not appear to

have been gravitationally disrupted. However, as the galaxies are seen in projection,

Sabatini et al. (2005) concede that these galaxies are more likely to lie in front of or

behind the cluster core rather than within it.

Ram pressure may not only remove gas, but may also trigger star formation. Vollmer

et al. (2001) explain how this may result from re-accretion of stripped gas that has

not been accelerated to escape velocity. The other star-forming mechanism at work

is gravitational interaction. Whilst this may pull galaxies apart completely, it may

also cause mergers, reshape a galaxy or trigger starbursts. Sabatini et al. (2005)

explain how continual tidal variation can compress gas and promote enhanced star

formation and may be important even at large distances from the cluster core. This

may be the cause of the small amounts of star formation seen in the outer cluster

dI galaxies. It may also lead to the transformation of dI galaxies into dEs, as they

encounter the cluster core, and it may explain the nucleation that is observed in

these galaxies.

One potential scenario, where harassment and tidal interactions pull apart large

galaxies to leave the gas-poor dwarf population observed today as residuals, is dis-

counted by Sabatini et al. (2005) because only a small number of large galaxies
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appear to be currently undergoing such disruptive interactions. A study by Durrell

et al. (2007) of the stellar population of one particular dwarf spheroidal galaxy near

the cluster core shows that the galaxy is old, at least ∼ 10 Gyr, very metal-poor

and that there is no obvious evidence of tidal threshing. Durrell et al. (2007) con-

clude that this galaxy, rather than being the shredded remains of a larger galaxy,

is pristine and is falling into the Virgo Cluster for the first time. Thus, it appears

that dwarf galaxies fall into the cluster from the field and that their morphologies

may be subsequently modified by gravitational interactions and other processes.

The processes discussed in this chapter may all contribute to the observed prop-

erties of LSB dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster to varying degrees. These evolutionary

processes result in a population that is distinct from the field population in mor-

phology, colour and gas content, and comparisons within the cluster show differing

degrees of evolution depending on proximity to the cluster core. This evolution

progressively removes (or converts) gas, smooths out clumps in morphology and

produces a somewhat redder stellar population than is seen in field LSB dwarfs.

Whilst Boselli et al. (2008) favour ram-pressure stripping to account for the gas-

loss, Sabatini et al. (2005) and Davies et al. (2004) find that the most efficient

mechanism to produce all the observed effects is enhanced star formation due to

tidal interactions. Both theories support the infall of relatively gas-rich dwarfs as

the source of the currently-observed dwarf population of the Virgo Cluster.
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4. VIRGO CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP AND THE LUMINOSITY

FUNCTION

A means of representing an entire galaxy population, either globally or within a

cluster, is a luminosity distribution plot in which counts of galaxies are binned by

luminosity or magnitude. The shape of the distribution may be matched by an

analytic function. Parameters of this function for a particular cluster may then be

compared with those of luminosity functions for other clusters or the global galaxy

population to interpret the different evolutionary histories of the various popula-

tions. Observed luminosity functions may also be compared with those predicted

by cosmological models to test the accuracy of the models. The most commonly

applied fitting function is the Schechter function, introduced in Section 4.1. An

alternative representation of a population is the DGR, discussed in Section 4.2.

However, to obtain a luminosity function for a cluster, its member galaxies must

first be detected and distinguished from foreground and background galaxies. Sec-

tion 4.3 explains some methods used for detecting galaxies in images and Section

4.4 addresses survey completeness. The crucially important issue of determining

cluster membership, several methods that have been applied to this problem and

the resulting luminosity functions for the Virgo Cluster are detailed in Section 4.5.

Later sections in this chapter include a brief discussion of luminosity distributions

predicted by theory and the limitations of the Schechter fitting function. The various

luminosity functions for the Virgo Cluster are reviewed in Section 4.8 and Table 4.5

(p.87) contains a summary of numerous global, cluster (including the Virgo Cluster)

and Local Group luminosity functions.
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4.1 The Schechter Luminosity Function

It is more than 30 years since Schechter (1976) derived an analytic expression for the

luminosity function for galaxies. In essence, the luminosity distribution of galaxies

may be approximated by the following analytic expression in which φ(L)dL is the

number of galaxies per unit volume in the luminosity interval L to L + dL:

φ(L)dL = φ∗(L/L∗)α exp(−L/L∗)d(L/L∗). (4.1)

The function has two parts:

• A power law (φ ∝ Lα) that dominates at low luminosities where the luminosity

function rises as L decreases (i.e. faint galaxies are more common than bright

ones);

• An exponential cut-off (φ ∝ e−L) that dominates at high luminosities (i.e.

very luminous galaxies are rare).

L∗ is the characteristic luminosity at the break between the two regions, φ∗ is a vol-

ume density parameter and α gives the faint-end slope of the luminosity function in

the (log φ, log L)-plane when L ¿ L∗. The parameters φ∗, L∗ and α are determined

from the data.

The luminosity distribution is often plotted using log(number) vs absolute magni-

tude (rather than luminosity). Based on the logarithmic relationa:

M −M∗ = −2.5 log(L/L∗) (4.2)

the Schechter function may be written in magnitude form as follows (refer Appendix

B for the derivation):

φ(M)dM = 0.4 ln(10) φ∗100.4(α+1)(M∗−M) exp
(−100.4(M∗−M)

)
dM. (4.3)

The α term is the same in both equations 4.1 and 4.3 but the faint-end slope in

number-magnitude space is equal to −0.4(α + 1) (Binggeli et al. 1988). The change

a In all cases in this document ‘log’ means log10 and natural logarithms are written ‘ln’.
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in sign between the luminosity slope and the magnitude slope occurs because a

decrease in luminosity corresponds to a magnitude represented by a larger number.

The faint-end slope in terms of magnitude becomes:

−0.4(α + 1) =
log

(
N2

N1

)

M2 −M1

(4.4)

where numbers and magnitudes may be measured directly from a plot. In practice,

the best fit M∗ and α are found by minimising χ2 in fitting equation 4.3 to the

binned magnitude data (Binggeli et al. 1988).

The appearance of the function fitted to a distribution of galaxies from 13 clusters

is shown in Figure 4.1 from Schechter (1976).

Fig. 4.1: Schechter’s Luminosity Function

The line is the best fit of Schechter’s analytic expression to data from 13

clusters. Filled circles show the effect of including the most luminous galaxies.

Note the function becomes linear faintwards (to left of) M∗ = -21.41 with slope

α = −1.24.

Figure reproduced from Schechter (1976).
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Figure 4.2 shows data for the Virgo Cluster from Sandage et al. (1985) and demon-

strates the difference between plotting N (number of galaxies) and log N against

magnitude. The linearity of the faint end is clearly evident in both logarithmic plots

(i.e. the left-most data of Figure 4.1 and the right-most data of the right-hand plot

in Figure 4.2).

The faint-end slope is indicative of the prevalence of faint galaxies in the distribution.

A steep slope indicates that as galaxy luminosity decreases galaxy numbers increase.

Special cases are where α = −2, in which case the total luminosity diverges if

integrating φ(M) to M = ∞ (Sandage et al. 1985), and where α = −1 for a flat

luminosity function implying equal numbers of galaxies in all magnitude intervals.

Phillipps (2005) quotes some B-band estimates for the characteristic parameters of

a “representative collection of galaxies”:

φ∗ ' 0.0055 Mpc−3;

L∗ ' 2× 1010 L¯ or M∗ ' −20.6 (close to Milky Way brightness);

and α ' −1.2.

However, parameters of the luminosity function vary depending on many factors

including: galaxy type and environment; detection methods and selection effects;

cosmological assumptions and consequent corrections to measured magnitudes; mag-

nitude limits over which the function is fitted; and, in the case of clusters, the

selection criteria used to assign a galaxy to a cluster.

Sandage et al. (1985) made the point that, since a global luminosity function is

a sum over all galaxy types, the contribution to the faint end is weighted by the

number density of dwarf galaxies in the sample compared with the overall popula-

tion. Observationally, it is important to know if all galaxy types are being seen or

if certain classes of galaxies, such as LSB dwarfs, are being omitted due to selection

effects. Simply seeing more faint galaxies leads to a steepening of the faint end of

the luminosity function. Thus, corrections may be applied for incompleteness based

on modelling which galaxy types would be seen and which would be missed in any

particular survey.
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Fig. 4.2: Histogram, N-Magnitude and Log(N)-Magnitude Plots

These two plots show a Schechter function fitted to the distribution of 1647

galaxies in the Virgo Cluster. At left is a histogram showing the galaxy counts

(N) in half-magnitude bins. At right the same Schechter function is plotted

against Log N. Fitting parameters are shown on the diagrams.

Figures reproduced from Sandage et al. (1985).

For global luminosity functions, cosmological corrections must also be applied. One

of these is the K-correction (Oke and Sandage 1968). This term corrects for the

fact that sources observed at different redshifts are compared with standards at rest-

frame wavelengths (Hogg et al. 2002). Another correction is for galaxy evolution. As

the star formation rate changes, the stellar population evolves leading to a change

in spectral type with cosmic time (Norberg et al. 2002).

The effects of variations in survey area, processing of the data, galaxy detection

methods, measurements of galaxy parameters and how corrections are applied may

all lead to different results for global luminosity functions based on large-area sur-

veys. For example, Driver et al. (2005) found that for the MGS, which samples

galaxies along the celestial equator, the luminosity function parameters are:
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φ∗ = (0.0177± 0.0015) Mpc−3;

M∗B = −19.6± 0.04;

and α = −1.13.

The 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) produces a faint-end slope of α '
−1.21± 0.03 (Norberg et al. 2002) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) result

is α ' −1.05 ± 0.01 (Blanton et al. 2003). The former targets mainly nearby (i.e.

younger) galaxies and the latter focuses on older galaxies with redshift around z =

0.1, but both are corrected for galaxy evolution.

Distinctions based on galaxy type appear to produce different results. Popesso

et al. (2006) analysed 69 cluster luminosity functions and found that the luminosity

function specific to late-type galaxies is well fitted by a single Schechter function but

that a double Schechter function is a better fit when considering only the early-type

galaxies. Further, the authors found that the faint-end upturn of the global cluster

luminosity function is due to early-type cluster galaxies.

It has also been shown that the faint-end slope α is found to be notably steeper in

the cluster environment than in field samples (Binggeli et al. 1988). Typically the

faint-end slope for a cluster is approximately α = −1.5 as is found, for example,

in the Centaurus Cluster (Chiboucas and Mateo 2006). However, quite a range of

values of α may be found, even for the same cluster, as will be demonstrated in the

case of the Virgo Cluster.

4.2 The Dwarf-to-Giant Ratio (DGR)

In recent literature there have been trends towards using methods other than the

luminosity function to represent galaxy distributions. These include the DGR (e.g.

Sabatini et al. (2003) and Roberts et al. (2004)) and more complex multivariate

distributions based on galaxy properties (Driver 2004). Multivariate distributions

are useful for analysis of larger galaxies that may be decomposed into bulge and

disk components. The DGR may be preferred when there are too few galaxies to
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construct a luminosity function (Sabatini et al. 2003). As previously noted, there

is no consistent definition of the DGR. Table 4.1 summarises some definitions that

have been applied.

Giant Dwarf Reference

Sabatini et al. (2005)
MB ≤ −19 −14 ≤ MB ≤ −10

Roberts et al. (2004)

−23.5 ≤ MR < −19.5 −19.5 < MR ≤ −16.5 Phillipps et al. (1999)

MR ≤ −17 −17 < MR ≤ −11 Trentham and Tully (2002)

Tab. 4.1: Definitions of the Dwarf-to-Giant Ratio

The dwarf-to-giant ratio is a confusing non-standard relationship due to

different definitions being used by different authors.

Using the first definition from Table 4.1b, Roberts et al. (2004) found that the

DGR is much higher in the surveyed region of the Virgo Cluster (20:1) than in

the Local Group (5:1). The same team found a DGR in the field of somewhere

between 4:1 (Sabatini et al. 2003) and 6:1 (Roberts et al. 2004). Galaxies in groups

are classified as field galaxies by Binggeli et al. (1988). Thus, similar statistics for

groups, including the Local Group, and the field are to be expected. The variation

in the DGR in various parts of the Virgo Cluster is further discussed in Section 4.5.4.

Roberts et al. (2004) provide a table for comparing the DGR to the faint-end slope

of the luminosity function. That table is reproduced below for reference (Table 4.2).

4.3 Galaxy Detection

The earliest detection method used was simple visual inspection of photographic

images with the aid of an eyepiece (Binggeli et al. 1985). More recently, with the

use of CCD images and digital scanning of photographs, computerised methods of

object detection have become routine. The obvious advantages are that computer

b All further references to the DGR will use this first definition.
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α DGR

−0.8 1:1

−1.0 4:1

−1.2 18:1

−1.4 80:1

−1.6 367:1

−1.8 1735:1

−2.0 8371:1

Tab. 4.2: Comparing Dwarf-to-Giant Ratio with Faint-End Slope

This table shows the value of the DGR, as defined by the first row in Table

4.1, that corresponds with various values of the faint-end slope (α) of the

luminosity function.

Table from Roberts et al. (2004).

processing is quicker and that the algorithm should not accidentally miss any objects

that fall within its detection parameters. The most common type of algorithm is the

connected-pixel type used by the software packages PISA, FOCAS and SExtractor.c

Phillipps et al. (1998) used PISA to find objects in a six-stack scanned photographic

image. Objects were filtered for a minimum area of 25 pixels (11 square arcseconds)

to exclude spurious data from the processing. Further filtering was subsequently

applied to select LSB dwarfs from the sample. This filtering is discussed in Section

4.5.4. However, connected-pixel algorithms have been found to be problematic for

the lowest surface brightness objects that tend to be broken up into multiple compo-

nents (Chiboucas and Mateo 1999). When Driver et al. (2005) applied SExtractor

to the MGS, all non-stellar sources were visually inspected to check for incorrect

deblending. In such cases, the data set was reprocessed using different extraction

parameters until a satisfactory result was achieved.

c Software packages of this type are based on algorithms that were developed for the analysis of

data obtained with the APM, COSMOS and SuperCOSMOS plate-scanning machines. ‘COSMOS’

stands for CoOrdinates, Sizes, Magnitudes, Orientation and Shape.
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To overcome the possibility of incorrect deblending prevalent in connected-pixel

algorithms, Sabatini et al. (2003) developed an algorithm, optimised for the LSB

dwarf population, that uses convolution of the image with matched filters (refer

Figure 4.3).

Fig. 4.3: Improper Deblending and the Sabatini et al. (2003) Solution

Top: The output from SExtractor showing an LSB galaxy detected as a group

of small objects.

Bottom: The output from the algorithm of Sabatini et al. (2003) reveals the

galaxy as a single object far above the noise level.

Figure reproduced from Sabatini et al. (2003).

The technique was applied to deep CCD images of a strip through the Virgo Cluster

to detect LSB dwarfs down to a surface brightness of 26 Bµ. This technique is

demonstrated to be effective at detecting faint, diffuse objects and has the advan-

tage of simultaneously measuring their photometric properties. Tests using artificial

galaxies were used to measure the efficiency of the algorithm as a function of scale

length and central surface brightness. These tests allow for estimation of com-

pleteness and contamination of the detection method for which corrections may be

applied.
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4.4 Survey Completeness

Completeness refers to the missing of faint galaxies beyond the detection limit of

a survey, image or observation. It may be thought that that the limiting surface

brightness of a survey would lead to incorrect measurements of magnitudes of galax-

ies due to the loss of data to the background at the outer edges. However, this would

only apply to aperture magnitudes, where a measurement is made inside an enclos-

ing circle or ellipse, and is not usually a problem for LSB dwarfs, where extrapolated

exponential profiles are integrated to infinity. In practice, the faint magnitude bins

of the luminosity function may be more strongly affected by completely missing these

galaxies where their low surface brightness puts them below the detection threshold

of the data.

Completeness corrections may have a large impact on the luminosity distribution.

Based on work using photographically amplified UK Schmidt plates, Impey et al.

(1988) compared galaxies discovered by their method with the then-known popu-

lation of galaxies in the Virgo Cluster. The resulting luminosity function used the

earlier data of Sandage et al. (1985), added data for 26 new LSB galaxies and made

large completeness corrections. It was explained that these corrections were required

due to the breakdown of the surface brightness-to-luminosity relation for LSB galax-

ies. A much steeper slope (α = −1.7) than the earlier Sandage et al. (1985) result

of α = −1.30 was derived. Interestingly, Impey et al. (1988) noted that many of the

newly-discovered galaxies were not in the lowest luminosity bin and concluded that

the uncertainty in the luminosity function of dwarf galaxies is large. More recent

observations to fainter limiting magnitudes attempt to address this uncertainty.

The completeness problem is discussed in depth by Trentham and Hodgkin (2002).

These authors note that incompleteness is not only due to non-detection of LSB

galaxies but may also be caused by false rejection of high surface brightness cluster

members because of their resemblance to luminous background galaxies. This issue

feeds into criteria for cluster membership discussed in Section 4.5. Data in the

Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) survey are not seriously affected by the non-detection

problem because, the authors state, the deep Subaru images do not reveal new
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galaxies that were missed in earlier surveys, suggesting that there are not large

numbers of galaxies with MB < −11 and surface brightness below the survey limit

of ∼ 28 Rµ. The galaxy types affected by the high surface brightness problem are

blue H II galaxies and red compact dwarfs. Only two such galaxies were found in the

sample (one of each type), for which velocity measurements confirm that the galaxies

are cluster members. The authors conclude that this problem is not detrimental to

the data because these types of galaxies are rare.

4.5 Virgo Cluster Membership

It was originally believed that it would be easier to obtain the luminosity function

for a cluster than for a field sample because it would not be necessary to know

distances to the individual galaxies (Binggeli et al. 1988). Finding distance is an

important step in determining a global luminosity function where luminosity or

absolute magnitude must be derived for galaxies that are all at different distances.

However, contamination by foreground and background galaxies is now considered

a problem for finding a cluster luminosity function where cluster membership of in-

dividual galaxies may be difficult to ascertain. Jerjen et al. (2004b) investigated the

problem of cluster-member identification and concluded that ambiguity in attribut-

ing membership status to cluster candidates is still the main source of uncertainty

in finding the accurate shape and faint-end slope of the luminosity function. The

Virgo Cluster has been well studied and this problem shows up in the many values

obtained for the parameters of the luminosity function evident in Table 4.5 (p.87).

Contamination may be dealt with in several ways: by finding distances to galaxies;

by filtering using criteria to optimise the detection of galaxies within a limited range

of distances; or by statistical analysis of probable background contamination that is

then subtracted from the data counts of the luminosity distribution. A number of

distance-estimation methods are more appropriate for bright objects (the TF and

FP relations, Cepheid variable measurements and surface brightness fluctuations)

and will not be further discussed. Other methods are appropriate for faint dwarfs
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and LSB galaxies, particularly in the context of deriving a luminosity function.

These methods include: selection based on morphology, concentration parameters,

scale-length limits and magnitude-surface brightness criteria; and corrections based

on field galaxy counts. These will be the topics of the following sections, but some

discussion of a primary distance measure, radial velocity, is included for reference.

4.5.1 Radial Velocities

Whilst redshift alone is not an appropriate indicator of distances in a full analysis

of the structure of a cluster, where sub-clustering and peculiar velocities complicate

the analysis, it is a direct and useful method for assessing likely cluster membership

based on a velocity histogram in the direction of the cluster (e.g. Figure 3.4 p.38).

Such a histogram typically shows clumping at the distance to each cluster along the

line of sight where, at low redshifts, velocity measurements may be estimated using

the simple relation:

v = cz (4.5)

in which z is redshift and c is the speed of light. However, there tends to be

blending between clusters and intermediate field regions due to peculiar velocities

of the cluster members.

Contamination by local galaxies and galaxies in the Local Supercluster, in studies

of the Virgo Cluster, is discussed by Trentham and Tully (2002). The velocity

distribution in the direction of the Virgo Cluster is displayed in Figure 3.4 (p.38).

These authors state that legitimate Virgo Cluster members in the sample lie in the

range −500 < vGSR
d < 2800 km s−1. The cut-off is subjective and Drinkwater et al.

(1996) include any galaxies with v < 3500 km s−1 as cluster members. Negative

velocities indicate that some cluster galaxies show blueshift, increasing the difficulty

of distinguishing cluster members from foreground objects (Binggeli et al. 1985)

when relying on spectroscopic measurements alone. The broad range of velocities

d The subscript GSR means velocities are corrected to the Galactic standard-of-rest (GSR)

frame.
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for the cluster is due to the dynamic nature of member galaxies discussed in Section

3.4.1.

Apart from the issue of distinguishing cluster members from local and background

galaxies, where there are no distinct cut-offs, it is extremely difficult to measure

redshifts for certain types of objects. Obtaining redshifts of LSB dwarfs in the Virgo

Cluster is challenging. Davies et al. (2004) describe them as being “doubly cursed”

because of the difficulty in obtaining distances from either optical spectroscopy, due

to low surface brightness, or 21-cm redshift, due to low gas surface density. For LSB

galaxies, where redshifts simply are not available, other cluster membership criteria

must be relied upon.

4.5.2 Morphology

In analsying an early photographic survey of the Virgo Cluster, Binggeli et al. (1985)

used galaxy morphology as the main criterion to establish cluster membership of

2096 galaxies. Radial velocity measurements, where available, were used to confirm

the morphological assessment. All observed LSB dwarfs were assigned to the cluster

based on the correlation between absolute magnitude and surface brightness for

dE and Im galaxies. The authors noted that spiral and irregular galaxies in the

background appeared poorly resolved so, where knots of star-forming regions were

seen, those galaxies were included as cluster members. Luminosity class was also

used in conjunction with size and magnitude to infer distance. These criteria were

justified by the authors because comparison with velocity measurements yielded a

success rate of 98% for identifying members and 95% for identifying background

galaxies (refer also Table 3.1 p.29). These methods were applied to all data with

BT ≤ 18 (absolute magnitude of MBT
= −13.7 assuming a Virgo distance modulus

of m − M = 31.7). Fainter than this limit only dE and Im dwarfs with surface

brightness down to 25.5 Bµ were included.

Morphology result : The luminosity function derived from these data,

shown in Figure 4.2 (p.57), has a faint-end slope of α = −1.3 (Sandage

et al. 1985).
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4.5.3 Concentration Parameters

Trentham and Hodgkin (2002), in a study of the Virgo Cluster, and Trentham and

Tully (2002), in follow-up work on the faint end of the global luminosity function,

used concentration parameters to identify members of the Virgo Cluster. This ap-

proach is based on the principle that dwarf galaxies have low surface brightness and

consequently larger sizes and less concentrated light profiles than background galax-

ies of the same apparent magnitude. Inner and outer concentration parameters are

defined respectively, using aperture R magnitudes (Trentham et al. 2001), as:

ICP = R(4.4 arcsec) - R(2.2 arcsec)

and OCP = R(12 arcsec) - R(6 arcsec)

for the Trentham and Tully (2002) survey and corresponding parameters in B-band

for the Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) survey. Both inner and outer parameters are

negative for LSB galaxies and close to zero for stars.

Trentham and Tully (2002) restricted selection of LSB galaxies to those with:

R(6 arcsec) < 20, ICP < -0.7 and OCP < -0.4

or 20 < R(6 arcsec) < 23 and ICP < -0.4.

The authors state that this method should only miss extreme LSB galaxies with

central surface brightness below 28 Rµ and HSB low-luminosity galaxies. Both these

galaxy types are considered to be rare. The overall result for the five environments

studied by Trentham and Tully (2002) (the Virgo Cluster and four galaxy groups,

refer Section 3.3, Item vii), produced a mean faint-end slope of α ' −1.2. For the

Virgo Cluster in particular, an unusually shallow faint-end slope of α ' −1.03 was

derived. The method of determination of galaxy magnitudes in this survey may

have contributed to this result and is discussed in detail in Section 6.2.1.

Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) used a more complicated criterion using the OCP

in the B-band, the B(6 arcsec) magnitude and background galaxy counts with the
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same parameters from the North Galactic Cap (similarly obtained in the INT Wide

Field Survey) to derive a probability of Virgo Cluster membership. The luminosity

distribution thus derived is shown in Figure 4.4.

Concentration parameter results : The Trentham and Tully (2002) lumi-

nosity function for the Virgo Cluster has a faint-end slope of α = −1.03.

The Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) luminosity function, shown in Fig-

ure 4.4, has a faint-end slope of α = −1.35 overall and α = −1.7 over a

limited magnitude range.

 

Fig. 4.4: Luminosity Functions and the Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) Distribution

The Virgo Cluster luminosity distribution of Trentham and Hodgkin (2002)
with α = −1.35 and a steepening to α = −1.7 in the range −17 < MB < −14:
filled circles are data for all galaxies including doubtful cluster members; open
circles are data for galaxies considered to be more probably cluster members.
The dashed line is the luminosity function fit of Sandage et al. (1985) with α =
−1.30. The dotted-dashed line represents the steep power-law fit of Phillipps
et al. (1998) to an inner-area sample, scaled for colour differences (refer also
Figure 4.5). The two fits are scaled vertically to have the same number of
galaxies as the data at MB = −14.
Figure reproduced from Trentham and Hodgkin (2002).
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4.5.4 Scale Length Limits

Impey et al. (1988) state that to detect LSB galaxies (similar to dwarf spheroidals

of the Local Group) at the distance of the Virgo Cluster, a survey would need to

be sensitive to a magnitude limit of µlim = 27 Bµ and galaxies with scale length

of a couple of arcseconds and limiting angular size of 5 arcsec. However, it is also

stated that galaxies meeting these criteria are generally regarded to be background

galaxies. Conversely, criteria of this type have been used to select, from survey data,

galaxies that are likely to be cluster members (e.g. Phillipps et al. (1998), Sabatini

et al. (2003)).

Diameters and distances of four dwarf galaxies in the Local Group from Karachent-

sev et al. (2004) are used to estimate the scale length that would be measured for

similar dwarf galaxies in the Virgo Cluster (refer Table 4.3). The ratio of scale length

a to radius r varies, but a = 0.31(±0.11)r is the average (and standard deviation)

of all ratios for galaxies studied in this project (refer Section 8.4 for source data).

The average value is used to estimate scale diameter from physical diameter for the

four Local Group dwarfs. Angular (radial) scale length is then calculated based on

distances of 15 and 32 Mpc to correspond with the nearer and more distant parts

of the Virgo Cluster.

The data in Table 4.3 show that dwarf galaxies in the more distant parts of the

Virgo Cluster may have scale lengths as small as a < 1.0 arcsec. At the distance to

sub-cluster A, all but the smallest dwarfs would have a ≥ 1.5 arcsec. By compari-

son, bright background field galaxies typically have a . 1.0 arcsec and fainter field

galaxies measure even smaller with a . 0.5 arcsec (Windhorst et al. 1994). Thus, it

is evident that measurements of a ≈ 1.0 arcsec would not clearly distinguish between

cluster dwarfs and background galaxies, but galaxies with a ≥ 2.0 arcsec are highly

likely to be cluster members if they exhibit dwarf morphology. Two sets of results

using more conservative scale length criteria, one by Phillipps et al. (1998) and the

other by (Sabatini et al. 2003), are presented below.

Phillipps et al. (1998) used a combination of scale length and magnitude criteria to

preferentially select LSB dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster. The galaxies included have
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Dwarf Galaxy Property Leo II Carina UMi Draco Sag

Major angular diam in arcmin (at 25 µ) 12 24.3 30.2 35.5 450

Distance (Mpc) 0.21 0.1 0.06 0.08 0.02

Major physical diameter (pc) 733 707 527 826 2618

Diameter at 1 scale length (pc) 227 219 163 256 812

Estimated radial scale length at 15 Mpc 1.6 1.5 1.1 1.8 5.6

Estimated radial scale length at 32 Mpc 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.8 2.6

Tab. 4.3: Dwarf Galaxy Properties and Scale Length at Virgo Cluster Distances

The table lists properties of some Local Group dwarf galaxies and shows cal-

culated values of scale length if these galaxies were placed at the distances of

sub-cluster A and the more distant W and M clouds of the Virgo Cluster.

Angular diameters and distances are from Karachentsev et al. (2004). The

calculation of scale length is based on the average ratio of scale length to total

observed radius of galaxies studied for this project.

scale length a ≥ 3 arcsec and µ0 ≥ 22 Rµ with a completeness limit of µ0 ≤ 24.5

Rµ. The authors did not obtain individual galaxy profiles but, instead, selected on

the basis of isophotal sizes and magnitudes that are consistent with galaxies having

exponential profiles. This survey covered a region near M87 containing 675 galaxies

and a second region ∼ 3 degrees further out containing 895 galaxies meeting the

selection criteria.

Background contamination was dealt with statistically by subtracting counts ob-

tained from images of 20 fields near the South Galactic Pole (Schwartzenberg et al.

1995). The authors state that the correction is small, a few percent, compared with

the total number of LSB galaxies detected. The result is a luminosity function with

a much steeper faint end than that resulting from any other survey or method (re-

fer Figure 4.5). However, it is likely that these data suffered from photometric or

selection errors (S. Phillipps, private communication, 2006) that resulted in contam-

ination by background galaxies. The process of background subtraction is further

discussed in Section 4.5.6.
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Sabatini et al. (2003) used selection criteria of 23 ≤ µ0 ≤ 26 Bµ and 3 ≤ a ≤ 9

arcsec to detect LSB dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster. These criteria put the sample in

the range −14 ≤ Mb ≤ −10. Using this method 257 galaxies were detected (refer

also Davies et al. (2004)), 105 of them previously uncatalogued and 143 listed by

Trentham and Hodgkin (2002). The criteria are the result of numerical simulations

of a galaxy population at the approximate distance of the Virgo Cluster described

by Sabatini et al. (2003). All input data to the simulation had exponential profiles

and the selection criteria were optimised for maximising cluster member detection

and minimising background contamination. The efficiency of the simulation was

tested to estimate the completeness and contamination of the method so corrections

could be made for these effects.

Inconsistencies in the method of scale length cut-off may arise from poor seeing

conditions at the time of the observations. Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) state that

poor seeing makes galaxy images appear larger and have less concentrated light

profiles than images taken under more typical conditions or in background fields. In

practice, the observations used by Sabatini et al. (2003) had a poor 2-arcsec seeing,

so the measured scale length cut-off was effectively increased to 4 arcsec.

This criterion was tested on the data by considering the fall in surface density of

detections with increasing distance from the cluster centre and by measuring back-

ground galaxies in offset fields. By plotting the number counts as a function of

distance from the cluster core, Sabatini et al. (2003) were satisfied that the galaxy

density decreased, as expected, falling to the background galaxy density at ∼ 6.5

degrees from the centre of the cluster. Were the sample highly contaminated by

background galaxies, this plot would appear flat. Selected galaxies, corrected for

background contamination (as obtained from the numerical simulation) and incom-

pleteness (based on the efficiency of the algorithm at detecting artificial galaxies)

were used to produce a final luminosity function.

In this way, Sabatini et al. (2003) justify the selection criteria of scale length a ≥ 4

arcseconds (adjusted from a base value of ∼ 3 arcseconds by convolution with a

2-arcsecond seeing disk) and central surface brightness µ0 ≥ 23 Bµ to maximise
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Fig. 4.5: A Steep Luminosity Function

The luminosity distribution of the outer region of the Phillipps et al. (1998)

survey is the steepest found to date for any region in clusters or in the field.

The faint-end slope is α = −2.26. The upper x-axis shows MR and may be

used to compare this figure with Figure 4.4.

Figure reproduced from Phillipps et al. (1998).

detection of cluster galaxies. Results show that, in the east-west strip of the INT

Wide Field Survey area, the luminosity function appears to be strongly dependent

on environment with the slope in the outer region much steeper (−1.8) than in the

inner region (−1.4) of the cluster (Sabatini et al. 2003). The overall stated result

after correction for incompleteness is a faint-end slope of −1.6± 0.1.

Sabatini et al. (2003) also applied the DGR across the east-west region and found it

fairly constant at about 20:1 (refer Figure 10 of Sabatini et al. (2003), which plots

the DGR from the core out to 7 arcsec from M87). If the DGR is a valid substitute

for the luminosity function, it would be expected that the DGR would vary between

inner and outer regions of the cluster in the same way that the luminosity function

varies. The apparently constant DGR does not seem to support this and the quoted

DGR figures also do not appear to correspond with the conversions shown in Table
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4.2 (p.60). The DGR plot does show some higher values in the outer regions of

the cluster, but the authors attribute the most extreme data point to a dip in the

distribution of giants at ∼ 5 degrees from the cluster core.

Nevertheless, the variations in the luminosity function between the core and edge

of the cluster demonstrate the sensitivity of such studies to the region included.

Similarly, when Roberts et al. (2007) investigated the north-south strip of the survey

using the same detection algorithm and the same selection criteria as Sabatini et al.

(2003), much higher values of the DGR were found. In that paper, DGR statistics

are included for both surveys, with some refinement, as shown in Table 4.4.

Region DGR (≤ 4◦) DGR (4◦ − 8◦)) Mean DGR

N-S 27± 11 35± 16 31± 9

E-W 16± 5 15± 9 16± 4

Tab. 4.4: Dwarf-to-Giant Ratios for Virgo Strips

These data show that the DGR is higher in the N-S strip than in the E-W

strip and also that it is significantly higher in the outer region of the N-S strip

than in the inner region of the same strip, probably due to coverage of the

more distant galaxy clouds of the Virgo Cluster.

Table from Roberts et al. (2007).

Because the analyses by Sabatini et al. (2003) and Roberts et al. (2007) of both re-

gions are fully self-consistent, the very different findings from the two survey strips

must be attributed to differences in the galaxy population. The earlier survey of

Sabatini et al. (2003) covers a region that is almost entirely within the dominant

A sub-cluster. Roberts et al. (2007) point out that the north-south strip probably

overlaps parts of the more distant, infalling, M and N clouds (refer Figure 3.6 p.43)

which accounts for the discovery of more faint galaxies in that strip and, in partic-

ular, in the outer region of that strip. Unfortunately, in the more recent study, no

actual luminosity function values are provided.
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Scale length-limited results : The luminosity functions derived by Phillipps

et al. (1998) have faint-end slopes of α = −2.18± 0.14 for the inner re-

gion (shown in Figure 4.5) and α = −2.26± 0.12 for the outer region of

the Virgo Cluster.

The luminosity functions derived by Sabatini et al. (2003) have faint-end

slopes of α = −1.4 ± 0.2 for the inner region and α = −1.8 ± 0.2 for

the outer region of the Virgo Cluster, with an overall faint-end slope of

α = −1.6 in the range −14.5 ≤ MB ≤ −10.5.

4.5.5 The Rines-Geller Threshold

Rines and Geller (2008) assessed Virgo galaxies within 1 Mpc, or approximately 3.4

degrees, of M87 (an area slightly offset from, but very similar in areal coverage to, the

Virgo Deep Stack image). Data were from the SDSS 6th Data Release (DR6) which

has almost complete spectroscopic and photometric coverage to r = 17.77 (Rines and

Geller (2008), with reference to Strauss et al. (2002)). Within the specified region,

galaxies with |∆cz| ≤ 2000 km s−1 were selected to initially distinguish cluster

members from background galaxies. After visually checking the data and identifying

additional cluster members for which there was no SDSS spectroscopy (by searching

NED for literature radial velocities), 487 definite or probable cluster members were

identified out of 4215 galaxies within 1 Mpc of M87. These data produce a luminosity

function for the Virgo Cluster with a faint-end slope of α = −1.28± 0.06.

As this result is derived using spectroscopic measurements, it more properly be-

longs under the heading Radial Velocities. However, the authors conducted further

analyses comparing surface brightness, apparent magnitude, absolute magnitude

and colours of the cluster members and non-members in the sample. It is one

of these analyses that presents a potentially useful threshold for assessing cluster

membership. The comparison of central surface brightness with apparent magni-

tude suggests this may be a good indicator of probable cluster membership. Unlike

previously discussed selection criteria that use two parameters with fixed cut-offs,

i.e. scale length a and central surface brightness µ0, this linear relation utilises the
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dependence of the total apparent magnitude mT on both of these terms and may

be applied over a continuous range of values. The Impey et al. (1988) method for

deriving total apparent magnitude is:

mT = µ0 − 2.5 log(2πa2) (4.6)

Figure 3 from Rines and Geller (2008) (reproduced as Figure 4.6) shows a plot of µ0

against mT . The figure clearly suggests a threshold between cluster members and

non-members. The data are in r-band and the equation of the threshold, measured

from the figure, is:

µ0 =
10

11
mT + 6.0909. (4.7)

Although there is some scatter across the threshold, galaxies above the threshold

(fainter µ0 for mT ) are mostly Virgo Cluster members and those below the threshold

are mostly background galaxies. It is possible to simultaneously solve Equations 4.6

and 4.7 to find the intersection of the Rines-Geller threshold with the locus of a

specific value of scale length. It should be noted that the threshold runs almost

along, but not exactly parallel to, the 3-arcsec locus (refer Figure 4.7).

Assuming that the relation may be extrapolated to fainter magnitudes, the intersec-

tion of the threshold with the 3-arcsec locus occurs at an apparent total magnitude

of r = 18.8 and central surface brightness of µ0 = 23.18 rµ. In this project it is

proposed that these values may be used as a guide to galaxy parameters for which

a 3-arcsec scale-length limit is appropriate. However, at brighter magnitudes and

central surface brightnesses, a larger scale length would be a more reliable choice.

Because equation 4.6 is linearly dependent on µ0, the relation should hold for small

photometric corrections from r-band to R- or OR-band as the corrections would be

similar on both axes and should make little change to the slope or position of the

threshold. If this assumption is valid, then the solution above may be compared

with other R-band data. The threshold is applied to the galaxies surveyed for this

project in Section 9.1.

Radial velocity result : The Virgo Cluster luminosity function derived by

Rines and Geller (2008) has a faint-end slope of α = −1.28.
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Fig. 4.6: The Rines-Geller Threshold

This plot compares central surface brightness with apparent magnitude for
galaxies within 1 Mpc of M87. Virgo Cluster members are represented by
large pink spots and background galaxies by small black dots. Distinctions were
made based on radial velocities. The straight line indicates the approximate
division between cluster members and background galaxies.
Figure reproduced from Rines and Geller (2008).
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Fig. 4.7: Loci of Fixed Scale Length

In this plot the loci of galaxies with fixed scale length are shown as broken
lines using the relationship between scale length, central surface brightness
(µ0) and apparent magnitude (m). The Rines-Geller threshold (refer Figure
4.6) is shown as a solid line intersecting the 3-arcsec locus at m = 18.8 and
µ0 = 23.18. The proximity of this threshold to the 3-arcsec locus supports the
use of a 3-arcsec cut-off as a criterion for cluster membership.
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4.5.6 Background Galaxy Counts

Galaxy counts from field surveys may be used in a number of ways to estimate

the background contamination in cluster surveys where direct methods of distance

determination cannot be applied. Various methods used in the Virgo Cluster are

discussed and comments from other studies are included for comparison.

The most direct method is to use subtraction of a field luminosity function from

the overall cluster data to leave a cluster-only luminosity function. This was the

method used by Phillipps et al. (1998). For that analysis, cluster data come from a

six-deep stack of digitised UKST Tech Pan OR-band films. Background data were

from CCD images of the South Galactic Pole (Schwartzenberg et al. 1995) using

a broadband ‘V R’ filter. Appropriate colour corrections were applied to the data

for comparisons of galaxy properties. By using a similar connected-pixel detection

method and similar selection criteria to isolate the LSB galaxies of appropriate

sizes from both the field and cluster surveys, Phillipps et al. (1998) state that the

background-subtraction correction required was only “a few percent”.

However, this analysis produced a very steep luminosity function that, to date,

has not been reproduced in any subsequent studies (and, in fact, could not be

reproduced from the same data (B. Jones, private communication, 2006)). A private

communication by S. Phillipps (cited by Sabatini et al. (2003)) suggests that the

last data point may have been highly background contaminated. Neglecting this

data point would change the faint-end slope from steeper than −2 to approximately

−1.9 (Sabatini et al. 2003) or −1.8 (S. Phillipps, private communication, 2006)

which compares favourably with the Sabatini et al. (2003) value of −1.8 for the

outer region of the Virgo Cluster. This discussion points out the sensitivity of the

luminosity function fit to the data in the faintest magnitude bins where the errors

are likely to be greatest. It also shows that limiting the magnitude range over which

the function is fitted can have a significant effect on the result.

The background subtraction method was also applied by Chiboucas and Mateo

(1999) to a study of cluster A3526. This study showed that in the magnitude range

19.5 < V < 21.5 for that particular sample there is, in fact, an excess of control field
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counts over cluster counts. This is attributed to possible variations in field counts, to

selection effects or to problems of extracting LSB galaxies from the data. In follow-

up studies Chiboucas and Mateo (2006) state that the problem with background

subtraction is that it assumes that the control field is representative of the cluster’s

background population. Unfortunately, this is often not the case, making proper

accounting for the background population problematic.

The variation in field counts was examined by Picard (1991). Results show a dif-

ference of 30% in the galaxy surface density in two widely-separated regions of sky

covered by the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS-II). It is suggested that

this is attributable to large-scale structure with size of the order of 50 h−1 Mpc.

The result is based on seven fields in the north galactic hemisphere, centred on

∼ 15h00m00s +30◦00′00” (l = 45◦, b = +61◦) and nine in the south centred on

∼ 0h20m00s +5◦00′00” (l ≈ 110◦, b ≈ −55◦). The north field is found to be approx-

imately 30% more populous than the south field in the range 16.5 > r > 19.0.

Different results from global surveys listed in Table 4.5 (p.87) highlight the potential

variation in field galaxy counts. The range of faint-end slopes between ∼ −1.00 and

∼ −1.30 suggests considerable variation in the relative population of the fainter

galaxies. If this is dependent upon the region covered by the survey, it implies

significant non-uniformity in the field galaxy population. This kind of variation could

lead to errors in luminosity functions based on background subtraction methods

depending on the region chosen for examination.

There are other methods of utilising background counts that may be less sensi-

tive to this problem. The Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) method is to calculate a

probability of cluster membership based on concentration parameters for a Virgo

sample and for a background sample. However, the authors warn that, without a

characterisation of the field-to-field variation of field galaxies as a function of sur-

face brightness, this method must be treated with caution. Therefore, Trentham

and Hodgkin (2002) did not rely solely on this probability, but visually inspected

every galaxy to make a judgement regarding its cluster membership and rejected

from the dwarf selection (which was based on concentration parameters) galaxies
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with obvious spiral structure or bulge + disk morphology. These are likely to be

background giant galaxies. This cut removed ∼ 15% of galaxies that would other-

wise have been classed as possible cluster members. The resulting overall luminosity

function has a faint-end slope of α = −1.35 but over the limited magnitude range of

−17 < MB < −14 it steepens to α = −1.7. Figure 4.4 (p.67) shows this steepening

and also illustrates the very steep Phillipps et al. (1998) result that covers a fainter

magnitude range.

In another approach, Sabatini et al. (2003) used modelling based on a luminosity

function derived from the 2dFGRS to populate a cone of the universe using set

cosmological parameters. This population was input into a numerical simulation

to derive the background contamination in a Virgo Cluster sample. Results are

different for inner and outer regions of the Virgo Cluster, but the overall result is

a moderately steep faint-end slope of α = −1.6. This approach may be questioned

on the basis that the 2dFGRS includes galaxies to large distances, some 25 times

the distance to the Virgo Cluster, so is dominated by giant galaxies. Therefore,

using this method to correct for contamination, which mainly concerns the dwarf

population at the faint end of the luminosity function, may not yield the most

accurate results.

The method of dealing with background contamination is not the only contributing

factor to these varied results, but would contribute at some level. The relative

significance of this problem compared with detection methods and other processing

is discussed in Section 4.8.

4.6 Cosmological Models and the Luminosity Function

Modelling of galaxy formation and evolution has followed one of two approaches.

One approach is referred to as ‘hierarchical clustering’ (e.g. the oft-cited Moore et al.

(1999a) and Klypin et al. (1999)) and includes ΛCDM cosmology as one example.

In this approach, small-scale fluctuations in the initial density field collapse to form

dark-matter haloes. These sub-units merge hierarchically to form, at later epochs,
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massive galaxies that exhibit ongoing star formation and sometimes starbursts. The

other (more recently popular) approach is to assume that massive galaxies formed

early, as a primordial population, and have evolved with declining star formation

rates. In this ‘cosmic downsizing’ model (e.g. Nelan et al. (2005)), active star

formation and the formation and growth of black holes shift to lower-mass galaxies

as the universe evolves.

Kauffmann and Charlot (1998) discount the downsizing model due to the apparent

deficiency of massive galaxies at z = 1 and the unlikely possibility that galaxies

that may exist are heavily obscured by dust. These authors, based on the K-band

luminosity function at z = 1, favour the model in which massive galaxies continue to

form hierarchically until the present. However, there is recent observational evidence

for cosmic downsizing based on studies of stellar populations as a function of galaxy

mass (Nelan et al. 2005). This model argues against hierarchical clustering based on

the assumption that galaxy mergers should induce new bursts of star formation, or

at least support a younger population of stars in ‘old’ galaxies due to recent mergers

with star-forming smaller galaxies. The Nelan et al. (2005) study finds only old

stars in old galaxies, supporting downsizing, but apparently contrary to hierarchical

clustering.

Hierarchical clustering models have other problems too, in that they are generally

unable to predict the observed galaxy luminosity function. Whilst the models appear

robust, in that both the Moore et al. (1999a) and Klypin et al. (1999) simulations

are insensitive to variations in cosmological parameters Ω and Λ and to the exact

formation epoch, these models predict a large number of dark matter satellites in a

random distribution. The Moore et al. (1999a) model implies that the Milky Way

should be surrounded by about 500 galaxies larger than dwarf spheroidals. This is

about 50 times more than the nine satellites that were known at the time, though

recent analyses of SDSS data have brought the tally to 22 (refer, e.g. Belokurov

et al. (2007), Zucker et al. (2006a) and Zucker et al. (2006b)). However, the recent

discoveries are of dwarf galaxies and, rather than lying in a random distribution,

the entire Milky Way satellite population is found to lie in a plane approximately
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perpendicular to the disk of the Milky Way (Kroupa et al. 2005).

The model of Klypin et al. (1999) also over-predicts the population of satellite

galaxies by an order of magnitude in both the Milky Way environment and the

Local Group. Klypin et al. (1999) suggest that the predicted dark matter haloes

may exist but that, through some physical mechanism such as supernova-driven

winds or gas heating by intergalactic ionising radiation, the haloes failed to form

stars.

The higher number of dwarf haloes showing up in these models would steepen the

faint-end slope of a corresponding luminosity function. The semi-analytic model of

Cole et al. (2000) also leads the authors to favour models that produce luminosity

functions with “quite steep faint-end slopes” in order to achieve a good fit to the

bright ends of the B- and K-band luminosity functions and to match other observed

properties including colours, disk sizes and the elliptical-to-spiral ratio. More recent

work by Governato et al. (2004) investigates formation of Milky Way-type galaxies

in both ΛCDM and warm-dark-matter (WDM) cosmologies. The ΛCDM simula-

tion over-predicts the number of satellites and, whilst the WDM simulation reduces

the number of satellites, it fails to reproduce the extended disk and other physical

features of the Milky Way’s bulge-disk-halo structure.

The results of a model by Fontanot et al. (2007) are compared with galaxy counts

and the redshift evolution of the K-band luminosity function. This model attempts

to reconcile a hierarchical cosmology with the observed downsizing through im-

proved modelling of infall and cooling in dark matter haloes. The model succeeds

in reproducing the overall build-up of stellar mass, but predicts too many massive

galaxies (with M = 1010 − 1011 M¯) at z ∼ 1 and too many bright galaxies in the

local universe.

Differences between the field and cluster environment were considered in the Lemson

and Kauffmann (1999) model that used N -body simulations of hierarchical cluster-

ing. Results indicate that the environment only affects the mass distribution and

that other properties, such as type, luminosity and colour, are consequences depen-

dent solely on the halo mass function. Further, the model infers that in high-density
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environments (local overdensity δ = 1.5) the ratio of high-mass galaxies to low-mass

galaxies is higher than in low-density environments (δ = −0.60). However, Roberts

et al. (2004), based on the DGR for the Virgo Cluster compared with that for the

field, state that this is “completely opposite to what is observed”.

The Boselli et al. (2008) study of dE galaxies in the Virgo Cluster also contradicts the

Lemson and Kauffmann (1999) model. The study shows that the mean stellar age in

low-luminosity galaxies is far younger than that predicted by hierarchical clustering

models and that, although clustering dominated galaxy evolution at early epochs,

“secular evolution” and the effects of the environment have become important since

then.

There is still no single model that is able to reproduce galaxies with the observed

characteristics and the observed distribution. The solution may turn out to be a

combination of influences, and advances should be made with better-refined simula-

tions. For example, Neistein et al. (2006) find, in a simulation of galaxy evolution,

that downsizing is compatible with hierarchical clustering when gas processes and

baryonic feedback mechanisms are included.

Unfortunately, there are few cases in which theoretical predictions may be directly

compared with observed galaxy luminosity functions because theorists rely heavily

on mass functions (e.g. Lemson and Kauffmann (1999)) or velocity functions (e.g.

Moore et al. (1999a)) rather than luminosity functions. Comparison relies on the

inferences that higher velocities imply larger masses and that larger masses exhibit

higher luminosities. However, discussion by Gonzalez et al. (2000a) and White and

Frenk (1991) relating circular velocity to luminosity show that there is no simple

direct correspondence between the faint-end slope of the luminosity function and

the slope of the velocity function.

One model that does make a direct comparison is presented by Bullock et al. (2000).

This model includes suppression of gas accretion in low-mass haloes after the epoch

of reionisation. This allows for the formation of dwarf galaxies, at z ≈ 5− 12, from

small amounts of gas available before reionisation, after which photoionisation pre-

vents further gas accretion. The model predicts that bright galaxy haloes should also
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contain multiple dark matter haloes that may be detectable through gravitational

effects. The velocity function for the predicted observable haloes, i.e. those that

successfully produce galaxies, accurately matches the observed velocity function of

satellite galaxies around the Milky Way and M31. This success demonstrates that, if

the suppression process works according to the model, there is no hidden population

of dwarf galaxies in the local volume that has yet to be discovered. Nevertheless,

Sabatini et al. (2005) counter this scenario based on results from the Wilkinson Mi-

crowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) project that show that reionisation occurred

earlier, at z ≈ 20, which would not have allowed sufficient time for dwarf galaxies

to form if the process was effective under the conditions described.

By using comparisons across velocity, luminosity and the DGR, it is possible make

inferences about the success or otherwise of theories of galaxy formation but, while

observers look for more faint galaxies to satisfy the faint-end inferences of some

theories (i.e. that α should be ‘steep’), the theorists seek better agreement between

observers on the properties of the faint end of the luminosity function to help to

refine the models.

4.7 Applications and Limitations of the Schechter Function

In its original conception, the Schechter Function was intended to be fitted to data

in a complete range of luminosities. Three fitting parameters are specified (L∗, φ∗

and α of Equation 4.1) and the linear faint-end slope is one component of the fit -

but the ‘fit’ is exactly that, and even in its earliest application there are data points

that lie above and below the fit (refer Figures 4.1, p.55, and 4.2, p.57). It is therefore

noteworthy that some authors consider it appropriate to piecewise fit the Schechter

Function to, or read the slope of, individual sections of a distribution.

The Virgo Cluster luminosity function of Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) is analysed

in detail, comparing overall faint-end slope α with the Sandage et al. (1985) and

Phillipps et al. (1998) results (refer Figure 4.4, p.67). The Trentham and Hodgkin

(2002) distribution is more in keeping with the earlier Sandage et al. (1985) result
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than with the steeper Phillipps et al. (1998) luminosity function, which is measured

over a restricted magnitude range. Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) also consider sep-

arate values of α based on 3-magnitude ranges throughout the distribution, stating

that the “curvature” thus derived is real and statistically significant (i.e. the errors

are small). Values of α in individual components of this analysis range from -0.90

to -1.65.

This issue may be viewed from two perspectives. On the one hand, consistent

full-distribution fitting makes it straightforward to compare the faint-end slopes of

distributions from different surveys. On the other hand, the Schechter function,

with its linear faint end, may not represent the optimum fit to real data. Whilst

it appears consistent with many earlier results (with shallower surveys and larger

uncertainties) it is still only a mathematical construct with no physical basis. Other

recent results also point to this problem where the luminosity function yields dif-

ferent faint-end slopes if including all the data or if only considering data points

within a set magnitude range. This is evident in Table 4.5 (p.87) in cases where two

different values are quoted (with the second value and criteria given in brackets).

In some cases, fitting is best achieved using a Gaussian for the bright end in com-

bination with a Schechter function at the faint end (e.g. as used by Trentham and

Tully (2002) for the Virgo Cluster) or a double Schechter function (e.g. as suggested

by Trentham et al. (2005) for a combined cluster luminosity function or as used by

Popesso et al. (2006) for early-type galaxies). Nevertheless, with the amount of

literature quoting single values of α over a complete distribution, it would appear

that such a comparison will continue to be implemented.
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4.8 Summary: The Virgo Cluster Luminosity Function

A number of luminosity functions for the Virgo Cluster have been described and

are summarised in Table 4.5. Variations in faint-end slope α are attributable to

many factors: regions of the cluster surveyed; galaxy detection methods; cluster

membership criteria; corrections for completeness; and the methods and magnitude

ranges of the fitting of the Schechter function to the distribution. It is hardly

surprising that there is considerable disagreement between the results. However,

two consistent trends may be noted.

The first is that cluster luminosity functions typically have steeper faint ends than

those of the field, meaning that there are proportionately more dwarf galaxies in

denser environments. This trend may be observed by comparing Virgo Cluster and

other cluster data with the sample Global data in Table 4.5.

The second is that within the Virgo Cluster there are variations in the luminosity

function that are region-dependent. For example, results from Sabatini et al. (2003)

and Phillipps et al. (1998), whilst in disagreement on values for α, both show that

the slope in the outer region is steeper than in the inner region of the cluster (−1.8

outer and −1.4 inner in the former case, −2.26 outer and −2.18 inner in the latter

case). The clear discrepancy between these results is accounted for by Sabatini et al.

(2003) whose data are corrected for incompleteness, whereas the Phillipps et al.

(1998) data are not and, if the last point in the Phillipps et al. (1998) luminosity

function is omitted, the two sets of results are consistent (within uncertainties) once

completeness corrections are taken into account. These results demonstrate that the

luminosity function is shallower near the core of the cluster than near the edge.

The same effect is observed in Abell 496, where the luminosity function steepens

from −1.4± 0.1 in the central region to −1.8± 0.1 in the southern envelope of that

cluster (Boué et al. 2008). This suggests that, in very dense environments, dwarf

galaxies may not survive gravitational encounters. However, other factors that may

contribute to these results include the difficulty of detecting LSB galaxies within

luminous haloes of giant galaxies and, in the Virgo Cluster, possible effects of the
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underlying sub-structure of the cluster (refer Figure 3.6, p.43).

This variation between the core and edge of the Virgo Cluster is also seen by Roberts

et al. (2007), but in this case it is the other way round with a DGR of 27 in the

outer 4 degrees compared with 35 in the inner 4 degrees along the north-south strip

of the INT Wide Field Survey (refer Table 4.4 p.72). This may be accounted for by

the probable detection of many faint galaxies belonging to the more distant M and

N clouds in the outer part of the strip.

Sabatini et al. (2003) also note that the DGR does not blend into the background

value, even near the edge of the cluster, suggesting that the Virgo Cluster envi-

ronment is very different from that of the field right out to its outermost regions.

Roberts et al. (2007) observe that the infalling clouds also appear to have high

DGRs, similar to that of the main sub-cluster, but that the origin of this dwarf

population is still not fully explained.

Sources of error when comparing luminosity functions are mainly attributable to

issues of contamination and cluster member identification. It is difficult to reconcile

these issues whilst different groups continue to use different detection methods and

different membership criteria.

In a study of the luminosity functions of galaxy groups Trentham and Tully (2002)

suggest that a preferred method is to have a survey that blankets an entire re-

gion as a homogeneous data set. In the case of the Virgo Cluster, because of

its large extent (∼ 140 deg2), this seems unlikely. Deep surveys that seek the

elusive faint end of the luminosity function have tended to focus on smaller sub-

sections of the cluster than the original all-inclusive VCC of Binggeli et al. (1985).

However, the Virgo Deep Stack does encompass approximately 25% of the Virgo

Cluster covering 25 deg2, centred on the main (A) sub-cluster, to a limiting sur-

face brightness of ≈ 28 ORµ. Its uniformity, depth and large area coverage make

this unique resource an invaluable tool for visually inspecting and analysing pa-

rameters of galaxies included in numerous other surveys. In this way, data from

the other surveys, where the individual galaxies (and their properties) are cat-

alogued, may be compared. Some such comparisons are included in Chapter 6.
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However, the prospect that there will ever be universal agreement on the param-

eters of a full-cluster Virgo Cluster luminosity function still appears remote.
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5. PROJECT DATA AND ANALYSIS

Traditional photography has played an important role in large-scale surveys covering

large fractions of the northern and southern skies, offering high-resolution imaging

over large areas when combined with Schmidt telescopes with wide fields of view.

The SuperCOSMOS Sky Surveys (SSS) are based on high-quality microdensitome-

ter scans of photographic images obtained during the second half of the twentieth

century (e.g. Hambly et al. (2001)) using a wide variety of wide-field telescopes,

such as the 1.2-m Palomar Oschin Telescope, the 1.0-m Schmidt telescope of the

ESO and the 1.2-m UKST.

To obtain deeper images, and to aid in analysis of those images, various techniques

have been used. The high-sensitivity fine-grained film, Kodak Tech Pan, was in-

troduced at the UKST in 1992 in place of traditional glass plates (Phillipps and

Parker 1993). Comparisons of images made with an OR-band OG590 filter found

that this panchromatic film, once suitably hypersensitised, produces images that not

only have higher resolution and lower grain noise (refer Figure 5.1), but also reach

one stellar magnitude fainter than equivalent IIIa-F glass plates (Parker and Malin

1999).

To increase the information gain from photographic images, photographic ampli-

fication techniques have been used, including superimposing multiple exposures to

reduce grain noise and using unsharp masking to bring out low-contrast detail (Malin

1979). More recently, with the development of digital scanners, it has been possible

to convert plates and films into a computer-readable format that allows the photo-

graphic exposures to be more readily analysed and digitally combined. Individual

scans from COSMOS (an earlier version of the SuperCOSMOS facility) were used

by Phillipps and Parker (1993) to quantify the magnitude gain of Tech Pan film over
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standard IIIa-F plates described above.

The stacking of exposures may be used to increase signal to noise and push down

the background to reveal much fainter detail than is visible in a single exposure. It

has been shown that the magnitude gain from stacking N exposures of equivalent

quality is given by 2.5 log
√

N magnitudes (Bland-Hawthorn et al. 1993).

Whilst it may be claimed that there is no substitute for using a linear detector, such

as a CCD, to record properties of LSB galaxies (Impey et al. 1988), the photographic

exposures from the UKST offer the advantage of covering large fields with high

uniformity. Furthermore, the digital stacking of many exposures of the same field

allows detection of features to very faint surface-brightness limits.

A total of 63 UKST Tech Pan films, all exposed on the same sky field through an

OG590 red filter, were digitally scanned by SuperCOSMOS and stacked to produce

a unique, ultra-deep R-band image covering 36 square degrees of the central portion

of the Virgo Cluster. This is the Virgo Deep Stack. The faintest surface brightness

reached in the image is approximately 29 Rµ, at least 2 magnitudes deeper than

a single Tech Pan film (Phillipps and Parker (1993) quote a limit of 27 Rµ for a

single film). The data have been optimised for faint magnitudes in the scanning

and stacking processes. Comparisons show that images from the Virgo Deep Stack

compare well with the best available CCD images (refer Section 6.2), reaching a

similar limiting surface brightness. This depth and large area coverage make the

Virgo Deep Stack ideal for the study of LSB galaxies. The focus of this project is on

detection of previously unseen galaxies and measurement of faint galaxy extremities

in sample regions of this image.

The following sections describe: technical aspects of the scanning and stacking pro-

cesses; technical details of the Virgo Deep Stack; the subdivision of the large (2 Gb)

image file into manageable subsets of data; the astrometry used to apply coordinates

to these smaller sub-frames; the photometric calibration of the data; and subsequent

analysis processes used to measure the properties of LSB galaxies in the image.
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Fig. 5.1: Comparisons of Tech Pan and IIIa-F Exposures

These images illustrate the higher resolution and lower grain noise of Tech

Pan film (left) compared with IIIa-F plates (right). Each image measures

2.2× 1.7 arcminutes. North is at the top and east is to the left.

Figure reproduced from Parker and Malin (1999).

5.1 Digital Scanning & Stacking

Photographic exposuresa may be transformed into digital images by scanning with

a microdensitometer. Three machines used for this purpose were the COSMOS

measuring machine (MacGillivray and Stobie 1984) and the newer SuperCOSMOS

machine (Knox et al. 1998), both at ROE, and the APM machine at Cambridge

(Kibblewhite et al. 1984). All three machines have now been de-commissioned. The

scanning process relies on transmission of light through the film. The derivation

of relative intensity values from scanned images is described by Hambly (1998b) as

follows.

a Exposures may be films or plates - in this discussion, the term ‘film’ is used generically.
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The relationship between transmission T of the film and density D of grains on the

emulsion is non-linear, and is given by:

D = log(TC/T ) (5.1)

where TC is transmission measured through clear air. Intensity I, used in measuring

magnitudes, is related to density by:

D = γ log I (5.2)

where γ is the contrast, or density difference produced by a specific exposure dif-

ference, and represents the slope of the characteristic curve (refer Figure 5.2) of the

film. A typical survey-grade Schmidt film has γ ∼ 2.5.

The non-linear portions at the extremities of the relation between T and I are caused

by saturation effects at high intensity, reciprocity failure at low intensity (both of

these occurring in the film) and scattered light and diffraction in the imaging system

during scanning. In the case of SuperCOSMOS, calibration is of the form:

log I ∝ γ−1 log(1/T ) (5.3)

with γ−1 = 0.3 being suitable for fine-grained emulsion on a survey film.

The data files obtained by scanning result in images of similar format to CCD images,

i.e. image areas, or pixels, correspond to the aperture of the scanning instrument and

pixel values may represent intensity, transmission or photographic density. Hence,

analysis may be performed using computer software designed to work with these

digital data files.b

Data that have been produced by scanning may be digitally added (stacked) to in-

crease the signal-to-noise (S/N) level. Parker and Phillipps (1999) and Schwartzen-

berg (1996) stacked six exposures in each case for surveys of dSph galaxies in the

Virgo cluster. Thirteen films were co-added for the Katsiyannis et al. (1998) deep-

imaging study of selected galaxies in the Virgo Cluster. The Virgo Deep Stack is

b Software originally designed to analyse microdensitometer data from wide-field photographic

scans is now commonly utilised for CCD data analysis.
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Fig. 5.2: Characteristic Curves of Tech Pan and IIIa-F Exposures

Characteristic curves of Tech Pan film (left) and IIIa-F plates (right) from

UKST exposures. The horizontal lines represent sky background levels.

Figure reproduced from Parker and Malin (1999).

an ultra-deep stack of 63 filmsc, scanned by SuperCOSMOS, which reaches fainter

R-band magnitudes than have been possible before photographically. Whilst CCD

imaging may go deeper (fainter) with long exposures, few surveys to date have

matched the depth of the Virgo Deep Stack (refer Table 3.2, p.36) and, typically,

CCD imaging systems have small fields of view. The advantage with this stack over

the deepest available CCD data is the full 6-degree-square field available, with an

unvignetted radius of 2.7 degrees.

Bland-Hawthorn et al. (1993) calculated the magnitude gain from stacking equiv-

alent photographic data to be 2.5 log
√

N where N is the number of films added

together. The magnitude gain from stacking six films is almost one magnitude,

and the gain with 63 films is ∼ 2.25 magnitudes. The stacking process, described

c These films were originally taken as part of a program to search for MACHOs (Tadros et al.

1998).
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in detail by Schwartzenberg et al. (1996), involves sky subtraction and scaling and

alignment of the separate images. Knox et al. (1998) described the effects of vari-

ous image-combining algorithms on stacks of 4, 8 and 16 IIIa-J UKST plates and

assessed the extent to which artefacts, such as satellite trails and dust appearing

on single frames, can be removed during stacking. It was found that there is a

reduction in S/N in faint images with the use of any pixel-rejection algorithm but

that weighting individual films according to their S/N characteristics and using an

‘average sigma clipping’ bad-pixel algorithm optimises both depth and the removal

of spurious images.

The SuperCOSMOS scanning and stacking of the films and the preliminary process-

ing of the image for this project were all performed at ROE and the resulting data

were supplied in electronic format (a complete file listing appears in Appendix D).

A very brief description of the processing is provided here, but references may be

consulted for further details.

Each separate film was scanned in lanes as described by Hambly (1998a). Scanning

covers 28 lanes × 1152 pixels = 322.56 mm, or 6 degrees at the plate scale of

67.14 arcsec mm−1 (corresponding to the 1.2-m Schmidt Telescope plate scale). The

final pixel scale of a scanned image is 0.6714 arcsec (10 microns) per pixel and

the entire image measures 32256 × 32256 pixels. After scanning, the images were

digitally stacked after methods described by Knox et al. (1998). With average sigma

clipping, statistics are calculated for whole scan-lengths so that clipping may be used

to reject bad values. The weighted mean value for each pixel is then calculated from

the non-rejected values (N. Hambly, private communication, 2008).

Processing of the stacked image included the same data analysis and object de-

tection methods as those used for the SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey (Hambly et al.

2001). The object detection algorithm used in ‘image analysis mode’ (IAM) is a

connected-pixel type that detects data above a specified threshold, fixed as a cer-

tain percentage cut (usually ∼ 7%) above the estimated local sky background. The

algorithm deblends large or extended objects, including some galaxy images and

haloes and diffraction spikes around bright stars, into ‘parent’ and ‘child’ objects.
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For each parent and child object detected, 32 image parameters are written to the

iam.srtrd file. These include object position, extent, orientation, ellipticity, mag-

nitude and surface brightness measurements, classification as parent or child, and

a quality flag. A complete listing of data outputs and units is supplied by Hambly

(1998a). Standard deblending parameters for measuring star and galaxy properties

cause spurious deblending of LSB features into multiple objects, as illustrated by

Sabatini et al. (2003) (refer Figure 4.3 p.61), and a total of 1210712 objects were

detected in the Virgo Deep Stack. Unfortunately, this standard IAM type of image

detection is of little use in discerning the LSB galaxies of interest to this project.

Instead, mapping mode (mm) pixel data were used directly. However, the IAM data

may have applications in other studies that could be based on the Virgo Deep Stack.

Some details of the files supplied by ROE are provided in Appendix D.

5.2 The Virgo Deep Stack

The Virgo Deep Stack is a square image that measures six degrees on a side and is

centred near M87, encompassing a large portion of sub-cluster A and parts of the

N and E clouds of the Virgo Cluster (refer Figure 3.6, p.43). Positional statistics of

the imaged field are provided in Table 5.1.

R.A. range (J2000) 12h17m10s to 12h41m50s

Dec. range (J2000) +10◦09′43”.5 to +16◦09′43”.5

Image centre (J2000) 12h29m31s.81 +13◦13′25”.5

Image centre (B1950) 12h27m00s +13◦30′00”

Tab. 5.1: Positional Statistics of the Virgo Deep Stack

The 63 A-grade Tech Pan films were exposed between January and June in 1999,

2000 and 2001, as dictated by the visibility season for Virgo from the UKST. Expo-

sure times were mostly 60.0 minutes, though 13 were a little shorter, probably due

to interference by cloud (refer Table 5.2). The filter used was a Schott glass OG590

R-band filter, which transmits longward of 590 nm (UKSTU (1983)). The Tech Pan
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emulsion has a cut-off at 699 nm (Parker and Malin 1999). Together, these result

in a passband with transmission between 590 and 699 nm (refer Figure 5.3), which

is referred to as OR-band to distinguish it from the standard Cousins R-band and

the UKST SR-band.d

Plate No. Date LST Exp. time Grade – Plate No. Date LST Exp. time Grade
Exposed (mins) Exposed (mins)

OR18261 990213 1216 60.0 a OR18755 000210 1203 60.0 a
OR18267 990214 1210 60.0 a OR18757 000216 1244 60.0 a
OR18272 990215 1153 51.1 a OR18776 000302 1135 60.0 a
OR18279 990216 1215 60.0 a OR18781 000313 1254 60.0 a
OR18293 990221 1127 55.2 a OR18794 000329 1145 60.0 a
OR18298 990224 1059 26.6 aUX OR18797 000330 1151 60.0 a
OR18314 990311 1017 60.0 a OR18804 000403 1140 55.0 aD
OR18322 990312 1123 60.0 a OR18822 000428 1216 55.0 a
OR18327 990314 1201 60.0 a OR18825 000429 1216 60.0 a
OR18331 990315 1108 60.0 a OR18828 000430 1326 60.0 a
OR18337 990320 1200 60.0 a OR18850 000522 1100 60.0 aT
OR18348 990326 1457 60.0 aT OR18856 000604 1115 60.0 aD
OR18362 990412 1218 60.0 a OR18865 000622 1239 60.0 aD
OR18367 990414 1215 60.0 a OR18870 000625 1251 50.0 a
OR18369 990415 1220 60.0 a OR19090 010122 1058 60.0 a
OR18375 990416 1206 60.0 aE OR19094 010123 1057 60.0 a
OR18377 990418 1203 60.0 aE OR19101 010125 1100 60.0 a
OR18384 990419 1227 60.0 a OR19116 010222 1155 50.0 a
OR18390 990420 1138 60.0 a OR19120 010223 1148 60.0 a
OR18398 990422 1306 60.0 aI OR19125 010228 1142 60.0 a
OR18414 990505 1027 60.0 a OR19145 010326 1118 60.0 a
OR18416 990506 1123 36.2 a OR19153 010331 1241 60.0 aID
OR18418 990507 1126 60.0 a OR19167 010417 1203 60.0 aD
OR18427 990514 1254 60.0 a OR19170 010418 1232 60.0 aD
OR18431 990517 1159 60.0 a OR19172 010419 1238 60.0 a
OR18433 990518 1130 60.0 aE OR19174 010422 1206 60.0 aD
OR18436 990519 1220 45.0 a OR19175 010424 1235 60.0 aD
OR18440 990607 1122 60.0 aD OR19181 010514 1128 60.0 aD
OR18735 000204 1202 60.0 aI OR19186 010515 1144 45.0 a
OR18739 000205 1235 32.0 aU OR19187 010516 1143 45.0 aE
OR18743 000207 1220 60.0 a OR19195 010524 1042 45.0 a
OR18751 000209 1220 60.0 a OR19196 010524 1149 45.0 a

Tab. 5.2: Base Images for the Virgo Deep Stack

The table provides details of all the individual films that were scanned and

stacked to form the Virgo Deep Stack. This list may be queried from the

UKST Plate Catalogue (http://www.roe.ac.uk/ifa/wfau/ukstu/) by selecting

all images with the unique project identifier (T number) 1129. Only the A-

grade images were used.

Because the SuperCOSMOS scanning system rejects off-axis scattered light, the

effective range in optical density is considerably less than in the original films (Miller

1995). The range in data counts was optimised for the faint end of the magnitude

d SR, or ‘short red’, is a narrower passband transmitted by an RG630 filter.
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OR  passband

Fig. 5.3: Passband of the OG590-Tech Pan Combination

The response curve of Tech Pan emulsion (solid) and the OG590 Schott filter

transmission curve (dotted) combine to produce the 590 nm to 699 nm ‘OR’

passband (arrowed) of the Virgo Deep Stack.

Tech Pan transmission curve reproduced from Parker and Malin (1999).

OG590 transmission data from http://www.optical-filters.com/og590.html.

distribution in the scanning process, so bright stars and galaxy cores are affected by

saturation. Each pixel typically has data counts between ∼ 6000, at the level of the

sky background, and ∼ 32000 in saturated star or galaxy cores.

Despite the expectation that single-film artefacts would be naturally removed from

the Virgo Deep Stack in the stacking process, some minor image defects do remain.

Occasional dust haloes, possible reflection artefacts and some residuals of bright

satellite trails are visible (refer Figures 5.4, 6.9 p.139 and 6.16 p.148). The dust

haloes may have occurred at the same location on several films but satellite trails

would only have appeared on a single film of the stack, so residuals of these are rare,

patchy and difficult to discern.

There is also a large, very low-contrast set of concentric rings and radial features

caused by the system used to hold the film in place during exposure. Photographic

glass plates were clamped by their edges to a mandrel that matched the curved focal
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Fig. 5.4: Artefacts in the Virgo Deep Stack

Left: In this standard UKST negative image a dust halo (1) appears as a

bright C-shaped feature below and to the right of a very diffuse LSB galaxy (2)

at image left. Image size is approximately 9 arcmin on a side.

Right: Two ‘bubble’-shaped LSB artefacts (each dark in the middle and light at

top and bottom) appear near the top of this image (3 and 4). They are probably

due to internal reflections in the telescope optics. Image size is approximately

38 arcmin wide by 22 arcmin high.

surface of the UKST. This method could not be used to secure flexible photographic

film. Instead, a light vacuum was applied through shallow channels cut into the

mandrel. Positions of these channels are discernible when the Virgo Deep Stack

is displayed at very high contrast. There is a large ×-shaped pattern that runs

across the diagonals of the image (refer Figure 5.5) and, harder to see, are two

concentric rings (one is partly visible in Figure 6.14, p.145). Also, at this contrast

level, the circular vignetting pattern, due to the mode of light transmission through

the Schmidt telescope, is obvious.

However, localised artefacts have a negligible effect on the evaluation of properties

of LSB galaxies. Artefact problems and deblending issues are further described by

Hambly et al. (2001).
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Fig. 5.5: The Virgo Deep Stack at High Contrast in False Colour

Displayed at high contrast, the extent of massive galaxy haloes is revealed.

Also evident is the vignetting that particularly affects the outer boundary of

the image. A barely-discernable ×-shaped feature across the diagonals of the

image is due to channels in the mandrel through which a light vacuum was

applied to hold the photographic films to the focal surface during the exposures.

Shading between the galaxies may be due to intra-cluster light, but this is very

difficult to measure. Note that this is the same image as shown in Figure 1.1,

but viewed with different display parameters.
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5.3 Astrometric Calibration

The SuperCOSMOS Virgo Deep Stack FITSe file is 2 Gb in size (with 32256 × 32256

pixels) but, unlike most SuperCOSMOS products, this is a specially-stacked ‘one-off’

data set with no RA and Dec coordinates in the FITS header. Thus, when viewing

the raw image, only pixel position data are displayed and no World Coordinate

System (WCS) on-sky position coordinates are available. Preliminary processing

of the image included subdivision into smaller files and the necessary and careful

application of a WCS as described below.

The FITS file is too large to be readily displayed or studied in any available image

processing software. The inner 5-degree square of the image, excluding the outer-

most 0.5-degree border where the vignetting is worst, has been subdivided into 36

sub-frames using imcopy in IRAFf. For the whole image and each sub-frame, north

is at the top and east is to the left. Each sub-frame is approximately 50 arcminutes

square. The sub-frames are numbered from left to right (i.e. decreasing in right

ascension) in rows from bottom to top (i.e. ascending in declination). WCS co-

ordinates were applied to each sub-frame using 30-arcmin-square reference images

from the SuperCOSMOS Sky Surveyg (images obtained using source survey ‘POSSII

Red’) and fitting ∼ 8 stars for each sub-frame with Karma Koordsh. After applying

WCS to these sub-frames, photometric integrity was checked by comparing coordi-

nates at the corresponding corners of adjacent sub-frames. The mean error for 6

matched locations was found to be 0.7 arcseconds. Furthermore, stars listed in the

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)i were readily located to within one pixel.

e Flexible Image Transport System image file format.

f IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the

Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. (AURA) under cooperative agreement

with the National Science Foundation.

g SSS data available at: http://www-wfau.roe.ac.uk/sss/pixel.html

h Karma is a software toolkit written by Richard Gooch (1996) and available online at:

http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/karma/

i Funding for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has been provided by the Alfred P. Sloan
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Due to time constraints for this project, just five of the 36 sub-frames were se-

lected for detailed study. One of the five is sub-frame 22, which contains a large,

unidentified LSB feature (Bryn’s Mystery Object, refer Figure 5.6).

Fig. 5.6: Sub-Frame 22

Pictured is sub-frame 22, one of four central sub-frames from the Virgo Deep

Stack. Each sub-frame measures 50 arcmin on a side. North is at the top and

east is to the left. The large galaxy at upper left (overlapped by a bright star)

is NGC 4459. The group of three objects at lower left includes a star and the

galaxies NGC 4458 and NGC 4461. The elongated diffuse patch just to the

right of the image centre is a newly-discovered but, as yet, unidentified object

(refer Section 6.3) first noticed by Bryn Jones (private communication, 2005)

and, hence, dubbed ‘Bryn’s Mystery Object’.

These sub-frames sample regions at varying proximity to the Virgo Cluster core.

They overlap parts of the areas examined by Young and Currie (1998), Trentham

and Hodgkin (2002), Phillipps et al. (1998) and Trentham and Tully (2002) but

Foundation, the Participating Institutions, NASA, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. De-

partment of Energy, the Japanese Monbukagakusho, and the Max Planck Society. The SDSS Web

site is at http://www.sdss.org/.
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also include some regions that have not previously been covered by deep surveys.

Sub-frame coordinates for the five regions are listed in Table 5.3 and the regions are

shown in Figure 1.1 and Maps 3, 4 and 5 (Figures 5.7, 6.2 and 8.1 respectively).

Number R.A. range (hh mm ss.ss) Dec. range (dd mm ss.s)

16 12 26 06.79 to 12 29 31.78 12 19 29.2 to 13 09 41.4

22 12 26 06.06 to 12 29 31.63 13 09 34.8 to 13 59 48.0

23 12 22 40.26 to 12 26 05.25 13 09 18.7 to 13 59 40.4

24 12 19 14.58 to 12 22 38.80 13 08 51.5 to 13 59 23.9

28 12 26 05.23 to 12 29 31.51 13 59 40.6 to 14 49 54.2

Tab. 5.3: Sub-Frame Coordinates

Sub-frames studied in detail and approximate coordinates of SW (bottom right)

and NE (top left) extremities of each sub-frame. All declinations are positive.

The sub-frames abut perfectly but do not overlap. Apparent mismatches in

edge coordinates are due to the representation of portions of the (curved) ce-

lestial sphere with 50-arcminute square planar images.

5.4 Photometric Calibration

Accurate photometric calibration of digitally scanned images is necessary so that

uniform and reliable integrated stellar magnitudes, or in the case of galaxies, sur-

face brightness per square arcsecond, may be calculated. Calibration may be per-

formed using one of two methods. One method involves separate observations of

standard stars using CCD imaging in the same (or similar) passband as the original

image and comparing the CCD magnitudes with intensities of the same stars in

the scanned photographic image. The other method involves making comparisons

between magnitudes of stars in the digital image with magnitudes of the same stars

from a reliable database, and applying any necessary colour corrections. The latter

method was used for calibrating the Virgo Deep Stack.
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Fig. 5.7: Map 3: Dwarf LSB Studies and Sub-Frames of the Virgo Deep Stack

Sabatini et al. (2005) surveyed an extended area of the INT Wide Field Sur-
vey E-W strip (coded SDV2005 on NED). Previously uncatalogued galaxies
discovered in that survey are shown as grey data points. The two green boxes
are the regions used by Phillipps et al. (1998) to compare inner and outer
cluster environments. The heavy orange boxes (numbered 16, 22, 23, 24 and
28) are sub-frames from the Virgo Deep Stack examined for this project. All
these data have been used to study dwarf LSB galaxies that contribute to the
faint end of the luminosity distribution. VCC galaxies, the Virgo Deep Stack
boundary (heavy black box) and the INT Wide Field Survey N-S strip (vertical
rectangle) are shown for reference.
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Photometric data for 21 stars in the range 18.2 ≤ RC ≤ 20.1 (to avoid saturation

but still obtain reasonable photometry) were obtained from the SDSS Data Release

4 (DR4). Transformations were applied according to those of Lupton (2005), quoted

on the SDSS DR4 web page. R- and I-band magnitudes in the Cousins photoelectric

system were derived from the SDSS r- and i-band data using the following equations:

RC = r − 0.2936(r − i)− 0.1439 (5.4)

IC = r − 0.2936(r − i)− 0.1439 (5.5)

The need for both RC and IC magnitudes is due to the small difference between the

RC passband and that of the OR passband used for the UKST observations. This

transformation is quoted by Morgan and Parker (2005) as

OR−OR’ = (−0.043± 0.030)× (R− I) (5.6)

in the range −0.1 < (R − I) < +1.6, where “unprimed values are standard pho-

toelectric magnitudes [and] primed values are calibrated instrumental magnitudes”.

This is interpreted as meaning that the correction relates the authors’ instrumental

magnitudes OR’ to Cousins R rather than to a ‘standard’ OR (which does not exist

in the Cousins system). Final magnitudes (OR’ from the above equation) for the

selected stars were calculated using Equations 5.4, 5.5 and the modified version of

5.6. Note that the uncertainty in Equation 5.6 is large and in this analysis, when

measurements from the image were compared with values thus calculated, a very

different factor was derived from the least-squares fitting function. That result will

be discussed shortly.

Instrumental magnitudes were measured from the Virgo Deep Stack using the aper-

ture photometry tool in the Graphical Astronomy and Image Analysis software,

GAIAj. The method uses concentric circular regions with the object of interest lying

entirely within the innermost circle (the ‘aperture’), and the outer annulus covering

sky only.

j GAIA is part of the Starlink Software Collection.
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From measurements of data counts in each pixel of the aperture Ci, the number of

pixels in the aperture n and the average sky background count in the annulus Csky

the total data value in the aperture Cobject is derived from:

Cobject = Σn
i=1Ci − nCsky. (5.7)

In theory, stellar magnitudes mobject in the scanned image may be determined using

the following formula:

mobject = Zimage − 2.5 log(Cobject). (5.8)

In this case, Zimage, which is the zero-point correction or so-called ‘plate constant’ for

the scanned image, is unknown. Its value is found by plotting magnitudes from the

reference data against measurements of 2.5 log(Cobject) from the aperture photometry

of stars in the scanned image. The plate constant is then the y-intercept of a linear

least-squares fit to the data.

In analysing the 21 selected stars, two were eliminated because they were outliers

to the fit, possibly due to them being variable. Three were outside the RC − IC

magnitude range of Morgan and Parker (2005) but, of these three, one was already

removed as an outlier and one was only marginally fainter (RC − IC = 1.65) and

was retained. This left 18 stars for the fit. Fitting was performed in Microsoftr

Office Excel 2003 (hereafter referred to as Excel) using a trendline to the plot of

measured data versus OR’. Initially the fit was poor in the sense that the slope

was less than unity. This could be due to small-number sampling statistics or the

OR colour term. Ideally, several hundred stars should be sampled rather than just

this number, but time constraints prevented this during conduct of the project.

This could be followed up at a later time. Removing the colour transformation (i.e.

presuming OR = RC) also left an unsatisfactory result. Therefore the multiplier of

Equation 5.6 was adjusted to obtain a one-to-one slope of magnitudes and the plate

constant Zimage is the resulting y-intercept. The final empirical transformation used

was:

OR’ = RC − 0.0565× (RC − IC). (5.9)
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Not only is the multiplier different-valued, but it has the opposite sign to that given

by Morgan and Parker (2005). As suggested, this transformation could be further

investigated by studying a larger sample of stars taken from different regions of the

image.

The result from this data set, showing a reasonably tight linear relation over ∼ 1.5

magnitudes, is presented in Figure 5.8. Raw data are included in Appendix E.

Uncertainty is based on the standard deviation of the data from the fit. The final

calibration constant is:

Zimage = 31.5± 0.1 (5.10)

The result will be used later in comparisons of profiles from the Virgo Deep Stack

with published R-band radial profiles but it agrees, within uncertainty, with the

value derived independently by Bryn Jones (private communication, 2006) using 20

stars and the same method, but from a different region of the image. That result,

quoted in Moore and Parker (2006) (refer Section 7.2), was 31.54± 0.02. The plate

constant shown at Equation 5.10 has been applied to all subsequent measurements

of image data for this project.

Calibration of Virgo Deep Stack
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Fig. 5.8: Calibration of the Virgo Deep Stack

The fitting function to obtain the plate constant Z = 31.5 ± 0.1 shows a

reasonable linear fit to ∼19.5 on the SDSS axis. The scatter increases at

fainter magnitudes.
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5.5 Object Detection

Unlike the automated detection methods of Phillipps et al. (1998), or Sabatini et al.

(2003), the LSB galaxies discovered in this project were found by visual inspection

of sub-frames of the image displayed on a computer monitor. Although this is a slow

and partly subjective process, it allows for detection of objects that may otherwise

be missed because of proximity to bright galaxy haloes or diffraction rings and

spikes from stars. It also allows for the contrast to be varied by setting the high-

and low-value pixel counts in the display.

WCS-calibrated sub-frames 16, 22, 23, 24 and 28 were carefully examined using

suitable display parameters in the DS9k and/or GAIA image display packages. Each

detection was compared with the NED database to ascertain whether or not it had

been previously catalogued. Over 100 previously uncatalogued galaxies have been

identified in these five sub-frames. For each of these detections a smaller image was

cut from the sub-frame for the purpose of applying surface photometry. Images of

all the newly-identified galaxies are included in Chapter 8.

5.6 Surface Photometry

Surface photometry software traces elliptical isophotes on a galaxy image and eval-

uates the mean intensity of the data associated with each ellipse to obtain a radial

intensity profile of the galaxy. This may also be derived as, or converted to, a

magnitude profile as shown in Figure 2.2 (p.13).

5.6.1 Overview of Photometry Techniques

Impey et al. (1988) explain that surface photometry of LSB galaxies is sometimes

difficult due to low S/N and the clumpiness often seen in galaxies of this type.

There are often changes to eccentricity and position angle of successive ellipses due

k SAOImage DS9 was developed by Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and is available

from http://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/ds9/.
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to the chaotic structure of some LSB galaxies. Masking may overcome problems of

foreground stars and background galaxies, but genuinely clumpy galaxies will have

poor exponential fits to their profiles.

Various parameter sets have been used to characterise galaxy profiles. Integrated

magnitudes measured over successively larger ellipses to obtain growth curves allow

derivation of effective surface brightness and effective radius where the growth curve

reaches half its asymptotic value (Barazza et al. 2003). However, the total magnitude

at or within an outer radius or isophote of an LSB galaxy has a large uncertainty

due to sensitivity of the measurement to the correct setting of the sky level and the

dynamic range of the detector.

One method of utilising the high S/N central data, described by Trentham and

Hodgkin (2002), is to use an exponential profile fitted to data within a radius of

12 arcseconds. The equation of this limited profile, from which scale length a and

central intensity I0 are derived as fitting parameters, is:

B(r) = −2.5 log

∫ r

0

I0 exp(−r/a)2πrdr. (5.11)

Total apparent magnitude is then BT = B(∞). The disadvantage with this method

is that derivation of the fitting parameters is based on the profile of the inner 12

arcseconds which, in some cases, may not agree well with the fit at larger radii.

Measurement of extrapolated central surface brightness µ0 and scale length a based

on a fit to the entire profile utilises all the available information including the data

in the high S/N parts of the image. The µ0 and a terms are considered to be more

reliable than effective surface brightness and effective radius where the exponential

fit is a good match to the profile (Impey et al. 1988). Total magnitude, calculated

from Equation 4.6 (p.74) is integrated to infinity so as to include outer galaxy data

below the background threshold.

Uneven backgrounds may adversely affect any measurements of magnitude from

radial profiles. Two problem cases are described by Trentham and Tully (2002).

One case is where a small galaxy lies in the halo of a very luminous galaxy. In

such a case, the Trentham and Tully (2002) method is to make an estimate of
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the underlying sky from a profile of the luminous galaxy. The other case is where a

galaxy has a very close companion. For these, measurement of the half of the galaxy

opposite the companion may be extrapolated to derive total flux.

5.6.2 The IRAF ELLIPSE task

For this project, surface photometry of whole galaxies was obtained, based on the

Impey et al. (1988) recommendation. Extrapolated central surface brightness µ0 and

scale length a were used to derive apparent magnitudes using Equation 4.6, described

previously and again listed in Section 5.7. The surface photometry software used was

the ELLIPSE task in the IRAF STSDAS.ANALYSIS.ISOPHOTE package. This software

was used by Gavazzi et al. (2005b) in an analysis of elliptical galaxies in the Virgo

Cluster. The details of how the process works is described in detail by Jedrzejewski

(1987).

The task operates by first inscribing an ellipse around the centre of a galaxy and

finding a mean intensity (data count per pixel) associated with that ellipse. It then

steps outwards delineating isophotal ellipses of increasing semi-major axis until it

reaches a user-specified limit or finds that the mean count is no longer decreasing.

It then resumes from the first ellipse, working its way inwards. The software may

be left to freely trace the isophotes, adjusting itself according to results of iterations

around previous values, or the parameters for the task may be set by the user. For

a complete description, the reader is referred to the IRAF help files for the task, but

a brief description of operation and some of the parameters utilised for this project

follows.

In interactive mode, the task works in conjunction with a display panel, so a display

window in DS9 is opened before commencing. At the command line, the parameter

input list is opened by typing epar ellipse. Some parameters are entered directly.

The minimum requirement is for the user to specify the input file (filename.fits),

and the name of the output table (filename.tab). The user may also make speci-

fications in four parameter subsets - geompar, controlpar, samplepar and magpar

(refer Section 5.6.3). Each parameter set may be opened by moving the cursor to
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the appropriate entry and typing :e. Typing :q exits each subset and typing :q

again exits parameter editing.

An initial first run, without holding any geometric parameters fixed, allows the task

to freely follow the isophotes, giving the user an idea of the shape and extent of the

galaxy. In interactive mode, once instigated, the software displays the image. In the

display window, masking of bright foreground stars or bright background objects

may be applied by clicking the mouse on the image and typing m. Masked pixels

are excluded from the measurements. Mask size may be set as a parameter and the

final mask is automatically saved (as a .fits.pl file) for subsequent runs on the

same galaxy. If the automatic object locator fails (as is often the case with LSB

galaxies or in crowded fields containing numerous bright objects) or if the object

centre has not been specified, the software awaits user input to approximately locate

the object’s centre. This involves clicking the mouse at the desired location on the

image and typing x, then f, whilst the cursor is still in the display window. Each

ellipse is fitted by typing n (next), eventually producing ellipses fully overlying the

galaxy in the display window (refer Figure 5.9).

If not held fixed, the initial centroid is automatically updated according to the

asymmetry of each isophote measured and the first free run will accurately locate

the pixel coordinates of the galaxy’s brightest concentration. These x, y coordinates

are then used as inputs in the next run to ensure that radii from a specified point

are used to obtain a meaningful radial profile. In the second run, with the centre

held fixed, suitable ellipticity and position angle are noted based on the appearance

of the ellipses against the display of the galaxy. This choice is subjective, but values

used on galaxies profiled for this project are recorded in Chapter 8 for reference.

These values are also held fixed for the third and final run used to produce the

profile.

In cases where the surface photometry fails altogether, due to very low surface

brightness and/or the presence of unrelated bright sources, ellipse parameters may

be estimated by eye and held fixed for the entire photometry routine. Two runs

may be needed. The first is to verify that the estimated parameters are suitable and
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Fig. 5.9: Isophotes and Masked Pixels in the IRAF ELLIPSE Display

When running the ELLIPSE task in interactive mode the red ellipses overlie

the base galaxy image. This is the same galaxy as is shown in Figure 2.2

(p.13). Masking of contaminant objects has been applied in the meshed regions.

allows masking to be performed. The second is the final run to obtain and save the

measurements.

5.6.3 ELLIPSE Parameter Subsets

This section outlines the main components of the ELLIPSE parameter subsets and

details those that were set to specific values for this project.

In geompar, fixed values may be entered for the galaxy centre, x0 and y0, initial

ellipticity e0 (must be non-zero) and position angle pa0 (in the range −90 < pa ≤
90). These values are derived from earlier runs, as described above, with ellipticity

and position angle being judged visually from the outer isophotes and the brightest

centroid being automatically located by the software. Other parameters available

are the minimum and maximum semi-major axes and size of the initial semi-major

axis. It is useful to choose an initial semi-major axis about halfway between the

centre and the visible edge of the galaxy, so settings for these parameters depend on

the specifics of the individual image. For most dwarf galaxies the initial semi-major
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axis was set to 10 pixels and the minimum was always zero. The maximum was

set to a value larger than the likely limit of the galaxy and the profile was suitably

truncated at the plotting stage (refer Sections 5.6.4 and 5.8).

The linear option, if set to yes, will space the isophotes at equal intervals. For

this project linear was set to no, so that a geometric growing mode was applied in

which the semi-major axis length was increased by the factor 1+ step as the ellipses

grew outwards (or similarly decreased on the inward run). The step size chosen was

the default 0.1, but this may be specified by the user. If a semi-major axis length

is set for the parameter maxrit then, from that ellipse outwards, the same centre,

ellipticity and position angle are used. This was left as INDEF, or ‘undefined’.

If set to yes, the recenter parameter allows the software to update the centre after

successful object detection, and xylearn updates the centre with each isophote.

Both these parameters must be set to no to keep the centre fixed at (x0, y0) for the

final run.

The parameter subset controlpar allows the user to set algorithm-control param-

eters, such as the maximum number of iterations, before accepting each isophotal

ellipse. Iterations will cease when either convergence cannot be reached, maxit iter-

ations are reached or too many data points have no valid data in them. Convergency

criteria and numbers of iterations were left with their default values. To hold the

geometric parameters fixed at their initial values throughout the fitting sequence

(specified, as above, in the geompar parameter set), the controlpar parameters

hcenter, hellip and hpa were set to yes for the final run. Other parameters in

this set were left with their default values, though adjustment of maxgerr, which

allows for a dip or a spike in the magnitude gradient, may be useful in the outer

regions of LSB galaxies where the profile may fluctuate.

The parameters in samplepar control the way sampling is performed at each itera-

tion of the isophote-fitting algorithm. The harmonics parameter is more applicable

if studying spiral galaxies where spiral arms show up as features in the Fourier power

spectrum. Most parameters in this set were left at default values, but the sigma

clipping controls usclip, lsclip and nclip (upper, lower, and number of clipping
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iterations, respectively) were each set to 3 to allow the algorithm to skip over un-

masked foreground stars and background galaxies in the initial run without halting

or causing spurious peaks in the profile. This is also recommended for skipping bad

pixels if using CCD images. These settings allow the software to produce reasonable

profiles in most cases without the need for masking out small-area features that are

a lot brighter (or darker) than the mean intensity on a given isophote, as extreme

values will be clipped out by the algorithm.

The magpar subset allows for the output intensities to be expressed in a magnitude

scale. This feature was not used for this project. Magnitudes were obtained sep-

arately using the output intensity tables, background intensity measurements and

the zero-point plate constant.

5.6.4 Output Data Files

Outputs may be viewed graphically using the command isopall filename.tab,

which plots the results, or using tread filename.tabl, which displays the table

of values for each ellipse in order from the innermost to outermost ellipse. The

first two columns of the output table are the semi-major axis length (in pixels)

and the mean isophotal intensity (in data counts per pixel). Other columns list

ellipticity, position angle, ellipse centre, magnitude (if used), gradient, flux, harmonic

information, flagging and iteration statistics. Errors for relevant measurements are

also written to the table. Tread is exited by typing Ctrl+D, then e. The ellipse

centre at the smallest semi-major axis from this read-out on the initial run was used

as the object centre (x0, y0) for subsequent runs.

Further analysis of each profile using filename.tab was performed in Excel, which

does not recognise the .tab format. The .tab files were written to .txt files using

the command tdump filename.tab > filename.txt. The .txt files, unfortunately,

do not align the column headers with the data columns. Each file was opened

with Excel using the ‘delimited’ by ‘space’ options to put the data into spreadsheet

l This is part of the STSDAS ‘tables’ package, a database management tool.
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columns. Macros were written to realign the column headers, calculate the semi-

major axis in arcseconds (from semi-major axis in pixels) and surface brightness in

magnitudes per square arcsecond (from per-pixel intensity) for each row in the table

and produce a preliminary plot of the data. Csky is the measured sky background

intensity. This is unique to each galaxy because background variations, due to

intra-cluster light and extended haloes of giant galaxies, are inherent across the

photographic image. Intensities in four to six background regions in the near vicinity

of each galaxy were measured separately, using GAIA, and the mean background

intensity Csky was entered manually into the Excel spreadsheet for each galaxy.

5.7 Calculations used in Plotting and Final Measurements

The output table for each radial profile produces data in rows, one for each isophote,

and columns, beginning with semi-major axis in pixels and mean intensity in data

counts per pixel.

Semi-major axis in pixels rx was converted to semi-major axis in arcseconds r for

each row of the table using the scale of the image scanning process, i.e. x = 0.6714

arcseconds per pixel, with the formula:

r = rx × 0.6714. (5.12)

The per-pixel isophote intensity at each semi-major axis Cr was converted to surface

brightness in units of magnitudes per square arcsecond µr for each row of the table,

based on Formula 5.8 using:

µr = Z − 2.5 log

[
Cr − Csky

x2

]
. (5.13)

The value of the plate constant (Z=31.5), was written into the macro but entered

in a separate cell of the spreadsheet so that it may be modified pending any future

refinement of the calibration of the Virgo Deep Stack. The factor 1/x2 is the con-

version from pixel dimensions to square arcseconds (with the value of x as shown

above).
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The radius (in arcseconds) and surface brightness data for each galaxy were plotted

in Excel and a trendline was fitted to the data with the trendline equation being

displayed on the plot (refer Figure 2.2 p.13). The extrapolated OR-band central

surface brightness µ0 (y-intercept) and slope s were read from the plot and entered

manually on the spreadsheet. The slope was used to calculate the scale length a of

the galaxy by the relation:

a =
1/ ln(1001/5)

s
. (5.14)

Refer Appendix A for a full derivation of this term.

Total apparent OR magnitude for the galaxy was derived using Equation 4.6, re-

peated here for easy reference:

OR = µ0 − 2.5 log(2πa2). (5.15)

Absolute magnitude may be determined assuming a suitable distance modulus appli-

cable for the Virgo Cluster and allowing for Galactic extinction. Distance modulus

(m−M) is defined as:

m−M = −5 + 5 log(d) (5.16)

where m is apparent magnitude, M is absolute magnitude and d is distance in

parsecs. Considering the distance values in Tables 3.3 (p.39) and 3.4 (p.40), a

distance modulus of 31.1 (or mean distance of 16.6 Mpc) has been assumed.

Finally, the absolute magnitude of a galaxy is given by:

MOR = OR + 5− 5 log(d)− AR (5.17)

or, applying the adopted distance modulus, by:

MOR = OR− 31.1− AR. (5.18)

Galactic extinction AR may be found using the NED Coordinate Transformation &

Galactic Extinction Calculatorm. R-band data are the closest available to the OR

m The calculator uses data sourced from Schlegel et al. (1998) and is available online at

http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/forms/calculator.html.
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passband of the observations. AR is checked for each galaxy individually (typically

≤ 0.15 mag). The final apparent and absolute magnitudes are in the OR-band. No

attempt has been made to colour-correct to standard R magnitudes as no data in

any other passbands are available for these galaxies.

The results from the above calculations are included in the Virgo Deep Stack Cata-

logue (Chapter 8). Files containing the surface photometry tables (.tab, .txt and

.xls files) and radial profile plots are provided separately on a supporting CD.

5.8 Uncertainties in Measurement of Galaxy Properties

Uncertainties may arise in several contexts along the train of the data processing,

from initial calibration of the image, through the surface photometry process and

finally to the fitting of the linear function to the µ-r profile plot.

Uncertainties in magnitude at individual semi-major axes in the profile tend to

be smoothed over by the fitting function applied. However, the uncertainty in

magnitude of the outer ellipses is large due to sensitivity to the background intensity.

At the edge of the galaxy the signal is small relative to a large background count,

so small uncertainties in the background measurement lead to large errors in the

signal. The background sensitivity often outweighs any other random or systematic

errors in the surface photometry. This trend is ubiquitous for radial profile data

at galaxy edges so, very often, no uncertainties are shown on radial profiles (e.g.

Young and Currie (1998), Jedrzejewski (1987), Phillipps and Parker (1993), Impey

et al. (1988), Peletier et al. (1990)).

A method of estimating uncertainty due to the background measurement is to use

the standard deviation of intensity counts in the background (i.e. lower and upper

intensities) to derive high and low surface brightness values over the whole profile.

These will produce slightly altered slope and extrapolated central surface brightness

allowing uncertainties in these and all derived parameters to be estimated. The

radial profile of the giant LSB galaxy, Malin 1 (refer Figure 4 p.157), shows error
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bars on the plot based on this technique. It is clear how large the surface brightness

error is at the galaxy’s edge.

Contaminant objects (e.g. stars and other galaxies) may overlie the target galaxy

and interfere with surface photometry measurements. Whilst the ELLIPSE software

is able to generate a profile without any masking of contaminants, this does not

always produce a satisfactory result. For example, surface photometry of Galaxy 22-

4, discovered in this project, shows that differences of around 0.07 ORµ in the central

surface brightness and 0.03 magnitudes per arcsec in the slope arise depending on

whether is it performed with or without masking (refer Figure 5.10).

In most cases it is only necessary to mask bright contaminants close to the cen-

tre of the target galaxy. At larger semi-major axes stars and background galaxies

are usually skipped over naturally by the 3-sigma clipping used in the samplepar

parameter set.

Another source of uncertainty is in the surface photometry itself and the flexibility

to allow the software to vary position angle and ellipticity or to subjectively nomi-

nate values for these and hold them fixed. Simply redoing the surface photometry

using slightly different position angle and ellipticity will change parameters of the

linear fit, resulting in variations to extrapolated central surface brightness, scale

length and final apparent magnitude. However, results from this project show that

these uncertainties are typically less than 0.1 µ, 1.0 arcsecond and 0.2 magnitudes,

respectively.

Finally, deciding where to terminate the fitting function (another subjective deci-

sion) has an effect on the result, as fluctuations in the profile due to clumpiness

of the galaxy alter the fit depending on where the fit cuts off. For this project,

functions are fitted out to the data point with faintest surface brightness before the

profile flattens out to the background. This does not always produce the best fit in

cases where portions of the profile may have a slightly different gradient, but it does

provide a better summary of the galaxy as a whole than fitting over only linear or

central portions.
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Changes to the parameters measured from the fitting function flow through to the

derived values of magnitude and scale length. To evaluate the size of the masking

errors, data for 42 galaxies for which profiles were generated with and without mask-

ing were compared. The mean absolute difference in central surface brightness was

0.1 magnitudes and the mean variation in scale length was 16% of the ‘with masking’

result. The difference in the magnitude calculation resulting from variations of this

size is 0.22 magnitudes.

Variations due to other factors were estimated by modifying the background level,

the plate constant and the length over which the profile was fitted for a typical

profile. Effects of all the variations are summarised in Table 5.4. Improper masking

contributes the largest error term, so careful masking of contaminants in the inner

profiles of galaxies has been performed, where necessary. Hence, the final uncertain-

ties adopted are the values from adding three terms in quadrature: the variation

for profile length; one background term; and the uncertainty in the plate constant.

Larger allowances should be made in cases where an exponential is a poor fit to the

galaxy profile.
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Fig. 5.10: Effects of Masking

Image: The image of Galaxy 22-4 has a bright foreground star immediately

adjacent to the east (left). Image size is 134 arcsec across.

Middle: With masking of the bright star in the ELLIPSE processing, the profile

is predominantly smooth. Surface brightness (OR) is on the y-axis. Radius

(semi-major axis) in arcsec is on the x-axis in both plots.

Bottom: Without masking, the profile is lumpy. The inclusion of the light of

the foreground star is evident in the bulge between 10 and 20 arcsec radius.

The slope and central surface brightness values (shown before rounding) are

affected, as may be seen from the best fit shown at the top right of each plot.
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Change affecting Effect on measurement

measurement µ0 a OR

1. Masking variation 0.10 16% -0.22

2. Shorter profile 0.02 4% -0.07

3. Background + 3 counts pixel−1 -0.06 -12% 0.23

4. Background − 4 counts pixel−1 0.03 11% -0.20

5. Z + 0.10 0.10 − 0.10

1, 2, 3 and 5 in quadrature ±0.15 ±20% ±0.34

2, 3 and 5 in quadrature ±0.12 ±13% ±0.26

Final values adopted ±0.1 µ ±13% ±0.3 mag

Tab. 5.4: Variations Contributing to Uncertainty

Typical values of individual uncertainties due to improper masking, profile

truncation, random errors in background measurements and variation to the

image calibration constant (Z) and their impact on central surface brightness

(µ0), scale length in arcseconds (a) and apparent magnitude (OR) are com-

pared. Effects of changing position angle and ellipticity are comparable to

those of changing the background so are not added in separately. Totals are

added in quadrature: the first total line omits the smaller (-4 counts pixel−1)

background data; the second total line is as for the first, but also omitting the

masking error. It may be assumed that effective masking has been performed

on all profiles displayed in the Virgo Deep Stack Catalogue (Chapter 8). Final

uncertainties adopted for this project therefore exclude the masking error.
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In this chapter, the quality and properties of the Virgo Deep Stack data are assessed

by comparison with published data. A small region is studied in detail to ascertain

that galaxies detected in other surveys are readily seen in these data and that new,

additional galaxies that lie below the thresholds of previous surveys are also seen.

With regard to the Virgo Cluster luminosity function, these data hint at why other

authors find different values for the faint-end slope. New data on some individual

galaxies are also presented.

The Virgo Deep Stack, with its depth and wide area coverage, is a useful data set for

examination of the phenomenon of intra-cluster light. The Virgo Deep Stack data

are, therefore, compared with other images that reveal tidal streamers and broad,

diffuse galaxy haloes.

6.1 Comparison Profiles

As discussed in Section 5.4, calibration of the Virgo Deep Stack was achieved by

performing aperture photometry on a limited number of stars in the stack and

comparing with accurate reference magnitudes independently determined for the

same stars. This method could be made more reliable by considering a much larger

number of stars. However, it is also possible to compare whole galaxy profiles

directly with published data. In some cases, this has been used as an alternative

calibration method, e.g. by Phillipps and Parker (1993) in studying the properties of

Kodak Tech Pan film and by Schwartzenberg et al. (1996) in assessing a method of

digitally stacking films. This calibration method works well where the measured and

comparison data are in the same passband and have equivalent surface-brightness
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ranges. With the slight differences between OR-band and the standard Cousins

R and RCCD passbands (Bessell 1986), comparisons are still useful as they yield

insight into the saturation and background levels of the Virgo Deep Stack, compared

with those of the published data, and also reveal the effects of the slightly different

passbands on galaxy profiles.

Measurements from the Virgo Deep Stack are compared with R-band data from

Jedrzejewski (1987), which were obtained with the Royal Greenwich Observatory

CCD camera at the prime focus of the 3.9-metre Anglo-Australian Telescope in

April 1982. Exposures ranged from 60 to 100 seconds. The data were calibrated

to a ‘standard’ R-band against earlier photographic work. This surface photometry

catalogue contains tables of values that are easily plotted against data from other

sources. The catalogue only contains data on brighter galaxies and some of the

tables truncate (each table is only a single page) before reaching what would have

been the observable edge of the galaxy.

Nevertheless, for the purpose of comparison, surface photometry was performed on

the eight galaxies common to Jedrzejewski (1987) and the Virgo Deep Stack. Of

these, two of the tables contain insufficient data to make a meaningful comparison

(NGC 4374 (M84) and NGC 4486) because the Jedrzejewski (1987) data only cover

the bright galaxy centres that do not overlap the unsaturated portions of the Virgo

Deep Stack data. For four galaxies (NGCs 4476, 4478, 4551 and 4387), the profiles

show excellent matches (refer Figure 6.1). One has surface brightness differences

of . 0.2 µ (NGC 4458) and one shows a larger difference of ∼ 0.37µ (NGC 4473).

These values refer to segments of the profiles that are not affected by saturation or

background, typically spanning around 30 arcseconds of each profile. Overall, the

OR-band data are marginally fainter than the Jedrzejewski (1987) data.

The comparisons demonstrate that the Virgo Deep Stack data suffer complete sat-

uration by 20.0 ORµ, but that the effect begins to show up at around 20.9 ORµ.

The Jedrzejewski (1987) data have a much shallower background, detectable where

the profiles extends far enough to reach ∼ 24.5Rµ.
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Fig. 6.1: Comparison Profiles

Radial profiles for six bright galaxies (numbered on the plots) are compared. Blue
crosses are OR-band data from the Virgo Deep Stack. Red dots are CCD R-band
data from Jedrzejewski (1987). The Virgo Deep Stack data begin to be affected by
saturation at about 20.9 magnitudes (note the turnovers at the left-hand edges of the
plots). The shallower background of the Jedrzejewski (1987) data may be seen in the
earlier upturns at the faint end of some profiles.
Top Four Plots: Profiles of NGCs 4476, 4478, 4551 and 4387 are well matched where
unaffected by saturation or background.
Bottom Left: NGC 4458 shows small differences of around 0.2 µ.
Bottom Right: The poorest match is for NGC 4473 with a 0.37 surface brightness
difference between profiles, with the difference possibly due to the slightly different
passbands of the observations and the intrinsic colour of the galaxy.
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The small surface brightness differences between the two data sets may be due

to variations in the intrinsic colours of the galaxies, as measured in the different

passbands, rather than any calibration or random errors. Bessell (1986) compared

the standard Cousins R-band (RC), RCCD and others. RC covers 5500 to 8750 Å,

with a width (full-width-half-maximum) of 1450 Å ranging between ∼ 5650 and

∼ 7100 Å. The OR-band has a sharp filter cut on at 5900 Å, an emulsion cut-off

at 6990 Å and an overall narrower transmission curve (refer Figure 5.3, p.97). It

is difficult to discern if such a colour-dependent effect is significant over this small

number of comparisons, considering the size of the uncertainty in the measured data.

In follow-up work, but beyond the scope of this project, profile data from the Virgo

Deep Stack data could be further compared with those from Peletier et al. (1990)

and Young and Currie (1998), which are available in the online VizieR database.

The comparison profiles above show that the R-band data of Jedrzejewski (1987)

do not reach the surface brightness limit of the Virgo Deep Stack. To find this

limit effectively requires measurement of radial profiles of LSB galaxies that are

set against particularly dark backgrounds. Surface brightness at extremities of the

galaxies measured for this project are listed in Chapter 8. An indicative value for

the limiting surface brightness in the deepest parts of the image is 29.7 ORµ. The

galaxy profile presented in Figure 2.2 (p.13) goes close to this, reaching 29.3 ORµ.

6.2 Comparisons of the Virgo Deep Stack with Other Surveys

Chapter 3 detailed earlier surveys of dE and dSph galaxies. These surveys included

LSB galaxies and some of the regions covered by those surveys overlap with the area

covered by the Virgo Deep Stack (refer Figure 6.2).

Existing online catalogue data in this area mainly come from Trentham and Hodgkin

(2002), Trentham and Tully (2002) and the Virgo Photometry Catalogue (VPC)

of Young and Currie (1998). Almost all of the galaxies from these surveys are

readily seen in the Virgo Deep Stack. However, many galaxies that do not appear

in the catalogues and have no current listings on NED have also been detected as
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Fig. 6.2: Map 4: Overlap of the Virgo Deep Stack with Other Surveys

This map shows in detail the surveys that overlap with sub-frames 16, 22, 23,

24 and 28. The region common to sub-frame 16 and the Trentham and Tully

(2002) data (green dots) is discussed in detail in the text. The green box is one

region studied by Phillipps et al. (1998). The fine red and black lines delineate

the E-W and N-S strips of the INT Wide Field Survey, respectively.

part of this project. This clearly demonstrates the power of the Virgo Deep Stack

and its potential to reveal significant numbers of additional LSB galaxies in the

Virgo Cluster. Comparisons of observability and properties of galaxies from three

very deep surveys and one additional dSph analysis below verify the depth and

comprehensive coverage of the Virgo Deep Stack.
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6.2.1 The Survey by Trentham and Tully (2002)

The deepest comprehensive set of comparison R-band data is that of Trentham and

Tully (2002), which overlaps with the upper portion of sub-frame 16 of the Virgo

Deep Stack (refer Figure 6.2).

All but two galaxies of the Trentham and Tully (2002) survey that are contained

within sub-frame 16 are clearly visible in the Virgo Deep Stack (refer Figure 6.3).

However, close inspection of the common region also reveals five VLSB galaxies in the

Virgo Deep Stack that were not catalogued in the Trentham and Tully (2002) survey.

Three of these are considered to be background galaxies, based on morphology.

Galaxies 16-6 and 16-23 show hints of spiral structure and galaxy 16-9 is a likely

E/S0. Refer to Chapter 8 for images and measured properties of these galaxies. The

other two VLSB galaxies, catalogued in this project as 16-16 and 16-31 (shown in

Figure 6.4), have appearances and properties comparable with those in the Trentham

and Tully (2002) survey. Galaxy 16-16 is very diffuse and barely distinguishable from

the background. Galaxy 16-31 lies in a complex region with foreground stars.

It is impossible to know whether or not these two new VLSB galaxies were detected

in the Trentham and Tully (2002) survey because those authors do not provide a full

catalogue of all detections and specific reasons for exclusion of particular candidates

from the Virgo Cluster.

Galaxy 16-31 may have been removed from the Trentham and Tully (2002) sample

due to the foreground stars (which, the authors state, would produce very negative

concentration parameters in the analysis technique, making it appear like a back-

ground object). Galaxy 16-16 was almost certainly missed due to its diffuse nature

and very low surface brightness. Both galaxies are considered, in this project, to be

new detections of VLSB galaxies in the Virgo Cluster. Measured properties of these

galaxies are provided in Chapter 8.

This comparison suggests that the surface brightness limits of the Virgo Deep Stack

and the Trentham and Tully (2002) survey are approximately the same. Without

quoting a limiting surface brightness, Trentham and Tully (2002) state that extreme
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Fig. 6.3: Galaxies Common to Trentham & Tully and Sub-Frame 16

Images are from the Virgo Deep Stack. Galaxy ID numbers (in order of decreasing

total magnitude) and classifications are those assigned by Trentham and Tully (2002).

Image sizes: 54 - 68 (upper nine images) are 94 arcseconds on a side; 70 - 98 (lower

12 images) are 44 arcseconds on a side. North is at the top and east is to the left.

Positions of galaxies are indicated where they are difficult to discern. The faintest

galaxies, 97 and 98, are not visually discernable in the Virgo Deep Stack.
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Fig. 6.4: Two New VLSB Galaxies from Sub-Frame 16

In the region of overlap between sub-frame 16 and the region covered by Tren-

tham and Tully (2002), two new VLSB galaxies have been detected in the

Virgo Deep Stack. Galaxy 16-16 is very diffuse and appears just below centre

of the top image. Galaxy 16-31 (bottom image) is more obvious but is overlaid

by foreground stars. Images measure 134 × 134 arcsec. North is at the top

and east is to the left.

LSB galaxies with central surface brightness below 28 Rµ would not be detected.

As part of this comparison, surface photometry was performed on those common

galaxies that were classified by Trentham and Tully (2002) as VLSB. Images of these

galaxies from the Virgo Deep Stack appear together with their profiles in Figure 6.5.

Magnitudes derived from the profiles are compared with data supplied in Trentham

and Tully (2002) in Table 6.1 and a complete list of derived properties is provided

in Chapter 8.

It may be noted that these Virgo Deep Stack profiles all reach beyond 28 Rµ at

the galaxy extremities, suggesting that the completeness limit of both data sets is
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Fig. 6.5: Images and Profiles: Five Trentham & Tully Galaxies

Images and profiles, obtained from sub-frame 16 of the Virgo Deep Stack,

of five galaxies classified by Trentham and Tully (2002) as VLSB galaxies.

Images measure 94 × 94 arcsec. North is at the top and east is to the left.

approximately 28 Rµ. The galaxy total magnitudes are all brighter, according to

Virgo Deep Stack full-galaxy profile measurements, compared with the Trentham

and Tully (2002) results. The latter data are based on aperture magnitudes that are

corrected by subtraction of foreground stars and background galaxies and augmented

by extrapolation of the profile to infinity. Uncertainties are not discussed, but the

aperture corrections are stated to be rarely more than 0.5 mag. The authors also

state that this method does not work well in cases where the exponential fit is

poor or where galaxies have very close companions. Similarly, obtaining magnitudes

from the full radial profile (the method used for this project) is not ideal when the

exponential fit is poor.
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ID T&T Virgo Deep Stack T&T - VDS

(T&T) RT ORT ± 0.3 Var App

54 18.84 18.37 0.47

57 19.53 18.27 1.26

61 19.71 18.43 1.28

63 19.83 17.53 2.30

66 20.04 18.62 1.42

Tab. 6.1: Comparison Magnitudes: Five Trentham & Tully Galaxies

Apparent magnitudes of the five galaxies shown in Figure 6.5 as quoted by

Trentham and Tully (2002) and as measured from the Virgo Deep Stack. Mag-

nitude differences are listed in the last column. All galaxies measure brighter

in the Virgo Deep Stack than in the Trentham and Tully (2002) data.

It is evident from the profiles and images (Figure 6.5) that an exponential is a

very poor fit for galaxies 57 and 63 and all five galaxies in this comparison have

superimposed foreground stars. Foreground stars were carefully masked for the

Virgo Deep Stack profiles. Nevertheless, magnitude differences shown in Table 6.1

are large. For galaxy 63, with a poorly-fitting profile, the difference is more than

two magnitudes. Even where the exponential is an acceptable fit, as for galaxy 61,

the difference is more than one magnitude.

One possible source of error in the Trentham and Tully (2002) data is in measuring

the initial aperture magnitudes. A method of aperture photometry is described in

Section 5.4 and relies on the outer annulus (used to measure the sky background)

being placed at a sufficient radius from the galaxy centre that it is actually measuring

background, rather than the outer periphery of the galaxy. This is not normally a

problem when measuring stellar magnitudes but, for a diffuse LSB galaxy, if the

background measurement is ‘high’ (because it is not really background) then the

galaxy magnitude will be fainter than if a true measurement were obtained.

A source of error in measurement using radial profiles comes from non-uniformity

in galaxy shape. The equations used to calculate scale length from slope of a
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magnitude-radius plot (Equation 5.14 p.115) and apparent magnitude from scale

length and central surface brightness (Equation 5.15 p.115) do not take into account

any ellipticity and assume the galaxy is round. This could result in a magnitude

measurement that is brighter than the true magnitude when using the slope of a

radial profile plotted against the semi-major axis of an ellipse, rather than the radius

of a circle.

This comparison suggests that inherent errors may be large in measurements of

properties of diffuse galaxies at these very low surface brightness levels and that

different measurement techniques appear to yield conflicting results.

6.2.2 The Survey by Caldwell (2005)

A more recent success in detecting objects of very low surface brightness is reported

by Caldwell (2005). Seven deep CCD images from the KPNO Mosaic Camera on

the Mayall 4-m Telescope were examined with the aim of detecting Virgo Cluster

dE galaxies with fainter surface brightness than any galaxies known in the Local

Group. The fields were searched using both visual inspection and automated de-

tection methods. A full catalogue of objects found in that survey has not yet been

published, but the two VLSB galaxies reported on had already been independently

detected in this project, though not announced, at the time of the Caldwell (2005)

publication. The designations in this project are 22-8 and 16-45. The corresponding

Caldwell (2005) identification numbers are N lsb10 and SW2 lsb31, respectively.

Virgo Deep Stack images and radial profiles of these two VLSB galaxies are shown

in Figure 6.6.

Caldwell (2006) followed up with observations using the HST ACS instrument to

produce colour-magnitude diagrams of resolved stars in both galaxies, plus four

other galaxies and some intra-cluster stars. The other galaxies were VCC 941, VCC

871, NGC 4407 and a dwarf spheroidal that is visible in the Virgo Deep Stack, but

which lies deep within a diffraction halo of a bright star (and, hence, could not be

measured in this project). These new data for TRGB stars verify that both of the

VLSB galaxies are Virgo Cluster members. From the study of these six galaxies
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Caldwell (2006) derived a mean distance modulus of 31.0 ± 0.05 or a distance of

16.1± 0.4 Mpc. Data from these follow-up observations and the Virgo Deep Stack

on the two VLSB galaxies are compared in Table 6.2.

Data Caldwell (2006) Virgo Deep Stack Caldwell - VDS

ID N lsb10 22-8

µ0 26.6± 0.6 Rµa 25.9± 0.5 ORµb 0.7 µ

m R = 18.54± 0.13 OR = 18.2± 0.3 0.34 mag

rmax 30” (2 kpc) 30”.85 -

µr−max 28.6 Rµa 27.6± 0.5 ORµ -

m−M 31.0± 0.12 - -

ID SW2 lsb31 16-45

µ0 26.2± 0.2 Rµa 24.8± 0.5 ORµb 1.4 µ

m R = 17.76± 0.05 OR = 17.9± 0.3 -0.14 mag

rmax - 28”.04 -

µr−max - 27.9± 0.5 ORµ -

m−M 30.9± 0.1 - -

Tab. 6.2: Data: Two Independently-Verified VLSB Galaxies

Measurements from Virgo Deep Stack radial profiles and those from the surface

brightness conversion applied by Caldwell (2006) are compared.
a Values are calculated from Caldwell (2006) B −R, B0 and Bµ values.
b Large uncertainties are quoted due to the poor fit to the profiles.

It should be noted that Caldwell (2006) was unable to perform surface photom-

etry on the ACS images of these galaxies and, instead, used measurements from

a surface-brightness conversion based on photometry measurements of VCC 941.

This may contribute to the differences in magnitude and surface brightness mea-

surements provided in Table 6.2 although, in this comparison, differences are much

smaller than those detailed in the previous section. Also, although the central sur-
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 Fig. 6.6: Images and Profiles: Two Independently-Verified VLSB Galaxies

Virgo Deep Stack images of two VLSB galaxies catalogued during the progress

of this project and independently found by Caldwell (2005). Images measure

134 × 134 arcseconds. North is at the top and east is to the left.

face brightnesses are both brighter in the Virgo Deep Stack measurements, the total

apparent magnitude comparisons show that galaxy 16-45 is fainter and galaxy 22-8

is brighter in the Virgo Deep Stack than in the Caldwell (2006) data. These results

imply that, although there are errors associated with measuring such diffuse LSB

objects, the methods of Caldwell (2006) and this project produce results that are

close to agreement within uncertainties.
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6.2.3 The Survey by Sabatini et al. (2005)

Sabatini et al. (2005) present B- and I-band data for galaxies in the E-W strip of

the INT Wide Field Survey and one galaxy, that the authors describe as “almost

impossible to see on the B-band image”, is clearly visible in Figure 6.7 from the

Virgo Deep Stack data. This is the dI galaxy numbered 144 of that survey (SDV

144) and is located at 12h38m41s +11◦58′43”. No I-band data are presented by the

authors for this galaxy due to insufficient S/N in the I-band image.

The authors included this galaxy in an HI survey. HI velocity measurements from

that survey confirm that the galaxy is a cluster member, at a distance of 16 Mpc,

and has a high HI mass-to-light ratio of 6.2. Optical measurements of this galaxy’s

properties from that study and from the Virgo Deep Stack are compared in Table 6.3.

Once again, a different analysis method was used by Sabatini et al. (2005). For that

study, properties were derived from the convolution algorithm used for detection

and an aperture that included total galaxy flux but excluded nearby objects was

used. The comparison shows differences in magnitude and scale length.

The difference in scale length is readily explained by the sensitivity of the measure-

ments to the span of the profile and the background level specified, as demonstrated

in the analysis of uncertainties for this project (refer Table 5.4 p.120).

Data Sabatini et al. (2005) Virgo Deep Stack Sabatini - VDS

µ0 26.6± 0.5 Bµ 25.3± 0.1 ORµ 1.3 µ

m B = 19.8± 0.5 OR = 17.7± 0.3 2.1 mag

a 9 arcsec 13± 2 arcsec 4.1 arcsec

Tab. 6.3: Data: SDV 144

Comparison measurements for a VLSB galaxy of Sabatini et al. (2005). It

should be noted that the data are in different passbands and, if applying a

colour term of B-R ≈ 1.5, then the Virgo Deep Stack magnitude would become

B = 19.2.
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Fig. 6.7: Image and Profile: SDV 144

Pictured is a Virgo Deep Stack image of galaxy 144 described by Sabatini et al.

(2005). The image measures 134 × 134 arcseconds. North is at the top and

east is to the left.

Because the comparison data are in different passbands, magnitude differences of

∼ 1.5 magnitudes are expected. Thus, the total apparent magnitude difference

of 2.1 is not as much of a concern in this case as with the Trentham and Tully

(2002) comparison although, again, the Virgo Deep Stack yields a brighter total

magnitude and central surface brightness. Mean magnitude errors in the Sabatini

et al. (2005) data are quoted in the earlier Sabatini et al. (2003) paper as ±0.5

magnitudes. Therefore, allowing for uncertainties in both sets of measurements

and a 1.5-magnitude difference due to passbands, the magnitude data are in broad

agreement.
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6.2.4 Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxy Analysis by Durrell et al. (2007)

Durrell et al. (2007) report on the analysis of a Virgo Cluster dwarf discovered,

using HST images, during a survey of intra-cluster stars. Once again, the object

was independently discovered and catalogued during the conduct of this project and

is designated Galaxy 16-19. HST and Virgo Deep Stack images of this galaxy are

compared in Figure 6.8. Its radial profile appears in Figure 8.15 (p.195).

The colour-magnitude diagram obtained by Durrell et al. (2007) indicates that the

galaxy lies at a distance of 17.6 ± 1.4 Mpc (m −M = 31.23 ± 0.17). The authors

state that the galaxy is easily resolved and has an absolute magnitude of MV ≈
−10.6 ± 0.2. The measurement obtained in this project is MOR = −11.9 ± 0.1.

The difference of 1.3 magnitudes may be entirely attributable to the difference in

passbands, although a conversion value from V -band to OR-band has not been

investigated.

One particularly useful finding from this comparison relates cluster membership to

the size of the galaxy. The measurement of the galaxy’s scale length from this

project yields a value of a ≈ 3.7 arcseconds. Theoretically, scale lengths as small

as 3 arcseconds indicate likely cluster membership (refer discussion in Section 4.5.4)

but poor seeing may affect the reliability of this limit. In this case, it is clear that

galaxies with scale lengths in the range 3 < a < 4 may, indeed, be cluster members.

Also, it appears that seeing considerations that may have an impact on the cluster-

member threshold in a single image have been overcome, either by the use of only

A-grade films in the Virgo Deep Stack, or as a by-product of the stacking process.

6.2.5 Comparisons Summary

It is evident from these comparisons that the depth and high quality of the data from

the Virgo Deep Stack are equal to those of recent deep CCD surveys. In addition,

with the exception of the Virgo Photometry Catalogue of Young and Currie (1998),

which focussed on selected brighter VCC galaxies, the Virgo Deep Stack covers
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Fig. 6.8: A Dwarf Spheroidal Cluster Member

Galaxy 16-19 of this project was independently discovered and analysed by

Durrell et al. (2007). The HST image (left) measures 28 × 24 arcseconds.

The Virgo Deep Stack image (right) measures 47 × 40 arcseconds. North is

at the top and east is to the left in both images. The galaxy is a confirmed

cluster member (refer text).

HST image reproduced from Durrell et al. (2007).

substantially more area of the main sub-cluster (A) and its immediate surroundings

than any other single survey.

The difficulty of obtaining radial profiles of galaxies of such low surface brightness

is evident from the uneven nature of the profiles in some cases. Various methods of

analysing the galaxies to obtain magnitudes and surface brightness measurements

have been shown to produce some diverse results. According to measured properties

of magnitude and surface brightness, galaxies measure equally bright or brighter in

the Virgo Deep Stack than in many other data examined. This appears to be mainly

due to the different analysis methods used by various authors rather than any sys-

tematic error in calibrating or analysing the Virgo Deep Stack data. Automated

algorithms (e.g. Sabatini et al. (2005)) and concentration parameter methods (e.g.

Trentham and Tully (2002)) may fail to include all the light from a galaxy, making

the magnitudes too faint, but calculation of the total magnitude from an extrap-
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olated radial profile (as performed in this project) does not take into account the

ellipticity of the galaxy, potentially making the magnitudes too bright. The impact

of these magnitude discrepancies on the Virgo Cluster luminosity function will be

discussed in Section 9.2.

6.3 Bryn’s Mystery Object

An unusual discovery in the Virgo Deep Stack is a very large-scale low surface

brightness feature that defies immediate classification. The object and profile are

shown in Figure 6.9. This may be a nearby foreground nebula in the Milky Way

or a foreground galaxy, perhaps a VLSB Local Group member. It is comparable in

angular size to the Leo II dwarf galaxy, although Leo II has the appearance of a

dSph, whereas this object is clearly elongated. It is included in Chapter 8 with the

object identifier for this project of 22-5, but is also referred to as Bryn’s Mystery

Object (refer Figure 5.6 p.101).

Its ‘central’ surface brightness is around 25.2 Rµ and its scale length is approximately

212 arcsec, though the exponential profile is not an ideal fit. It extends some 10

arcminutes from end to end. With its large angular size and lack of structure, this

object is unlikely to be a Virgo Cluster galaxy. At the Virgo Cluster distance of

∼ 17 Mpc, its length would measure some 50 kpc in physical size - comparable with

the size of a large elliptical galaxy.

It may turn out to be an artefact due to an off-axis internal reflection (which would

occur at the same location on the 63 films), although comparison with some identified

artefacts (refer Figures 5.4 p.98 and 6.16 p.148) clearly illustrates that artefacts do

not generally resemble galaxies.

Follow-up study of this object would require deep large-field imaging to verify its

existence and spectroscopy or analysis of its stellar population to ascertain the nature

of the object. A request has been lodged, in collaboration with George Jacoby, to

observe it using the Sparsepak integral field unit (IFU)a on the WIYN 3.5-metre

a An IFU is a unit that utilises multiple optical fibres to deliver light from a two-dimensional
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Fig. 6.9: Bryn’s Mystery Object

This unusually large feature could be a foreground galaxy, a tidal tail, a nebu-

lous object or an artefact. The feature extends at least 10 arcmin from end to

end. The image measures 19 arcmin high and 16.75 arcmin wide. North is at

the top and east is to the left. The white ‘×’ marked on the image is the cen-

troid position at 12h27m28s.46 +13◦33′04”.3. The object sits in sub-frame 22

(project identifier 22-5) and may be compared with Figure 5.6 (p.101), which

shows its position in the sub-frame. A satellite trail residual is visible running

vertically through the image.

observing area to a spectrograph slit.
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telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory. It does not appear to have a massive

hydrogen component, as a search at its location in the HI Parkes All-Sky Survey

(HIPASS) online catalogue shows only local emission typical of any region of the

Milky Way. Follow-up analysis remains as a future project.

6.4 Faint Galaxy Haloes

Two large galaxies visible in the Virgo Deep Stack were studied by David Malin

using photographic amplification techniques. One of these is M89, a prominent

member of the Virgo Cluster. The other is Malin 1, a much more distant object,

discussed in depth in Chapter 7.

M89 exhibits shells, as seen in a number of elliptical galaxies and reported on by

Malin (1979) and Malin and Carter (1983). M89 also exhibits a ‘jet’ of material,

most likely the remnant of an earlier interaction with another galaxy. The shells and

jet are readily apparent in the Virgo Deep Stack, where the galaxy is well-placed

in an unvignetted portion of the image, and may be displayed and studied in new

detail at various contrast levels (refer Figure 6.10). These images clearly show the

features identified be Malin (1979), i.e. the jet (A), arcs B and C, condensation D,

the E feature (a separate galaxy - VCC 1613) and the F arc.

The new data show that starlight extends somewhat further than was revealed in

the earlier images. The Virgo Deep Stack images show, for the first time, a virtually

complete shell of light at the radius of the F arc identified by Malin (1979).

Starlight extending beyond that measured in previous observations is also observed

in the distant galaxy Malin 1, where the optical light is found to correspond well

with the HI extent of the galaxy (refer Chapter 7). Following this success, the

Virgo Deep Stack was examined for any light corresponding to the location of the

reported ‘gas galaxy’, HI21 (12h17m51s +14◦46′31”, J2000). This dark hydrogen

cloud in the Virgo Cluster described by Minchin et al. (2005) was shown by Haynes

et al. (2007) to be tidally linked to NGC 4254 (M99). Minchin et al. (2005) failed

to find any optical counterpart to a surface-brightness level of 27.5 Bµ. Visual
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Fig. 6.10: M89 Shells

Shells around M89 reported on by Malin and Carter (1983) are seen here in

new detail. A vertical feature just above the jet in these images is an artefact

due to the scanning of the original films in lanes. At this location the intensity

scaling is not perfectly matched on both sides of one lane division.

Top Left: The image shows the B and C arcs, the D condensation and jet A.

Top Right: The outer F shell becomes apparent and is seen to extend around

the galaxy to the east.

Bottom Left: The F shell continues below the galaxy.

Bottom Right: Diagram reproduced from Malin (1979).

inspection of the Virgo Deep Stack also showed no surface-brightness enhancement

at that location. Unfortunately, the region does not lie in the optimum part of the

Virgo Deep Stack, but is located in the upper right corner where vignetting cuts in.

No surface photometry in this region has been performed so the surface-brightness

limit of this part of the image is unknown.
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6.5 Intra-Cluster Light

A deep CCD image by Mihos et al. (2005) of a region covering approximately 1.5×1.5

degrees of the Virgo Cluster displays extended galaxy haloes, tidal tails and diffuse

intra-cluster light. Many features noted in that image are also discerned in the Virgo

Deep Stack. To display these features it is necessary to use appropriate display

levels and large-scale features become more obvious using ‘tophat’ smoothing with

a 7-pixel kernel radius. Figure 6.11 shows a portion of the Virgo Deep Stack that

overlaps with the Mihos et al. (2005) data and displays in detail the central portion

of Figure 5.5 (p.99) which covers the entire image. These are negative images so

galaxies, stars and intra-cluster light appear dark. Specific features detectable in

the Virgo Deep Stack are those labelled by Mihos et al. (2005) (refer Figure 6.12)

as the A and B streamers extending to the north-west of M87, the D, E, F, L2 and

L3 tidal plumes, and the extensive galaxy haloes I, J and M.

The Virgo Deep Stack does not show the small H feature, probably because of

vignetting. The curve marked C by Mihos et al. (2005) is obscured by the impression

from the mandrel. The feature marked by Mihos et al. (2005) as the G tidal plume

and described as extending from IC 3349 southwards does not connect in the Virgo

Deep Stack image (refer Figure 6.13 for detailed image).

The K crown of diffuse light to the north of the M84-M86 (J) region shows up in

Figure 6.11 as a complex mottled region. Between the J and K regions this figure

also shows two sawtooth-shaped prominences that are not evident in the Mihos et al.

(2005) data. However, the L1 feature, described by the author as a filament, does

not appear to be detectable in the Virgo Deep Stack.

Some features identified by Mihos et al. (2005) do not appear distinctly in this image

but the Virgo Deep Stack does appear to show details missed by Mihos et al. (2005),

demonstrating that the difference in limiting magnitudes is marginal. The Mihos

et al. (2005) image reaches 28.5 V µ, which appears consistent over the entire image,

whereas vignetting means that some parts go slightly deeper than others in this

region of the Virgo Deep Stack.
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Fig. 6.11: Intra-Cluster Light in the Heart of the Virgo Cluster

Intra-cluster light in the Virgo Deep Stack (pictured) is comparable with that

detected by Mihos et al. (2005). The diagonal features due to the mandrel

cross over in the upper left of the image. Refer text for full description.

Fig. 6.12: Diffuse Intra-Cluster Features

This diagram covers the same region as Figure 6.11 and shows features de-

tected by Mihos et al. (2005) that are referred to in the text.

Figure reproduced from Mihos et al. (2005).
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1

2

Fig. 6.13: IC 3349 - No Tidal Tail

The region surrounding IC 3349 at normal contrast (left) and high contrast

(right). Just above centre is galaxy IC 3349 (labelled 1). Below it is the galaxy

catalogued V8L19 by Impey et al. (1988), labelled 2 in the left-hand image and

diagonally elongated in the right-hand image. Mihos et al. (2005) detected a

tidal tail extending from IC 3349 southward (the G feature of Figure 6.12), but

in the Virgo Deep Stack no tidal tail is evident. Images measure approximately

26.5 × 19 arcminutes. North is at the top and east is to the left. The diagonal

features running from top centre to lower right are due to the mandrel.

In consideration of the vignetting problem demonstrated by this comparison, clearly

the most significant portion of the Virgo Deep Stack, with regard to intra-cluster

light, is that part least affected by vignetting. From Figure 5.5 (p.99), it may be

observed that the north-west quadrant, which appears grey in the false-colour image,

deserves special attention.

A detail of this section is shown in Figure 6.14. The upper image is displayed at high

contrast, but with green contours overlaid at 6580 data counts to highlight the low

surface brightness features. The lower image is the same image at normal contrast

and is overlaid with reference information described in the following text.
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Fig. 6.14: Intra-Cluster Light - NW Quadrant

Top: This detail of the north-west quadrant of the Virgo Deep Stack shows

dense shrouds of intra-cluster light surrounding numerous galaxies at lower

left. Some of the light blooms in the rest of the image are due to bright stars.

Bottom: Specific features are labelled in this reference image. Images measure

approximately 2.2 × 1.5 degrees. North is at the top and east is to the left.

Marks due to the mandrel are shown in red. Refer text for a full description.
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Unfortunately, in this region, there are many bright stars that bleed light into the

photographic image. The positions of the stars are evident from the diffraction

spikes in the lower image. This means that it should not be assumed that all the

blooms are due to intra-cluster light, as some patches are due to the meeting up

of the faint tails of the Gaussian point-spread functions of the stars. However, by

comparing features at various contrast levels it is possible to deduce the nature of

the light in each region.

The strong diagonal streak is again due to the mandrel, as is the large ring arcing

around the lower left corner of the image. These features are drawn in as thick red

lines (but not labelled) in the reference image. Region A is the extended halo of

galaxy NGC 4477. The left part of region B contains a lot of scattered light from

the bright star adjacent to galaxy IC 3422 but the remainder of this region, and

the light bridge joining it to region A, appear to be true intra-cluster light. The

denser portions of the centre and upper right sections of the complex C region are

predominantly starlight with contributions from galaxies NGC 4377 and VCC 991.

However, the light in the lower left section is almost all due to the shared halo from

galaxies NGC 4474, 4468, 4459, 4446 and 4447, with a contribution from the star

adjacent to galaxy NGC 4459.

The light in the less-dense peripheral regions of the C complex appears to be due to

diffuse intra-cluster light. The less-dense portions of the D region are also probable

intra-cluster light, but the more dense patches and the three ellipses marked E1, E2

and E3 may be seen to correspond with stars.

The F region is a blend from galaxies NGC 4302 and 4298 and stars to the south

of the pair. A close-up of NGC 4302 does show some apparent broadening of the

northern part of the disk (refer Figure 6.15) comparable with David Malin’s deep

image (http://www.aao.gov.au/images/deep\_html/n4298\_d.html). It is un-

clear from this image if this broadening is genuinely part of the galaxy, perhaps due

to a tidal perturbation or supernova blow-out, or is a separate superimposed LSB

galaxy. The remaining dense circular patches of Figure 6.14, particularly across the

top of the image, are due to stars. No significant tidal streamers are seen in this
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field, but the extensive galaxy haloes are consistent with those seen in Figure 6.11.

It is important to realise how much the presence of light blooms from stars in

wide-field photographic images may affect the appearance of low surface brightness

features. Resolved stars, themselves, may be misinterpreted. For example, the

region surrounding IC 3392 in Figure 6.14 appears at large scale to include tidal

extensions off the ends of the galaxy, but a high-resolution close-up view (refer

Figure 6.16) reveals a smattering of stars to the north and several more bright stars

to the south of the galaxy. When pushed to high contrast with smoothing applied,

these features simply join up to masquerade as tidal tails.

Fig. 6.15: NGC 4302 - Disk Broadening in the Deep Image

Galaxy NGC 4302 is the edge-on spiral galaxy at left of image. It shows

some apparent broadening of the northern part of its disk, perhaps due to

tidal perturbation or supernova blow-out. NGC 4298 is the elliptical galaxy

on the right. The image measures approximately 10 × 16 arcminutes. North

is at the top and east is to the left.

Figure 6.17 shows a detail of the F feature of Mihos et al. (2005) which, it is sug-

gested, is a tidal tail to the south of the galaxy NGC 4425. In the Virgo Deep Stack,

it is seen to be a distinct LSB galaxy that may be interacting with NGC 4425. It

has, in fact, already been catalogued as VCC 989. In the same figure, the nearby
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Fig. 6.16: IC 3392 - Stars Masquerade as Tidal Tails

IC 3392 seen (left) at normal contrast and (right) at high contrast with smooth-

ing applied. In the right-hand image, light blooms from the stars to the north-

east and south-west of the galaxy join up to masquerade as tidal tails. The

patch at upper right of the image is an artefact. Images measure approximately

13 × 10 arcminutes. North is at the top and east is to the left.

galaxy IC 3363 at first glance also appears to have a tidal tail to its north (not

detected by Mihos et al. (2005)), but in the close-up image it is discerned as the

newly-identified LSB galaxy 16-37 (refer also Figure 8.14).

It is evident that much of the intra-cluster light visible in the Virgo Cluster is due

to large extended galaxy haloes readily seen in deep images. Whilst not as extreme

as the case reported by Gonzalez et al. (2000b), where a single galaxy in Abell 1651

contributes all but 5% of the intra-cluster light, the numerous bright galaxies of

the Virgo Cluster do make the major contribution. However, some of the diffuse

light is not directly associated with particular galaxies and must be attributable

to other sources such as intra-cluster stars and planetary nebulae that have been

stripped in galaxy-galaxy encounters and are now free-floating. The appearance of

many tidal features is evidence of the dynamic environment of the Virgo Cluster

that is continuously reshaping the galaxies that move through it. It is also clear

that previously unrecognised LSB galaxies may also be contributing to what may

be misinterpreted as tidal filaments or intra-cluster light.
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Fig. 6.17: NGC 4425 and VCC 989 - An Interacting Pair?

Two images of the same region at different contrast. Beneath galaxy NGC

4425 (top centre of images) is the feature labelled F by Mihos et al. (2005)

and described as a tidal tail but it is, in fact, VCC 989. From the high-

contrast image (right) it appears possible that the two galaxies are interacting.

Just above the smaller galaxy IC 3363 (bottom right) is a newly-identified

LSB galaxy, 16-37 of this project, which may also be mistaken for a tidal tail.

Images measure approximately 14 × 12.5 arcminutes. North is at the top and

east is to the left. Once more, the diagonal LSB feature from upper left to

lower right is due to the mandrel.
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7. MALIN 1

Malin 1 is a famous giant LSB disk galaxy that lies at a distance of 330 Mpc h−1
75

and falls within the area covered by the Virgo Deep Stack. It has a MHI/LB ratio of

> 3. This is high compared with typical values for spiral galaxies which range from

0.1 to ∼ 1 (Phillipps 2005). However, accurate measurements of HI mass rely both

on HI observations and on a good knowledge of the inclination of the galaxy, usually

derived from an optical image. Uncertainty in measurements of the inclination of

this galaxy has, in the past, been high due to the very low surface brightness of the

disk of the galaxy (e.g. Pickering et al. (1997) quote 45 ± 15◦). The Virgo Deep

Stack image has now provided the opportunity to make new deep measurements of

the optical properties of Malin 1.

7.1 New Measurements

Using the Virgo Deep Stack, it is possible to detect light beyond the extent seen

previously and to refine the inclination measurement. An ellipticity measurement

was derived by averaging the axis ratios of ellipses fitted by eye to contour plots.

This method is illustrated in Figure 7.1 and was necessary because the ELLIPSE

routine in IRAF fails to trace the isophotes automatically due to the faintness of the

galaxy’s disk. Once derived, the ellipticity and position angle were held fixed to

obtain the radial profile.

Inclination i was derived from the ellipse axis ratio b/a by assuming the galaxy is

an oblate spheroid. The original Holmberg (1958) relation is:

sin2 i =
(b/a)2 − p2

1− p2
(7.1)
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where i is the inclination of the principal plane to the line of sight, b/a is the ratio of

apparent minor and major diameters and p is the ratio of the smallest to largest axis

of the spheroid. This last term is known to vary by galaxy type. For the analysis of

Malin 1, a value of p = 0.2 was applied. If i is zero, the galaxy is viewed edge-on.

The inclination of Malin 1, calculated from the ellipticity measurements of the Virgo

Deep Stack image described above, was found to be 38± 3◦.

It was also possible to relate the extent of this optical light to independent HI

observations. The main finding from the image data is that the light (i.e. detectable

visible emission from stars) corresponds fully with the gaseous extent of the galaxy

and hints at spiral structure, both in the denser inner region and in the outermost

extremities of the galaxy. The rotation direction discerned from the Virgo Deep

Stack image corresponds with that revealed in a recent HST image of the inner disk

of Malin 1, reproduced from Barth (2007) in Figure 7.2.

The results gleaned from the Virgo Deep Stack image were published in Moore and

Parker (2006) with figures that display the optical extent of the galaxy and a new

radial profile. That paper is reproduced in Section 7.2, presented in the format of

the final publication in Publications of the Astronomical Society of Australia.a The

figures reveal what appears to be a dusty outer spiral arm and a diffuse lobe to the

north of the galaxy which may be evidence of an interaction.

Subsequent to that publication, the galaxy was studied in infrared by Rahman

et al. (2007). The non-detection of the diffuse optical disk in mid- and far-infrared

indicates that the galaxy contains only very cold dust (T < 10 K) or no dust at all.

Sancisi and Fraternali (2007) compared the radial profile from Moore and Parker

(2006) with a re-analysis of the HI data from Pickering et al. (1997) and found a

‘maximum disk’ mass-to-light ratio of MHI/L = 5.2, which is in the range of values

found for luminous early-type galaxies. The authors concluded that the rotation

curve shows a close correlation with luminosity, i.e. the gas mass follows the light.

a This paper was written by me with guidance, encouragement and constructive criticism from

my supervisor, Quentin Parker. We also thank the referees for their helpful suggestions.
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Fig. 7.1: Fitting Ellipses to Contours of Malin 1

These figures illustrate how ellipses were fitted by eye to contour plots to es-

tablish the ellipticity of the giant LSB galaxy, Malin 1. Contours shown in

these four frames are at (clockwise from top left) 6360, 6380, 6400 and 6440

data counts. Images measure 5’36” across. North is at the top and east is to

the left.

The new radial profile was also used by Mapelli et al. (2008) to compare with

simulations that illustrate that collisions consistent with CDM cosmology may, in the

first 100-200 Myr, form ring galaxies (like the Cartwheel Galaxy) that later evolve

into giant LSB galaxies over timescales of 1.0 to 1.4 Gyr. Simulations were used to

study the effects of the collision of an intruder dark matter halo with a progenitor

galaxy containing a stellar bulge, stellar disk, gas disk and dark matter halo. The
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Fig. 7.2: The Inner Disk of Malin 1

This HST I-band image clearly illustrates the spiral structure of the inner disk

of Malin 1.

Figure reproduced from Barth (2007).

result of the simulation is a match to the radial profile of Malin 1 in overall shape and

extent, reaching 150 kpc radius after 1.4 Gyr, but with some fluctuations that are

not evident in the observed radial profile. The authors attribute the discrepancies

to density fluctuations in the model. Further, no spiral arms are seen in the model,

possibly due to lack of numerical resolution. However, the authors suggest that

a secondary ring, produced by the simulation, may be deformed by disk rotation

and observationally confused with a spiral arm. The success of the model is that it

reproduces, for the first time, a galaxy with a disk resembling that of Malin 1 from

initial conditions consistent with CDM cosmology.

7.2 Malin 1: A Deeper Look (Moore and Parker 2006)

Refer following pages.
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Publication 

 

Due to copyright restrictions, the article that appeared on the following pages has been omitted 

from this thesis. Please refer to the link below for the abstract details and access to the article. 

 

Moore, Lesa & Parker, Quentin A. (2006). Malin 1: a deeper look. Publications of the 

Astronomical Society of Australia, 23(4), 165-169. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/AS06022 
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8. THE VIRGO DEEP STACK CATALOGUE

This catalogue contains data for all the galaxies that were identified during this

project which were, at the time they were detected, new discoveries. Most have

not been catalogued elsewhere. Three galaxies (refer Figure 8.15) have since been

identified by other authors and established as Virgo Cluster members. Although a

few galaxies in the catalogue are brighter, most are VLSB galaxies. Classifications

of the galaxies according to surface brightness and cluster-membership assignment,

based on morphology and scale length, are discussed in Sections 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.

Positions of the newly-identified galaxies are plotted in Figure 8.1 and the galaxies

are listed in Table 8.2 (refer Section 8.4) along with derived parameters.

Images and radial profiles appear in Section 8.5. All images have north at the top

and east to the left. Profiles have OR surface brightness in magnitudes per arcsec2

on the y-axis and semi-major axis in arcseconds on the x-axis.

Supporting data are provided separately on CD. The files included on CD are those

containing the surface photometry tables (.tab and .txt files), masking data (.fl

files), radial profile data with plots (.xls files) and images (.fits and .jpeg files).

All the data necessary to reproduce the tabulated results (background measure-

ments, galactic extinction terms, ellipticity and position angle settings, x0 and y0

positions and pixel values of the profiles) may be found within the CD file set in-

cluded inside the back cover of this thesis.
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8.1 Surface Brightness Classification

Classifications of galaxies as LSB or VLSB are based on the definitions at the be-

ginning of Chapter 2. Ignoring any small modification for the OR passband and

assuming the B − R correction of ∼ 1.5, this means LSB galaxies are those with

µ0 ≥ 21.5 Rµ and VLSB galaxies have a mean surface brightness of 〈µ〉 ≥ 25 Rµ

within a 12-arcsec radius. Since the galaxies of interest have exponential surface

brightness profiles (linear on these magnitude-radius plots), the latter criterion may

be ascertained based on the following argument. Assuming a galaxy at least fills a

12-arcsec radius then, within that radius r12, if half the area of the galaxy has sur-

face brightness higher and half has surface brightness lower than the threshold, the

average will equal the threshold. Hence, simply checking where the 25 Rµ gridline

intersects with a critical radius rc (the radius that divides an inner circle and an

outer annulus with equal areas) will quickly classify the galaxy. That critical radius

is found from the relations:

Total area (πr2
12) = π × 122 ≈ 452 arcsec2

πr2
c = π(r2

12 − r2
c )

2r2
c ≈ 452/π

rc ≈ 8.485

Thus if the galaxy is brighter than 25 Rµ beyond approximately 8.5 arcsec, it is

classified LSB and if it dips below 25 Rµ at a smaller radius, it is classed as VLSB.
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8.2 Morphological Classification

Of the newly-identified galaxies, those that have distinct elliptical, lenticular or spiral

shapes (as distinct from the typical round appearance of an LSB dE, dI or dSph

galaxy) are classified as E, S0 or S. The morphology criteria are: distinct elongation

indicating an elliptical galaxy with small scale length (E or E/S0); symmetrical

extensions or concentrations indicating a spiral galaxy with small scale length (S,

Sc or Sbc); elongation but with insufficient resolution to discern if the galaxy is an

edge-on spiral, E or S0 type (VLSB).

The bulk of the catalogue contains galaxies with dE, dI or dSph morphology. These

have not been explicitly categorised as such, but due to their low surface brightness

may be considered to be LSB or VLSB dSph galaxies.
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8.3 Cluster-Membership Classification

The galaxies that have been morphologically classified as elliptical or spiral are

deemed to be background galaxies due to small angular size and small scale length

which, in the case of spiral or elliptical galaxies, usually implies that they lie at large

distances. In the absence of distance information, there is no way of knowing for

certain if the apparent LSB and VLSB dwarfs (the majority of the newly-identified

galaxies) are cluster members or background galaxies. Absolute magnitudes shown

in Table 8.2 presume cluster membership for LSB and VLSB galaxies of any scale

length, unless classified morphologically as background objects. In Section 9.1, the

use of scale length as a distance indicator is discussed. Because of the relevance

of scale length, the image and radial profile figures in Section 8.5 are organised

by broad membership probability based on morphological classification and scale

length. The high quality of the data supports the use of a small scale-length division

(say 1.5 arcsec, based on data in Table 4.3 p.69) between members and non-members.

However, a 3-arcsec cut-off is in keeping with the Rines-Geller threshold which is

well-supported by spectroscopic distance determinations. Therefore, categories have

been assigned as follows:

Membership Classification Scale length range Count in Corresponding

(arcsec) Catalogue Figures

Presumed foreground a ∼ 213 1 8.2

Background E, S0, S a ≤ 5.7 17 8.3, 8.4

dSph galaxies:

Possible cluster member 1.5 ≤ a ≤ 2.9 27 8.5 - 8.7

Probable cluster member 3.2 ≤ a ≤ 4.8 21 8.8 - 8.10

Presumed cluster member 4.8 < a ≤ 59 34 8.11 - 8.14

Verified cluster member 3.7 ≤ a ≤ 13.8 3 8.15

Total in catalogue 103

Tab. 8.1: Cluster Membership Classifications
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8.4 Galaxy Positions and Measured Properties

All catalogued galaxies are plotted in Figure 8.1. The data table following con-

tains the measured parameters of all these galaxies, as well as those used in the

comparisons in Section 6.2.
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Fig. 8.1: Map 5: Galaxies in the Virgo Deep Stack

Galaxies catalogued in this project are plotted as black symbols (VDS). Those
classified as morphologically-assessed background objects are shown as open
diamonds. Possible and probable cluster members are shown as solid squares.
Data from other surveys are included, as in Figure 6.2. The region covered by
this map is identical to that covered by the Virgo Deep Stack.
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Table columns contain data as follows:

1. ID number in this catalogue or other designation if from a previously-published catalogue.

(Cross-reference to Figure with image and radial profile for newly-identified galaxies.)

2. Classifications: Bg = background (based on morphology); brightness classifications are Br

(bright), L (LSB), otherwise VLSB; morphologies are E (elliptical), S0 (lenticular), Sbc and

Sc (spiral), dI (dwarf irregular), dE (dwarf elliptical), otherwise dSph; N = not classified;

Blank = VLSB dSph. Identifiers from Caldwell (2005) and the notation DWC for Durrell

et al. (2007) are included in three cases where galaxies were independently identified.

3. RA (hh mm ss.ss, J2000.0)

4. Dec (dd mm ss.s, J2000.0)

5. Ellipticity

6. Position angle (degrees)

7. Extrapolated central surface brightness (µ0 in OR-band, ±0.1µ) for LSB and VLSB galaxies

where an exponential is a good fit; otherwise peak surface brightness of the radial profile

where an exponential fit is not appropriate.

8. Scale length (arcsec, ±13%) for LSB and VLSB galaxies where an exponential fit is appro-

priate; otherwise blank.

9. Maximum semi-major axis of profile-fitting function (arcsec). This value indicates the an-

gular size of the galaxy.

10. Surface brightness at maximum semi-major axis (µmax in OR-band). This value is indicative

of the limiting surface brightness of the detections.

11. Apparent magnitude (OR, ±0.3 magnitudes) for LSB and VLSB galaxies where an expo-

nential fit is appropriate; otherwise blank.

12. Absolute magnitude (MOR, ±0.3 magnitudes) based on apparent magnitude, R-band Galac-

tic extinction from NED and a distance modulus of 31.1. Blank for galaxies that are classified

as background galaxies.

Tab. 8.2: Measured Galaxy Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

ID (Fig.) Class. RA Dec e pa µ0 a rmax ORmax OR MOR

TT V54 dI 12 26 17.2 12 48 03 0.3 -48 25.7 11.5 31 28.8 18.4 -12.8

TT V57 dI 12 29 17.0 13 04 46 0.1 10 26.4 17.2 34 28.5 18.3 -12.9

TT V61 dE 12 27 14.1 12 53 55 0.1 10 24.8 7.6 23 29.1 18.4 -12.7

TT V63 dI 12 26 56.6 12 59 40 0.3 45 25.7 17.2 37 28.0 17.5 -13.6

TT V66 dI 12 26 27.8 12 45 50 0.3 80 25.7 10.4 31 29.4 18.6 -12.6

SDV 144 dE/I 12 38 40.6 11 58 40 0.1 80 25.3 13.1 28 27.9 17.7 -13.5

continued on next page
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Tab. 8.2: continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

ID (Fig.) Class. RA Dec e pa µ0 a rmax ORmax OR MOR

16-1 (8.7) 12 29 31.46 12 25 40.1 0.42 -16.5 24.0 2.8 4.6 26.9 19.8 -11.4

16-2 (8.5) 12 29 18.36 12 41 45.7 0.4 86 23.9 2.1 8.9 28.6 20.2 -10.9

16-4 (8.13) 12 29 09.65 12 33 30.5 0.55 -69 25.5 9.4 26 28.6 18.6 -12.6

16-6 (8.3) Bg Sbc 12 29 02.77 12 46 10.5 0.11 -34 22.7 2.1 6.7 28.2 20.2 —

16-9 (8.4) Bg E/S0/S 12 28 54.96 12 50 24.7 0.67 47.5 24.6 5.4 26 29.8 18.9 —

16-10 (8.8) 12 28 52.78 12 44 12.3 0.15 63 24.1 3.9 13 27.1 19.2 -11.9

16-11 (8.8) 12 28 56.12 12 42 51.5 0.17 34.5 24.7 3.8 11 27.6 19.8 -11.4

16-12 (8.5) 12 28 49.91 12 22 52.1 0.3 6 23.8 2.1 6.7 27.9 20.3 -10.9

16-16 (8.13) 12 28 37.22 12 52 03.3 0.3 -60 25.5 13.5 33 27.8 17.9 -13.3

16-19 (8.15) DWC 12 28 15.15 12 33 37.1 0.3 56 24.1 3.7 11 27.9 19.3 -11.9

16-20 (8.5) 12 28 06.72 12 21 42.0 0.03 13.4 24.5 1.9 5.6 28.8 21.1 -10.1

16-21 (8.6) 12 28 07.84 12 24 08.3 0.21 36 24.2 2.4 9.8 30.0 20.3 -10.9

16-23 (8.3) Bg Sc 12 28 05.94 12 50 14.5 0.15 -9 23.0 2.4 12 28.5 19.1 —

16-25 (8.5) 12 27 54.16 12 43 45.7 0.24 16 22.6 2.1 12 29.3 19.0 -12.2

16-31 (8.12) 12 27 34.22 12 48 19.1 0.1 80 25.0 7.8 26 30.4 18.6 -12.6

16-37 (8.14) 12 27 02.35 12 34 50.1 0.2 70 24.9 16.6 34 27.0 16.8 -14.4

16-41 (8.13) 12 26 48.89 12 31 35.3 0.2 -60 25.3 11.3 26 27.8 18.0 -13.2

16-43 (8.11) 12 26 26.23 12 39 09.7 0.2 -60 24.2 5.8 13 26.7 18.4 -12.8

16-45 (8.15) SW2 lsb31 12 26 20.10 12 34 29.2 0.1 10 24.8 9.5 31 29.4 17.9 -13.3

16-46 (8.11) 12 26 10.17 12 31 19.9 0.1 45 24.5 6.7 16 26.8 18.3 -12.8

22-1 (8.12) 12 28 14.32 13 43 42.0 0.35 -49 24.3 7.3 31 29.3 18.0 -13.2

22-2 (8.11) 12 28 56.23 13 26 39.4 0.3 41 24.3 6.4 28 28.7 18.3 -12.9

22-3 (8.12) 12 28 20.18 13 21 35.9 0.06 -20 25.6 — 26 29.7 — —

22-4 (8.13) L 12 27 57.25 13 55 51.6 0.05 51 23.9 9.1 26 26.9 17.1 -14.1

22-5 (8.2) N 12 27 28.46 13 33 04.3 0.66 30 25.2 213 396 27.4 11.6 —

22-6 (8.12) 12 27 15.46 13 24 43.9 0.2 61 24.6 7.1 26 28.7 18.4 -12.8

22-7 (8.13) 12 27 15.80 13 26 58.8 0.2 -80 25.3 12.9 34 28.7 17.8 -13.4

22-8 (8.15) N lsb10 12 26 48.34 13 21 24.0 0.3 -80 25.9 13.8 31 27.6 18.2 -13.0

22-10 (8.12) 12 26 14.53 13 51 10.5 0.2 70 25.1 7.8 31 29.5 18.7 -12.5

23-1 (8.12) 12 25 47.74 13 19 09.4 0.2 -10 25.0 7.4 26 31.1 18.7 -12.5

23-3 (8.11) 12 25 23.41 13 24 46.0 0.12 42 24.6 5.2 21 29.1 19.0 -12.2

23-6 (8.14) 12 24 41.35 13 30 54.7 0.1 10 25.7 41 66 27.5 15.6 -15.6

23-9 (8.9) 12 24 42.44 13 55 39.4 0.1 -4 24.7 4.4 14 28.5 19.5 -11.7

23-14 (8.14) 12 23 47.17 13 36 13.6 0.1 -10 25.5 15.4 50 29.1 17.5 -13.7

23-21 (8.13) 12 22 47.79 13 21 10.3 0.2 -80 25.3 13.8 45 28.7 17.6 -13.7

23-22 (8.14) 12 24 02.40 13 51 59.0 0.1 10 26.3 59 66 27.7 15.5 -15.7

24-2 (8.3) Bg E/S0 12 22 36.16 13 16 38.1 0.36 51 24.4 1.5 5.0 28.6 21.5 —

24-3 (8.3) Bg E/S0 12 22 35.18 13 16 20.9 0.2 10 24.8 1.8 5.0 28.5 21.5 —

24-4 (8.3) Bg 12 22 34.15 13 19 11.5 0.36 72 24.8 2.2 5.5 27.8 21.0 —

24-5 (8.4) Bg L S 12 22 30.14 13 25 37.1 0.46 -5 21.8 3.4 21 28.6 17.2 —

24-6 (8.3) Bg 12 22 34.40 13 25 10.4 0.68 36 24.9 3.8 11 28.9 20.1 —

24-7 (8.4) Bg L E/S0 12 22 31.78 13 32 48.6 0.5 46 21.9 2.7 14 27.5 17.7 —

24-8 (8.3) Bg E/S0 12 22 30.74 13 33 42.2 0.43 48 23.4 1.4 7.4 29.4 20.6 —

24-9 (8.3) Bg Sc 12 22 25.46 13 41 30.2 0.34 32 20.4 5.7 50 29.1 14.6 —

24-10 (8.4) Bg Br E 12 22 31.68 13 39 55.6 0.24 -25 20.8 3.2 23 29.3 16.3 —

24-11 (8.4) Bg Br E 12 22 32.87 13 40 7.46 0.39 81 21.3 2.2 16 29.2 17.6 —

24-12 (8.4) Bg Br E 12 22 36.51 13 41 21.0 0.16 57 20.5 2.9 21 28.3 16.2 —

24-16 (8.3) Bg 12 22 18.55 13 25 10.3 0.4 -89 24.2 2.8 12 30.3 19.9 —

24-18 (8.8) 12 21 52.96 13 48 32.4 0.124 8.7 24.1 3.2 13 29.4 19.5 -11.7

24-19 (8.4) Bg S 12 21 49.38 13 35 48.9 0.5 -46 24.7 5.2 21 29.3 19.1 —

24-20 (8.7) 12 21 48.12 13 34 56.1 0.168 64 24.4 2.7 9 28.6 20.2 -11.0

24-23 (8.11) 12 21 22.68 13 36 07.4 0.3 10 25.1 6.1 16 29.1 19.2 -12.0

24-24 (8.10) 12 21 23.41 13 34 59.4 0.13 -83 24.5 4.7 17 28.7 19.2 -12.1

24-25 (8.13) 12 21 14.19 13 40 33.0 0.486 0.8 24.2 8.3 37 29.6 17.7 -13.6

24-26 (8.6) 12 21 04.36 13 42 33.5 0.297 17 23.8 2.4 7 28.0 19.9 -11.3

24-27 (8.13) 12 21 08.84 13 35 25.8 0.177 -27 24.2 13.3 41 27.0 16.6 -14.6

24-28 (8.13) 12 21 08.69 13 34 26.0 0.1 5 25.3 9.1 28 28.3 18.5 -12.8

24-29 (8.6) 12 20 52.44 13 49 21.5 0.2 50 23.9 2.3 11 29.4 20.1 -11.1

24-31 (8.8) 12 20 42.42 13 55 50.6 0.124 25 24.3 3.4 16 30.0 19.6 -11.6

continued on next page
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Tab. 8.2: continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

ID (Fig.) Class. RA Dec e pa µ0 a rmax ORmax OR MOR

24-33 (8.5) 12 20 34.98 13 10 58.8 0.141 58 23.0 1.9 13 30.9 19.6 -11.6

24-34 (8.12) 12 20 37.12 13 19 11.1 0.3 -23 24.6 7.3 28 28.7 18.3 -12.9

24-35 (8.8) 12 20 20.10 13 39 50.3 0.2 17 25.0 3.5 13 30.0 20.3 -11.0

24-37 (8.10) 12 20 17.87 13 16 46.9 0.178 -4 24.0 4.5 23 29.3 18.7 -12.5

24-38 (8.9) 12 20 06.38 13 17 58.4 0.594 -84 24.1 4.1 16 28.3 19.1 -12.1

24-39 (8.3) Bg E/S0 12 19 53.38 13 10 03.2 0.447 -73 23.3 2.0 12 30.0 19.7 —

24-40 (8.11) 12 19 45.78 13 42 07.7 0.35 -69 24.9 5.5 21 29.7 19.2 -12.0

28-2 (8.8) 12 29 24.75 14 23 44.1 0.5 -20 25.0 3.9 10 28.8 20.1 -11.1

28-3 (8.5) 12 29 23.21 14 27 15.7 0.05 5 24.5 2.0 7 28.5 21.1 -10.1

28-5 (8.6) 12 29 19.50 14 27 21.4 0.23 -42 23.6 2.4 9 27.7 19.7 -11.5

28-6 (8.7) 12 29 18.16 14 25 39.1 0.213 -56 24.6 2.9 9 28.7 20.2 -11.0

28-7 (8.7) 12 29 15.13 14 23 21.5 0.387 -38 24.1 2.8 11 28.8 19.8 -11.3

28-8 (8.12) 12 29 09.92 14 13 39.5 0.2 -80 25.0 7.5 21 28.7 18.7 -12.5

28-11 (8.5) 12 29 08.76 14 39 44.1 0.086 -40 23.1 1.8 7 28.0 19.9 -11.3

28-12 (8.8) 12 29 03.28 14 40 15.2 0.47 50 23.6 3.2 13 28.6 19.1 -12.1

28-14 (8.8) 12 29 06.84 14 44 29.2 0.5 -45 25.2 3.8 14 29.4 20.3 -10.9

28-15 (8.7) 12 29 06.40 14 45 47.6 0.051 -5 25.2 2.9 10 29.3 20.8 -10.4

28-17 (8.7) 12 28 51.00 14 13 52.9 0.1 5 25.5 — 6 28.5 — —

28-18 (8.6) 12 28 57.85 14 42 56.4 0.1 5 24.9 2.2 7 28.7 21.2 -10.0

28-19 (8.9) 12 28 51.10 14 37 06.7 0.3 80 25.1 4.0 14 29.2 20.1 -11.1

28-21 (8.11) 12 28 54.47 14 30 36.8 0.339 -75 25.7 5.7 14 29.2 19.9 -11.3

28-22 (8.10) 12 28 59.46 14 25 34.3 0.1 45 25.5 4.7 10 28.4 20.1 -11.1

28-25 (8.6) 12 28 51.16 14 17 34.2 0.174 87 24.8 2.2 7 28.7 21.1 -10.1

28-26 (8.6) 12 28 51.36 14 02 42.7 0.5 45 24.1 2.4 9 28.6 20.3 -11.0

28-28 (8.7) 12 28 44.10 14 16 59.1 0.5 -45 24.6 2.9 11 28.7 20.3 -10.9

28-31 (8.13) 12 28 44.84 14 29 36.8 0.143 -71 24.7 9.7 31 27.8 17.8 -13.4

28-33 (8.5) 12 28 46.24 14 44 24.7 0.072 -66 24.0 1.8 6 28.4 20.7 -10.5

28-34 (8.5) 12 28 42.33 14 47 13.6 0.2 50 23.7 1.7 6 28.1 20.6 -10.6

28-36 (8.9) 12 28 34.83 14 36 25.7 0.05 5 25.2 4.2 13 29.2 20.1 -11.1

28-37 (8.6) 12 28 33.88 14 36 34.1 0.24 -5.6 21.8 2.4 19 30.5 17.9 -13.3

28-38 (8.11) 12 28 32.94 14 11 25.7 0.1 -45 24.8 6.2 14 27.5 18.9 -12.3

28-39 (8.6) 12 28 29.50 14 40 12.0 0.4 -10 23.7 2.2 11 30.9 20.0 -11.2

28-40 (8.11) 12 28 18.97 14 08 14.5 0.09 -3 24.3 5.4 16 28.1 18.6 -12.6

28-42 (8.10) 12 28 01.83 14 16 59.8 0.15 220 24.9 4.8 17 29.1 19.5 -11.7

28-44 (8.5) 12 27 54.47 14 42 14.2 0.2 -10 24.0 1.5 7 30.6 21.1 -10.1

28-45 (8.9) L 12 27 55.24 14 37 17.4 0.251 8 21.6 4.0 34 29.3 16.6 -14.6

28-48 (8.8) 12 27 46.13 14 06 42.3 0.05 40 24.7 3.2 12 28.2 20.2 -11.1

28-50 (8.9) 12 27 31.28 14 04 42.0 0.284 22 24.0 4.3 16 28.1 18.9 -12.3

28-51 (8.10) 12 27 19.49 14 17 24.5 0.224 4 24.6 4.8 16 28.7 19.2 -12.0

28-52 (8.11) 12 27 12.20 14 00 51.3 0.192 25 24.4 5.4 19 27.9 18.7 -12.5

28-53 (8.10) 12 27 07.14 14 42 45.6 0.085 42 24.0 4.6 21 29.0 18.7 -12.5

28-54 (8.14) 12 26 56.98 14 47 45.6 0.3 62 25.8 23.2 66 29.0 17.0 -14.2

28-56 (8.12) 12 26 34.54 14 13 32.3 0.631 11 24.3 6.7 26 28.7 18.2 -13.1

28-57 (8.6) 12 26 21.19 14 41 26.4 0.318 69 23.8 2.6 11 30.2 19.7 -11.5
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8.5 Galaxy Images and Radial Profiles

Galaxy images and profiles are placed on odd-numbered pages in this section. Even-

numbered pages are left blank intentionally so as not to degrade the image quality.

Image sizes are specified in the figure captions. Galaxy scale length (a), in arc-

seconds, is specified below each image. Central surface brightness (in ORµ) is the

number that appears in the upper right corner of each radial profile plot (y-intercept

in the trendline equation). All plots have radius in arcseconds on the x-axis (indi-

cating the angular extent of the galaxy) and OR surface brightness in magnitudes

per arcsec2 on the y-axis.
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Fig. 8.2: Presumed Foreground Object: Bryn’s Mystery Object

Image size is 19 × 16.75 arcminutes. This object is extraordinarily large. Its

profile may be traced for 396 arcseconds from end to end. It is referred to

in this project as Bryn’s Mystery Object and is presumed to be a foreground

object. Refer Section 6.3 for further discussion.
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Fig. 8.3: Presumed Background Galaxies I

Images measure approximately 67 × 67 arcseconds. Angular sizes are less

than ∼12 arcsec. Classification, based on scale length and morphology, is

specified under the corresponding plot. The contrast level of galaxy 24-9 has

been adjusted to reveal the spiral arms. All are VLSB galaxies.
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Fig. 8.4: Presumed Background Galaxies II

Images measure approximately 134 × 134 arcseconds. Angular sizes are

greater than 12 arcsec. Classification, based on scale length and morphol-

ogy, is specified under the corresponding plot. The contrast level of galaxy

24-5 has been adjusted to reveal the spiral arms. Galaxies 24-19 and 16-9 are

VLSB galaxies; 24-5 and 24-7 are LSB; 24-10, 24-11 and 24-12 are brighter.
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Fig. 8.5: Possible Cluster Members I

Images measure approximately 67 × 67 arcseconds. All are VLSB galaxies.

Scale lengths range from 1.5 to 2.1 arcseconds. Dwarf galaxies of the Local

Group would have comparable scale lengths to these galaxies if placed at 15

Mpc (refer Table 4.3 p.69).
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Fig. 8.6: Possible Cluster Members II

Images measure approximately 67 × 67 arcseconds. All are VLSB galaxies.

Scale lengths range from 2.2 to 2.6 arcseconds.
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Fig. 8.7: Possible Cluster Members III

Images measure approximately 67 × 67 arcseconds. All are VLSB galaxies.

Scale lengths range from 2.7 to 2.9 arcseconds. Properties of galaxy 28-17

could not be measured by the means used for the rest of the galaxies due to its

irregular profile, but it is deemed to be similar to galaxies in this category.
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Fig. 8.8: Probable Cluster Members I

Images measure approximately 67 × 67 arcseconds. All are VLSB galaxies.

Scale lengths range from 3.2 to 3.9 arcseconds. Scale length > 3 arcseconds is

a commonly-used criterion to infer cluster membership.
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Fig. 8.9: Probable Cluster Members II

Images measure approximately 134 × 134 arcseconds. Scale lengths range

from 4.0 to 4.4 arcseconds. The profile of galaxy 28-19 is irregular due to off-

centre clumps in the galaxy. Galaxy 28-45 is an LSB galaxy. All the others

are VLSB galaxies.
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Fig. 8.10: Probable Cluster Members III

Images measure approximately 134 × 134 arcseconds. Scale lengths range

from 4.5 to 4.8 arcseconds. All are VLSB galaxies.
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Fig. 8.11: Presumed Cluster Members I

Images measure approximately 134 × 134 arcseconds. Scale lengths range from
5.2 to 6.7 arcseconds. The contrast level of galaxy 24-43 has been adjusted to
distinguish the galaxy from the diffraction halo of the bright star in the image.
All are VLSB galaxies. The profiles of galaxies 28-21 and 24-23 show the
irregularity that is typical of very diffuse VLSB galaxies. Note that these two
galaxies have fainter central surface brightness than the other galaxies in this
figure.
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Fig. 8.12: Presumed Cluster Members II

Images measure approximately 134 × 134 arcseconds. Scale lengths range

from 6.7 to 7.8 arcseconds. All are VLSB galaxies. Properties of galaxy 22-3

could not be measured by the means used for the rest of the galaxies due to its

irregular profile, but it is deemed to be similar to galaxies in this category.
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Fig. 8.13: Presumed Cluster Members III

Images measure approximately 134 × 134 arcseconds. Scale lengths range
from 8.3 to 13.8 arcseconds. Galaxy 22-4 is an LSB galaxy. All the others
are VLSB galaxies. With galaxies of this angular size, masking of foreground
stars in the surface photometry process becomes crucially important. It may
be seen again that the galaxies with the faintest central surface brightness have
more irregular profiles.
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Fig. 8.14: Presumed Cluster Members IV

These are the most diffuse galaxies detected in this project. Image sizes vary

and are quoted below the images. All are VLSB galaxies.
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Fig. 8.15: Verified Cluster Members

Three galaxies identified as part of this project have been independently studied

and verified as cluster members. Images measure approximately 134 × 134

arcseconds. All are VLSB galaxies.

Galaxies 22-8 and 16-45 were observed by Caldwell (2005), but no radial pro-

files were obtained. TRGB measurements place these galaxies in the Virgo

Cluster.

HST observations of galaxy 16-19 (DWC) by Durrell et al. (2007) resolved

the stellar population, for which a colour-magnitude diagram was constructed.

Those data verify that this galaxy is a cluster member. The radial profile

indicates that the galaxy has a scale length of 3.7 arcseconds. Galaxies of

similar scale length, identified as part of this project, are classified as ‘probable

cluster members’.
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9. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The following sections (9.1 and 9.2) contain discussion of the catalogue of newly-

identified galaxies presented in Chapter 8. Aspects that are considered are the

validity of the membership classifications, using comparisons with other methods,

and the potential impact of the new discoveries on the luminosity function of the

Virgo Cluster. Conclusions are summarised in Section 9.3. These conclusions point

to the importance of valid distance information to confirm cluster membership.

To that end, follow-up observations with the Gemini North Telescope to obtain

spectroscopic data were planned. Two observing proposals were successful, but

poor weather prevented any observations being completed. The observing process

is described and the observing proposals are included in Appendix F. Section 9.4

details other follow-up work that could be performed using the Virgo Deep Stack.

9.1 Cluster Membership of the New Galaxies

Most galaxies in this catalogue have been classified as members or non-members

of the Virgo Cluster based on the commonly-used criteria of morphology and scale

length (refer Section 8.3) after Phillipps et al. (1998), Sabatini et al. (2003) and

Roberts et al. (2007). Different methods of membership classification were used by

Trentham and Tully (2002) and Trentham and Hodgkin (2002). For comparison, a

subset of the current catalogue was evaluated using one of these methods.

The concentration parameters described by Trentham and Tully (2002) and sum-

marised in Section 4.5.3 were applied to a selection of galaxies covering the complete

range of scale lengths in the catalogue. Aperture photometry was performed in GAIA
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on isolated targets so that no stars or neighbouring objects would influence the mea-

surements. The results of these measurements appear in Table 9.1.

ID OR(4.4) OR(2.2) ICP OR(12) OR(6) OCP a Classification

24-2 22.683 23.261 -0.578 22.424 22.442 -0.018 1.5 Morph Bg

16-9 21.644 22.935 -1.291 20.949 21.246 -0.297 5.4 Morph Bg

28-34 21.405 22.351 -0.946 21.006 21.163 -0.157 1.7 Possible Mem

28-3 21.914 22.964 -1.05 21.305 21.837 -0.532 2.0 Possible Mem

28-39 21.425 22.258 -0.833 20.729 21.155 -0.426 2.2 Possible Mem

28-5 20.922 21.968 -1.046 20.095 20.57 -0.475 2.4 Possible Mem

24-20 21.525 22.754 -1.229 20.717 21.228 -0.511 2.7 Possible Mem

24-31 21.183 22.537 -1.354 20.32 20.84 -0.52 3.4 Probable Mem

23-9 21.709 23.145 -1.436 20.498 21.091 -0.593 4.4 Probable Mem

24-24 21.443 22.78 -1.337 19.955 20.952 -0.997 4.7 Probable Mem

28-21 22.472 23.828 -1.356 21.095 21.964 -0.869 5.7 Presumed Mem

23-1 21.993 23.305 -1.312 20.241 21.36 -1.119 7.4 Presumed Mem

28-31 21.719 23.021 -1.302 19.697 20.927 -1.23 9.7 Presumed Mem

16-37 21.872 23.226 -1.354 19.785 21.002 -1.217 16.6 Presumed Mem

22-8 22.811 24.381 -1.57 21.258 22.38 -1.122 13.8 Confirmed Mem

16-19 20.876 21.998 -1.122 19.78 20.472 -0.692 3.7 Confirmed Mem

Tab. 9.1: Concentration Parameters for Catalogue Galaxies

Aperture magnitudes (OR) and concentration parameters (ICP and OCP), as

described by Trentham and Tully (2002) and reproduced in Section 8.3 (p.164),

were measured for a sample of catalogue galaxies. Scale length and membership

classifications assigned in this project are listed in the table. Membership

classifications that would result from the Trentham and Tully (2002) criteria

are discussed in the text.

Trentham and Tully (2002) selected Virgo Cluster dwarfs based on two criteria.

The first criterion requires R(6 arcsec) < 20, ICP < −0.7 and OCP < −0.4. All

galaxies in Table 9.1 are fainter than this, so the second criterion must be applied,

i.e. for 20 < R(6 arcsec) < 23, the authors specify ICP < −0.4. Every galaxy in

the table also satisfies this criterion, even those with morphology and scale length in

the range where they would be excluded as members according to commonly-used

scale-length criteria. Of the galaxies that satisfied the concentration parameter
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criteria, Trentham and Tully (2002) then excluded grand-design luminous spirals,

merging galaxies, smooth edge-on galaxies and possible tidal debris from nearby

giant galaxies. Of the galaxies evaluated in Table 9.1, only the first two appear to

be smooth edge-on galaxies and have thus been classified as background. This still

leaves five galaxies with scale length smaller than 3 arcseconds in this data subset.

The possibility was considered that the ICP < −0.4 is a typographical error that

should read ICP < −0.7 (as for the first criterion). Because the Trentham and Tully

(2002) paper evaluates galaxies in several galaxy groups and the Ursa Major and

Virgo Clusters, it would be reasonable to use various different ICP values because

the groups and clusters lie at different distances. Evidence for this reasoning comes

from another publication, Trentham et al. (2001), where the same process was used

for the Ursa Major Cluster (which is only about 1.6 Mpc farther than the Virgo

Cluster) and ICP < −1.1 is specified. However, entries 70 and 99 in Table 2 of

Trentham and Tully (2002) both fall within the 20 < R(6 arcsec) < 23 criterion and

have ICP values of −0.56 and −0.52 respectively. Hence, the parameters used for

the Virgo Cluster appear to have been correctly stated.

Therefore, it appears probable that many galaxies with scale lengths as small as 1.5

arcsec, that would be excluded as members based on scale length criteria, would

have been included as cluster members by Trentham and Tully (2002). The impact

of this finding on the luminosity function is discussed in Section 9.2.

The cluster membership assessment of Trentham and Hodgkin (2002) has not been

evaluated because it relies on a probability formula that uses the concentration

parameters of the entire data set of galaxies. Such a comprehensive comparison is

beyond the scope of this project.

Nevertheless, for further evaluation of the membership criteria used for this cata-

logue, the Rines-Geller threshold (discussed in Section 4.5.5) is extrapolated, based

on the assumption that no correction is required for the shift from r- to OR-band,

and plotted against the catalogue data (refer Figure 9.1). Most of these new data

lie beyond the magnitude limit of the SDSS data, presented by Rines and Geller

(2008), which cuts off at µ0r = 24 and RT = 18.
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As discussed in Section 4.5.5, the Rines-Geller threshold approximates the 3-arcsec

locus. The new data lie at the faint-apparent-magnitude end of the range and the

few ‘possible member’ galaxies that lie above the threshold in Figure 9.1 (galaxies

28-6, 28-15 and 28-18) have scale lengths of 2.9 arcsec. Two that lie right on the

threshold (galaxies 28-7 and 16-1) have scale lengths of 2.8 arcsec.

The amount of scatter in the original Rines-Geller plot (refer Figure 4.6 p.75) warns

against using this as a definitive membership-classification method. Independent

distance data are still required for a firm determination of cluster membership.

However, the comparison between Figure 9.1 and the Trentham and Tully (2002)

method of evaluating cluster membership does raise questions about the validity

of both the scale-length and concentration-parameter methods of inferring cluster

membership.

9.2 Impact on the Luminosity Function

Figure 8.1 (p.165) illustrates that the number of newly-detected galaxies is small

compared with the overall number previously known. The region most densely

populated with previously-known galaxies is the upper portion of sub-frame 16,

surveyed by Trentham and Tully (2002). Section 6.2.1 described the depth of the

Virgo Deep Stack data and detailed the discovery of only two new likely-cluster-

member dwarfs in this region. The failure to detect many new objects in this region

attests to the completeness of the Trentham and Tully (2002) survey. However, the

findings from Section 9.1 suggest that the Trentham and Tully (2002) data may

be contaminated with background objects. The concentration-parameter criterion,

when applied to Virgo Deep Stack data, included many galaxies with very small

scale lengths as cluster members, whereas other analyses would exclude these as

background galaxies.

Background contamination should make for a steep faint-end slope in the luminosity

function, as is likely the case with the Phillipps et al. (1998) data, where the count

of faint galaxies with small scale length continues to increase with decreasing galaxy
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Fig. 9.1: Cluster Membership of Newly-Identified Galaxies

All data from this catalogue are plotted using central surface brightness ver-

sus apparent magnitude. Data sets are: morphologically assigned background

galaxies (blue diamonds), confirmed cluster members (pink squares), possi-

ble cluster members (scale length < 3 arcsec, green triangles) and probable &

presumed cluster members (scale length > 3 arcsec, red dots). The threshold

between probable cluster members and probable background galaxies (R-G) is

extrapolated from Rines and Geller (2008) without any conversion between the

r and OR passbands.

luminosity. This does not explain why the Trentham and Tully (2002) luminosity

function has a shallower slope than every other survey listed in Table 4.5 (p.87).

A possible explanation for this shallow slope may lie in the other result from Section

6.2.1, which is summarised in Table 6.1 (p.130), i.e. that inaccuracies in measured

apparent magnitudes may contribute significantly to the shape of the luminosity

function. If the galaxy magnitudes are measured fainter than their true values,
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this would shift those galaxies into fainter magnitude bins. Rather than increasing

the total counts in the faint bins, this would have the overall effect of distributing

some constant number of galaxies over more magnitude bins, extending to fainter

magnitudes than would otherwise be the case, effectively decreasing the slope of

the luminosity function. Recalling that the Trentham and Tully (2002) magnitudes

were fainter that Virgo Deep Stack measurements for the same galaxies, it may be

that the shallow slope of the Trentham and Tully (2002) luminosity function is due

to this effect.

It is difficult to make comparisons between the Virgo Deep Stack data and other

luminosity functions listed in Table 4.5 (p.87). It appears that the galaxy database

used by Phillipps et al. (1998) is neither available online nor listed in the paper (or

other related publications). However, including galaxies with small scale lengths

(< 3 arcsec) would increase the number of galaxies in several faint magnitude bins,

steepening the faint end of the luminosity function. Possible members of the Virgo

Deep Stack catalogue in this scale-length bracket range in total apparent OR mag-

nitude from 19.0 to 21.2, with one outlier at a magnitude of 17.9.

The data of Sabatini et al. (2003) (possibly overlapping part of sub-frame 16) and

Roberts et al. (2007) (overlapping sub-frames 23 and 24) are in B-band and, al-

though an approximate conversion of B − R = 1.5 magnitudes is a useful guide

when considering an overall population, the precise conversions for individual galax-

ies are not known and would affect final magnitudes and the binning of galaxies into

the luminosity distribution. The other complications are that Roberts et al. (2007)

solely use the DGR, rather than the luminosity function, and that the full data set

relating to this paper is not yet available online.

One factor that may be compared and which has a clear effect on the luminosity

function is the space distribution of galaxies and the prevalence of dwarf galaxies. All

surveys that have produced luminosity functions for the Virgo Cluster have covered

different regions of the cluster. Area coverage has ranged from very large (Sandage

et al. (1985) covered the whole VCC) to very small (the compact Trentham and

Tully (2002) coverage). The uneven distribution of both bright and faint galaxies
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is evident in the low-contrast images of the cluster (refer Figure 1.1p.3) and plots

of the positions of all likely cluster members (refer Figures 3.3 p.33 and 6.2 p.125).

Positions of the newly-discovered galaxies also show an uneven distribution (refer

Figure 8.1 p.165).

However, specific detection limits were not used consistently over the five sub-frames

during inspection of the Virgo Deep Stack. Due to time constraints, galaxies of very

small angular size were sampled only in some areas, notably the eastern portion of

sub-frame 28, where the area density of galaxies appears higher than in adjacent

regions, and the eastern portion of sub-frame 24, which includes a concentration of

probable background galaxies.

It should also be stated that, by using only optical detection, some galaxies within

the surface brightness limit of the Virgo Deep Stack may have been missed in this

survey. Nevertheless, the sample does indicate that there are regions that are vir-

tually devoid of LSB galaxies within the cluster. Hence, different results for the

luminosity function based on surveys of different regions may all be accurate, de-

spite yielding different values for the faint-end slope, as is suggested by the diversity

of results found when comparing the cluster core with the periphery or the E-W and

N-S strips of the INT Wide Field data (refer Table 4.5 p.87).

Whilst a complete survey covering the entire Virgo Deep Stack is beyond the scope

of this project, the richness of the eastern region of sub-frame 28 is comparable

with the Trentham and Tully (2002) survey demonstrating that many more dwarf

galaxies await discovery. Any impact on the luminosity function would depend on

the overall number density of new dwarf galaxies found, as this number density is

normally extrapolated from small-area surveys to evaluate the luminosity function

for the entire cluster. However, small areas may not be representative of the cluster

as a whole.
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9.3 Conclusions

Time constraints prevented the conduct of a fully comprehensive survey of LSB

galaxies in the Virgo Deep Stack. Indeed, even within the sub-frames covered,

galaxies within the detection limits of the data and not seen in other surveys may

have been missed due to the simple optical detection method applied, or omitted

simply due to very small angular size. In regions not heavily surveyed by other

authors (e.g. sub-frame 28) cluster members of intermediate brightness, i.e. fainter

than those detected in the VCC but brighter than the LSB galaxies targeted in this

project, may also exist but still be missing from the catalogues.

Nevertheless, this project has comprehensively detailed the optical surveys of the

Virgo Cluster. Comparisons with data from other surveys have demonstrated the

depth and quality of the Virgo Deep Stack image. The limiting surface brightness is

approximately 29 magnitudes per square arcsecond in the OR-band, allowing visual

detection of galaxies with central surface brightness fainter than 26 ORµ. The

data reach an equivalent depth or deeper than any published deep CCD surveys

to date. One hundred newly-identified galaxies have been catalogued, including 55

presumed and probable cluster members and 27 that are classified as possible cluster

members based on scale length. Most of these are VLSB galaxies. With only a small

percentage of the Virgo Deep Stack having been examined thus far, the potential

remains for detecting hundreds more LSB and VLSB galaxies.

In other studies from this project, the value of the Virgo Deep Stack for examining

intra-cluster light and the outer margins of giant galaxies has been demonstrated.

A virtually complete outer shell has been revealed around the galaxy M89 and new

data on Malin 1 have helped to refine the knowledge if this galaxy’s inclination and

visible extent, now seen to match closely with the HI disk. The Virgo Deep Stack

has also been used to examine real and apparent tidal features and identify areas of

probable intra-cluster light.

One comparison in particular has highlighted discrepancies in LSB galaxy magni-

tudes. These are attributed to different methods of calculating total magnitudes
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from measured parameters of observational data. This project has highlighted that

discrepancies in magnitude measurements, lack of crucial distance information to

determine cluster membership and coverage of different survey areas all have demon-

strated effects on the parameters of the Virgo Cluster luminosity function. Further

observations to obtain distance information, either through spectroscopic velocity

measurements or through TRGB techniques, would be necessary to overcome the

ambiguity in cluster membership of individual galaxies.

Meanwhile, a homogeneous wide-area survey using the deepest possible data, i.e.

the Virgo Deep Stack, could help resolve the disagreement between luminosity func-

tions based on various small-area surveys. This unique resource should be further

exploited in the future.

9.4 Future Work

A number of follow-up investigations may be pursued in reference to the data pre-

sented here and the Virgo Deep Stack source image. These include:

1. Refined Calibration of the Virgo Deep Stack

The value of the plate constant could be refined by measuring additional stars

with aperture photometry and comparing with magnitudes quoted in the lit-

erature. This would also provide an improved value of the correction to be

applied when converting from OR-band to Cousins R-band.

2. Extended LSB Galaxy Survey

The Virgo Deep Stack is an invaluable data set with its large area coverage

and proven depth and quality. Further studies using this image could yield a

fully comprehensive OR-band survey including galaxies of very small angular

size and faint surface brightness. This would provide a more complete under-

standing of the galaxy population and provide many more targets for further

studies at other wavelengths.
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3. Additional Galaxy Surface Brightness Comparisons

Surface photometry of galaxies in the Virgo Deep Stack could be compared

with other literature data on the same galaxies in the same or different pass-

bands. Data in the same passbands enhances the understanding of possible

sources of error and data in different passbands could be used to derived colour

information for individual galaxies.

4. Analysis of Luminosity Functions for the Virgo Cluster

Because of the large area coverage of the Virgo Deep Stack, and the availability

of data on most of the source galaxies in online databases, it would be possible

to re-evaluate the properties of the galaxies included in published luminosity

functions. This would yield a standard data set over a large area, from which

a full-cluster luminosity function could be better approximated. This may also

highlight discrepancies in data analysis methods, such as the large differences

in magnitude found between the Virgo Deep Stack data and the Trentham and

Tully (2002) data. Unfortunately, due to the saturation problem for brighter

galaxies, some literature magnitudes would have to be used. Nevertheless, a

homogeneous data set covering a large area over a range of fainter magnitudes

would be extremely valuable.

5. Distance Determinations

Distance information, particularly in the borderline region for likely cluster

membership (i.e. where galaxy scale length is between 2 and 5 arcseconds) is

crucial in obtaining a meaningful luminosity function for the Virgo Cluster.

Distances may be inferred from spectroscopic observations that measure red-

shifts to derive radial velocities. This type of investigation may be performed

using long-slit or IFU spectroscopy. The alternative is to use high-resolution

optical observations that resolve individual stars and provide data that may be

used for TRGB measurements (e.g. Caldwell (2006) and Durrell et al. (2007)).

6. Intra-Cluster Light

The wide-field coverage of the Virgo Deep Stack provides a valuable baseline

data set for follow-up studies of intra-cluster light.
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7. Studies of Well-Known Galaxies

Outer haloes of bright galaxies may be further investigated to unprecedented

depth, as demonstrated by the discovery of a near-complete shell around galaxy

M89. Many other bright galaxies, contained within the field of the Virgo Deep

Stack, may be re-examined to develop a better understanding of their extent

and to potentially discover new evidence of tidal interactions.

8. Bryn’s Mystery Object

This object appears especially worthy of follow-up study. This could take the

form of spectroscopy using a telescope-instrument combination with reason-

able area coverage and high through-put, e.g. the 80× 80-arcsec field-of-view

Sparsepak IFU on the WIYN 3.5-m telescope at Kitt Peak National Observa-

tory, Arizona, the PPAK 1-arcminute field-of-view IFU used with the 3.5-m

Telescope at Calar Alto Observatory, Spain or the 22× 11-arcsec field-of-view

SPIRAL IFU on the Anglo-Australian Telescope. The other option is to ob-

tain observations with a high-resolution instrument such as the HST to resolve

the stellar population.
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Appendices





A. SCALE LENGTH AND SLOPE OF THE FITTING FUNCTION

One scale length a is where the intensity of light I falls to 1/e from its peak I0, i.e.

Ia = I0/e. In terms of surface brightness µ and the plate constant Z, the difference

between the peak surface brightness and the surface brightness at one scale length

is derived as follows:

µ0 = Z − 2.5 log(I0)

µa = Z − 2.5 log

(
I0

e

)

= Z − 2.5 log(I0) + 2.5 log(e)

= µ0 + 2.5 log(e)

µa − µ0 = 2.5 log(e)

This last term may also be expressed in the form of a natural logarithm by using

change of base where:

2.5 log(e) =
1

log (1001/5)
log(e)

=
1

ln (1001/5)
,

i.e. both terms are equivalent and equal ∼ 1.08573.

Then from the equation of a straight line (y = mx+b) in terms of a magnitude-radius

plot, using s for slope and taking the values at one scale length a:
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µa = sa + µ0

a =
µa − µ0

s

=
2.5 log(e)

s

or, using natural logarithms:

a =

1

ln(1001/5)

s
.



B. LUMINOSITY-TO-MAGNITUDE CONVERSION OF THE

SCHECHTER FUNCTION

Schechter’s original formulation of the luminosity function is:

φ(L)dL = φ∗(L/L∗)α exp(−L/L∗)d(L/L∗). (B.1)

The relationship between magnitude and luminosity is:

M −M∗ = −2.5 log(L/L∗) (B.2)

Several relations are derived using change of base, absolute value of dM , and some

rearrangements:

M = M∗ − 2.5
ln(L/L∗)
ln(10)

dM =
2.5

ln(10)

L∗
L

dL

L∗
dL = 0.4 ln(10) L dM (B.3)

M∗ −M = 2.5 log(L/L∗)
M∗ −M

2.5
= log

(
L

L∗

)

L

L∗
= 100.4(M∗−M) (B.4)

1/L∗ = 100.4(M∗−M) (1/L) (B.5)

The terms B.4, B.3 and B.5 are then substituted into the fundamental equality of

the two functions:
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φ(M)dM = φ(L)dL (B.6)

= φ∗(L/L∗)α exp(−L/L∗)dL 1/L∗

= φ∗ 100.4(M∗−M)α exp(−100.4(M∗−M))(0.4 ln(10) L dM) 100.4(M∗−M)(1/L)

The ‘L’s cancel and terms are collected and rearranged:

φ(M)dM = 0.4 ln(10) φ∗100.4(α+1)(M∗−M) exp(−100.4(M∗−M))dM (B.7)



C. ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE AND THE HUBBLE PARAMETER

Absolute magnitude in some given passband X is sometimes shown as an expression

of the form:

MX − 5 log h. (C.1)

This expression allows for the fact that the Hubble Constant H0 is not known with

certainty. The magnitude may be recalculated using a preferred value of h where

H0 = hH, H = 100 km s−1 Mpc −1 and thus:

H0 = 100 h km s−1Mpc−1 (C.2)

This overcomes problems encountered when comparing some of the earlier literature

where specific values for H0 are used (e.g. Sabatini et al. (2003) used H0 = 75 km

s−1 Mpc−1 but Dalcanton et al. (1997) used H0 = 50 km s−1 Mpc−1).

The origin of expression C.1 is in the distance modulus DM , used to convert appar-

ent magnitude mX to absolute magnitude MX (i.e. the magnitude an object would

have if at 10 pc distance) based on distance d where:

DM = mX −MX = −5 + 5 log10(d). (C.3)

This may be rewritten as:

DM = 5 log

(
d

10

)
(C.4)

and

MX = mX −DM. (C.5)

To find the distance modulus the steps are to measure redshift z, calculate a recession

velocity (v = cz) and determine distance based on an assumed Hubble Constant
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H0 = hH (using d = v/H0). Terms are substituted into the distance modulus

equation with a factor to convert Mpc (in the Hubble Constant) to parsecs (for the

DM formula). Terms are then separated to isolate h:

DM = 5 log

(
cz km s−1

10 hH km s−1Mpc−1

)

= 5 log

(
cz × 106 pc

10 H

)
− 5 log h.

Magnitudes calculated from Equation C.5 thus represent:

MX = mX − 5 log

(
cz × 106

10 H

)
+ 5 log h. (C.6)

Therefore the true absolute magnitude MtrueX
is:

MtrueX
= MX − 5 log h. (C.7)

If h = 1, the magnitude is unchanged. If h < 1 the object is closer and the absolute

magnitude is larger (fainter) than MX for a given apparent magnitude. Current

best estimates of the Hubble Constant imply h ∼ 0.7.



D. IMAGE AND DATA FILES SUPPLIED BY ROYAL

OBSERVATORY, EDINBURGH

The data files and related processing files for the Virgo Deep Stack that were

provided by ROE are listed below. Mapping mode files, produced by the scan-

ning/digitisation process, begin with mm. Image analysis mode files, that are pro-

duced when the scan is run through image detection and parameterisation software,

begin with IAM. Files with extension .sdf are in Starlink format and may be in-

spected using hdstrace. Position information for objects detected in IAM mode is

available in the iam.srtrd file, from which data may be accessed using Fortran.

Refer Hambly (1998a) and Hambly (1998b) for further details.

In addition to the files listed below, there were 28 separate mm data files supplied,

one for each scanning lane in the Virgo Deep Stack.

Data File Description

batch.log Object statistics, quality control data

hkfile.lis ‘Housekeeping’ file with exposure information

iam.srtrd 32 image parameters for every object detected in IAM mode

mmdata.fits The final image - the Virgo Deep Stack

RASUMMARY Details of stars used in coordinate fitting

Other files supplied: hkfile.sdf; iam.fits; residual.corrns; skymap.sdf;

sky.sdf; T\_to\_I.old; T\_to\_I.sdf; xyreport.lis; yoptdist.corrns.
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E. VIRGO DEEP STACK CALIBRATION STARS

Table E.1 (overleaf) contains details of stars used in the calibration of the Virgo

Deep Stack described in Section 5.4 (p.102). Object IDs, i and r data and colour

corrections are from the SDSS. Blank data cells were outliers or outside the range

for colour correction. Refer text for full details.
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F. GEMINI OBSERVING PROPOSALS

Despite difficulties of obtaining redshifts outlined in Section 4.5.1 (p.64), observ-

ing time was sought on three telescopes with large aperture and the spectroscopic

capability to observe selected VLSB galaxies found in the Virgo Deep Stack. Ap-

plications were submitted to use the 3.5-metre telescope at Calar Alto in Spain, the

WIYN 3.5-metre telescope on Kitt Peak in Arizona and the 8-metre Gemini North

telescope in Hawaii. Each of these telescopes supports an IFU.

Two nights of classical mode observing time were granted on Gemini North in

Semester 1, 2006, but poor weather on the allocated nights prevented any observa-

tions being made. The application for time in 2007 was awarded 10 hours of time in

Band 2 of queue-mode observing. Again, poor weather during the semester meant

that the targets were never observed. Nevertheless, the awarding of time in two

observing rounds indicates that the proposed observations have scientific merit and

that future applications would likely be viewed with similar favour.

F.1 Observing Procedure

The successful observing proposals requested the use of the GMOS (Gemini Multi-

Object Spectrograph) IFU. Targets were selected based on criteria of size and surface

brightness at the ‘half-radius’ of the IFU. The concept was that the area covered

by the galaxy would overfill the area covered by the IFU, and all spectra obtained

would be co-added to improve the signal to noise. The IFU covers an area of 5 x 7

arcseconds, so the galaxy surface brightness at 2 arcsec radius was used as a mean

over the instrument field of view.
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These targets are extremely faint and even with this co-addition method, observa-

tions of up to 50 minutes per galaxy are required for those with 2-arcsec surface

brightness of ∼25 Rµ. There is also inherent difficulty in acquiring each target as

these galaxies are too faint to be seen in an acquisition image. Therefore offsets from

nearby stars are required where the reference stars need to be brighter than 19th

magnitude in R band. A bright guide star is required for each observing target, must

be close enough to be acquired by the instrument, and must be between magnitude

9.5 and 16 in V band. The IFU allows for sky data to be collected from a smaller

fibre bundle located off-target. Therefore, a background region at a distance set by

the instrument needs to be available. For the GMOS IFU the object field and the

sky field are separated by one arcminute.

All the specified requirements were checked and observational data were loaded into

the Gemini ‘Observing Tool’ software along with reference .fits images from the

Virgo Deep Stack. In the Observing Tool, the observing target may be displayed,

overlaid with the instrument fields and other information. A typical prepared ob-

servation is displayed in Figure F.1. The two successful observing proposals are

included in Section F.2.
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Fig. F.1: Sample Display: Gemini Observing Tool

This display shows the 2 × 2-arcmin field of the acquisition camera (white

square, upper left) and ‘User 1’ and ‘User 2’ reference stars, each around

19th magnitude, for blind offsets to the target galaxy, which is in the centre

of acquisition field. The IFU target fibres cover 5 × 7 arcsecs. Sky fibres

are located 1 arcminute from the target in the tiny green rectangle at the

centre of the top right side of the acquisition camera field, and cover 5 × 3.5

arcsecs. The small red square at lower right indicates the centre of the bright

12th magnitude guide star. The red dotted line outlines the guide star field.

Different orientations are possible to acquire guide stars within the effective

field radius. The target galaxy is catalogued 22-1 and has an OR-band surface

brightness of 24.5µ at a 2-arcsec radius. The base image is from the Virgo

Deep Stack. North is at the top and east is to the left.
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F.2 Observing Proposals

Partner Submission Details (multiple entries for joint proposals) 

Abstract: The advent of powerful IFU systems on large telescopes permit realistic spectroscopy of extended low 
surface brightness sources. Here we plan to obtain redshifts, for the first time, for a carefully selected sample of 
newly-identified small-scale (< 10 arcsecond diameter) very low surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs) in Virgo. 
These will allow us to unequivocally distinguish true cluster members from the background population. Previously, 
cluster membership for LSBGs has had to rely on aspects of galaxy morphology, or statistical or modelled estimates. 
Our redshifts will establish what proportion of LSBGs are true cluster members and significantly improve the 
determination of the faint-end slope of the Virgo Cluster luminosity function. This will have implications for total 
cluster luminosity, mass and evolution. 

Science Justification 

Scientific Background: 

Contributions of different galaxy populations (normal Hubble types, low surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs), etc.) 
to the overall cluster population is of extreme significance in understanding the composition of galaxy clusters in 

GEMINI OBSERVATORY 
observing time request (HTML summary)

Semester: 2006A Observing Mode: classical Partner Lead Scientist:  
Quentin Parker 
Anglo-Australian Observatory / Macquarie University

Instruments:  
GMOS North

Gemini Reference: 
Not Available

Partner: 
Australia

Time Awarded:  
Not Available  

Title: A Pilot Study of newly-identified Low Surface Brightness Galaxies in Virgo

Partner Lead 
Scientist: 

Quentin Parker 
Anglo-Australian Observatory / Macquarie University

Principal 
Investigator: Quentin Parker

PI institution: Anglo-Australian Observatory / Macquarie University, P.O. Box 296 (167 Vimiera 
Road),Epping,NSW 2121,Australia

PI status: PhD/Doctorate

PI phone / fax / e-
mail:  /  / qap@ics.mq.edu.au ���������	����	 ���������	�����

Co-investigators: Lesa Moore: Macquarie University, starrylady@hotmail.com  
Simon Driver: Mount Stromlo Observatory, spd@mso.anu.edu.au 

NTAC

Partner Partner Lead 
Scientist

Time 
Requested

Minimum 
Time 
Requested

Reference 
number

Recommended 
time

Minimum 
Recommended 
Time

Rank

Australia Parker 3.0 nights 1.0 nights Not Available 0.0 hours 0.0 hours
Total Time 3.0 nights
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terms of galaxy number and mass. LSBGs are shown to comprise an important fraction of the cluster population 
(Phillipps et al., 1998) contributing substantially to: the cluster luminosity function (LF); total cluster luminosity; 
total cluster mass; and galaxy evolution within the cluster.  

Since the Impey, Bothun, Malin (1988) study of the Virgo dwarf population, work on ultra-compact dwarfs 
(Drinkwater et al., 2005), the Millennium Galaxy Catalogue of faint galaxies (Driver, 2004), dwarf spheroidal 
galaxies in Virgo (Phillipps et al., 1998 and Parker et al., 1999) and LSBGs (Sabatini et al., 2003) has revealed the 
dependence on environment of the LF of different galaxy populations. Variations in the LF challenge hierarchical 
clustering models (Sabatini et al., 2003) and are inconsistent with cold dark matter theory (Trentham & Hodgkin, 
2002). For LSBGs in the Virgo Cluster, Sabatini et al. (2003) and Trentham & Hodgkin (2002) find a faint-end slope 
of -1.6 whilst Phillipps et al. (1998) find a value of -2.26 (refer Figure 1). The steeper slope, remarkably, implies an 
infinite luminosity density. The different values are based on alternative methods of assessing cluster membership 
and looking at different cluster regions.  

Ideally, cluster membership can be found from redshift, but whilst obtaining redshifts for Hubble-type galaxies is 
straightforward, it is far more difficult for LSBGs. In the radio regime, the beam is too wide and in the optical, large 
light-gathering grasp is needed to get adequate S/N. Methods of inferring cluster membership for LSBGs in the 
absence of redshift data have been based on: specific galaxy morphological characteristics (Binggeli et al., 1985); 
statistical sampling of cluster and field galaxy numbers (Jones et al., 1999); or using numerical simulations to find 
selection criteria that minimize background contamination (Sabatini et al., 2003). This is difficult to do properly. The 
only way to unequivocally determine cluster membership and resolve the faint-end slope debate is with our proposed 
spectroscopic confirmation.  

Redshift measurements are vital if we want to understand cluster evolution, possible LSBG sub-structure, the true 
level of background contamination and overall cluster mass. For instance, how does the LSBG distribution vary with 
proximity to large elliptical galaxies (Sabatini et al., 2003) and through the cluster as a whole? Why does the dwarf to 
giant ratio not progress towards the field value in the outskirts of the Virgo cluster (Sabatini et al., 2003)? Do LSBGs 
provide enough mass to cluster systems to close or significantly narrow the "missing" dark matter gap (Jarrett, 1998)? 

Current Observations:  

We now have a unique, ultra-deep, R-band UKST 63-exposure stack which provides us with detections of significant 
numbers of new, small to large scale LSBGs (refer Figure 3). With redshift data for a statistically significant sample 
of these galaxies, we will be able to address these important questions. The digital stack yields detections to >27.5 R 
mag per square arcsec. This is 2.25 magnitudes fainter than a single deep R-band exposure and is directly competitive 
with deep, but small area, CCD surveys (Sabatini et al., 2003). This stack gives us uniform and complete coverage to 
a deeper threshold than previous work over the entire central 25 square degrees of the Virgo Cluster area (refer 
Figure 2). In this pilot study we aim to obtain integrated IFU spectra with S/N of >5 for a carefully selected, 
representative sample of small-scale (<10 arcsecond scale length) newly-identified LSBGs in Virgo from which 
reliable redshifts can be determined for the first time.  

A complementary program for larger scale (<100 arcseconds) LSBGs is proposed for large-format IFUs on 3 - 4 
metre telescopes where similar S/N to Gemini may be obtained. However, the smaller scale LSBGs dominate the 
population so it is important to estimate their contaminant fraction. For these we require the larger aperture of 
Gemini.  

ONLY redshifts can reveal which are true cluster members and which are background galaxies. We can then directly 
estimate the true fraction of LSBGs as a function of scale length actually belonging to the Virgo Cluster and properly 
evaluate their contribution to the faint end slope of the cluster LF.  

Our preliminary sample contains 20 targets, the minimum that is likely to lead to a publication. A smaller allocation 
is still useful to demonstrate viability, but will of course delay the project and eventual publication. Our ultimate aim, 
for statistical rigour, is to obtain redshifts of at least 100 LSBGs over a range of scale lengths and distances between 
the centre and the edge of the Virgo cluster. Gemini N will target the smaller scale length galaxies, with angular sizes 
appropriate to the field of view of the GMOS IFU.  
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Attachments: 

Technical Justification 

It has been difficult to obtain redshifts for LSBGs using slit spectroscopy due to the long observing times needed to 
obtain sufficient S/N for these objects. This is coupled with the need to obtain redshifts for a large enough number of 
galaxies to get meaningful statistics. The advent of powerful wide-area IFUs enables us to tackle this problem 
realistically for the first time by being able to sample much of the galaxy and co-add spectra from all on-target fibres 
whilst retaining optimum spectral resolution. The GMOS IFU is well suited to observe a representative sample of 
small-scale LSBGs in Virgo. Their redshifts will be used to determine cluster membership. Statistical or probabilistic 
methods of estimating cluster membership can then be directly compared with real redshift data. 

Gemini North is preferred because our targets are at +10 to +16 Dec. Depending on the success of our application, 
and the observing time granted, we hope to obtain redshifts of 20 small-scale galaxies in various regions of the Virgo 

Name Source Type

Figure 1: The luminosity function of Phillipps et al. (1998) for a sample of LSBGs in the 
outer part of the Virgo cluster. They find a faint-end slope of -2.26. The solid line is the 
LSBG field count.

SchPlot600.jpg JPEG

Figure 2: Dots represent locations of the 2096 Virgo Cluster Catalogue galaxies (Binggeli et 
al. 1985). Small boxes are the 113 CCD fields observed by Trentham & Hodgkin (2002). 
The large box is the full 6x6-degree field of our deep UKST stacked image; the uniform 
unvignetted area is the central 5x5 degrees. (Image from Trentham & Hodgkin, 2002.)
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Figure 3: Images of six of our newly-discovered LSBGs in Virgo corresponding to (left to 
right, top) 22-6,-7,-9 and (left to right, bottom) 22-1,-2,-4 in our Targets list. 
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cluster (from the core to the edge). Whilst we have not requested long-term status, we may apply for future time 
depending on the outcome of the current proposal.  

Instrumentation details:  

Gemini N telescope with GMOS IFU: our targets are at +13 Dec. with mean surface brightness down to 24.5 in R.  

R150_G5306 grating: spectral coverage 400 to 900 nm (central 700nm); grating resolution = 632 at slit width 0.5" 
yields spectral resolution for the IFU (with effective slit width 0.31") of 0.59nm at 600nm, giving us velocities 
accurate to ~300 km/s.  

With spatial and spectral binning x 4, pixel size will be 0.288 arcsec (spatial) and 0.6972nm (spectral).  

S/N for a single IFU element (using any image quality, 50%-ile cloud, any water vapour, 50%-ile sky background) 
for a 3000s exposure is around 0.18 for an elliptical sample spectrum. By co-adding all 1000 spectra from the IFU, 
this increases by sqrt(1000) to 5.7, sufficient for obtaining redshifts.  

The wavelength range will cover MgB, NaD (absorption), H-beta, OIII and H-alpha (emission) over the expected 
redshift range for cluster and background galaxies.  

Observations:  

For each target we will use a single exposure of 3000s. Allowing readout time of 55s, acquisition of 1200s and arc 
exposure & read of 120s, this adds to 4375s per target (73 minutes). To observe 20 targets will require 24.3 hours of 
GMOS-North time, though for some brighter sources, exposure times may be reduced. We have requested Classical 
mode observing as times may also be reduced in ideal observing conditions.  

We will observe 6-7 targets per night (total 18-21) if the granted time is in the optimum date range. Our target 
galaxies are low surface brightness extended objects with central surface brightness < 24.5 R mag/sq arcsec. Scale 
sizes are typically 10 arcseconds in diameter, and will completely fill the GMOS IFU. Observing 18 or more targets 
would give us a meaningful sample for our survey, thus we have requested 3 nights of Gemini North time. Dark time 
is needed for all but our brightest targets due to their low surface brightness; "darkest" would be preferred, but our 
S/N calculations are based on "dark" conditions. A minimum useful requirement would be 1 night.  

Targets:  

A sample of 6 targets appears in the Observations section of this application. We are currently in the process of 
assessing the priority of remaining targets based on their extent and central surface brightness. We will have a full list 
of targets in the coming weeks. All targets will be in the range 12h15m to 12h50m, +10 to +16 degrees.  

Observation Details 

Observation RA Dec Brightness Total Time 
(including overheads)

22-1 12:28:14.32 13:43:42.0 R 24.25 73.0 minutes

     GSC0088000626 (oiwfs) 12:28:07.98 13:40:08.04 11.21 mag separation 3.88

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-2 12:28:56.9 13:26:39.4 R 24.25 73.0 minutes

     GSC0088000618 (oiwfs) 12:28:47.23 13:22:49.51 12.69 mag separation 4.5

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North
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Resources  

� Gemini North 
� GMOS North 

� Focal Plane Unit 
� IFU w/ 2 slits 

� Disperser 
� R150_G5306 

� Filter 
� GG455_G0305 

Observing Conditions 

Scheduling Information:  

Synchronous dates:  

Optimal dates: 2006/2/27-2006/3/5, 2006/3/23-2006/4/1, 2006/4/22-2006/5/1  
Reason: Longest time on target with airmass less than 2 and no Moon  

Impossible dates:  

Allocation Committee Comments 

Additional Information 

 
Keyword Category: Extra Galactic 

Keywords: Distances and redshifts, Dwarf galaxies, Low surface brightness galaxies, Survey  

22-4 12:27:57.21 13:55:51.3 R 23.7 73.0 minutes

     GSC0088000428 (oiwfs) 12:28:11.626 13:57:50.62 12.47 mag separation 4.02

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-6 12:27:15.46 13:24:43.9 R 24.5 73.0 minutes

     GSC0088000685 (oiwfs) 12:27:02.527 13:25:14.81 14.34 mag separation 3.19

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-9 12:26:46.53 13:16:1.2 R 24.2 73.0 minutes

     GSC0088000515 (oiwfs) 12:26:40.502 13:18:37.26 10.74 mag separation 2.99

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-7 12:27:15.57 13:26:59.8 R 25.3 73.0 minutes

     GSC0088000685 (oiwfs) 12:27:02.527 13:25:14.81 14.34 mag separation 3.62

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

Name Image Quality Sky Background Water Vapor Cloud Cover

Global Default Any 50% Any 50%
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Publications:  

� Driver S.P., (2004), "Beyond the galaxy luminosity function", PASA, 21, 344. 

Allocations: 

Related proposal Information:  

Proposal to Calar Alto, Spain: Requesting 5 nights to observe 35-40 larger scale-size LSBGs using PPak IFU on 
3.5m telescope. Proposal to NOAO: Requesting 5 nights to observe 35-40 larger scale-size LSBGs using DensePak 
IFU on WIYN 3.5m telescope. Proposals can be scheduled over a three-month range.  

Proposal Contents 

Summary  
Investigators  
Partner Submission Details  
Abstract  
Science Justification  
Technical Justification  
Observation Details  
Allocation Committee Comments  
Additional Information  

Reference Time % 
Useful Status of previous data

GS-2005A-
C-12 

3.0 
nights

90 (Parker) AGB halos surrounding Planetary Nebulae in the Large Magellanic Cloud. 
Progressive reduction near completion with paper in prep.

GS-2005B-
Q-61 

1.0 
nights (Parker) Not yet observed

GN-2004A-
Q-38

17.5 
hours

22
(Driver) GMOS spectroscopy of Millennium Galaxy Catalog extreme-LSB galaxies. 
Successful observations of 4 galaxies, remaining category 2 time lost to weather. 
Forms a part of 3 publications and 2 submitted papers. 
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Partner Submission Details (multiple entries for joint proposals) 

Abstract: Powerful IFU systems on large telescopes now permit spectroscopy of extended low surface brightness 
sources. We will obtain redshifts, for the first time, for a carefully selected sample of newly-identified small-scale 
(<10 arcsecond diameter) very low surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs) in Virgo from our unique ultra-deep map. 
These will allow us to unequivocally distinguish true cluster members from the background population. Previously, 
cluster membership for LSBGs has had to rely on aspects of galaxy morphology, or statistical or modelled estimates. 
Our redshifts will establish what proportion of LSBGs are true cluster members and significantly improve the 
determination of the faint-end slope of the Virgo Cluster luminosity function. This will have implications for total 
cluster luminosity, mass and evolution. 

Science Justification 

Contributions of different galaxy populations (normal Hubble types, low surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs), etc.) 
to the overall cluster population is of extreme significance in understanding the composition of galaxy clusters in 
terms of galaxy number and mass. LSBGs are shown to comprise an important fraction of the cluster population 
(Phillipps et al., 1998) contributing substantially to: the cluster luminosity function (LF); total cluster luminosity; 
total cluster mass; and galaxy evolution within the cluster. 

GEMINI OBSERVATORY 
observing time request (HTML summary)

Semester: 2007A Observing Mode: queue Partner Lead Scientist:  
Quentin  Parker 
Macquarie University

Instruments:  
GMOS North

Gemini Reference: 
Not Available

Partner: 
Australia

Time Awarded:  
Not Available  

Title: A Pilot Study of newly-identified Low Surface Brightness Galaxies in Virgo

Partner Lead Scientist: Quentin  Parker 
Macquarie University

Principal Investigator: Quentin Parker

PI institution: Macquarie University, North Ryde,NSW 2109,Australia

PI status: PhD/Doctorate

PI phone / fax / e-mail: +61 29850891- /  / qap@ics.mq.edu.au ��������	����

Co-investigators: Lesa Moore: Macquarie University, starrylady@hotmail.com  
Steve Phillipps: University of Bristol, S.Phillipps@bristol.ac.uk  
Simon Driver: University of St. Andrews, spd3@st-andrews.ac.uk  
Bryn Jones: Queen Mary University of London, Bryn.Jones@qmul.ac.uk 

NTAC

Partner Partner Lead 
Scientist

Time 
Requested

Minimum 
Time 
Requested

Reference 
number

Recommended 
time

Minimum 
Recommended 
Time

Rank

Australia Parker 24.3 hours 5.0 hours Not Available 0.0 hours 0.0 hours
Total Time 24.3 hours
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Since the Impey, Bothun, Malin (1988) study of the Virgo dwarf population, work on ultra-compact dwarfs 
(Drinkwater et al., 2005), the Millennium Galaxy Catalogue of faint galaxies (Driver, 2004), dwarf spheroidal 
galaxies in Virgo (Phillipps et al., 1998 and Parker et al., 1999) and LSBGs (Sabatini et al., 2003) has revealed the 
dependence on environment of the LF of different galaxy populations. Variations in the LF challenge hierarchical 
clustering models (Sabatini et al., 2003) and are inconsistent with basic cold dark matter theory (Trentham & 
Hodgkin, 2002). For LSBGs in the Virgo Cluster, values of the faint-end slope of the LF have included -1.35 
(Sandage, Binggeli, Tammann, 1985), -1.6 (Sabatini et al., 2003 and Trentham & Hodgkin, 2002) and steeper values 
to -1.8 (Phillipps, private communication). Figure 1 compares two of these LFs. The different values are based on 
detection capability, surveys of different cluster regions and, most significantly, various methods of assessing cluster 
membership.  

Ideally, cluster membership can be found from redshift, but whilst obtaining redshifts for Hubble-type galaxies is 
straightforward, it is far more difficult for LSBGs. In the radio regime, the beam is too wide and in the optical, large 
light-gathering grasp is needed to get adequate S/N. Methods of inferring cluster membership for LSBGs in the 
absence of redshift data have been based on: specific galaxy morphological characteristics (Binggeli et al., 1985); 
statistical sampling of cluster and field galaxy numbers (Jones et al., 1999); or using numerical simulations to find 
selection criteria that minimize background contamination (Sabatini et al., 2003). This is difficult to do properly. The 
only way to unequivocally determine cluster membership and resolve the faint-end slope debate is with our proposed 
spectroscopic confirmation.  

Redshift measurements are vital if we want to understand cluster evolution, possible LSBG sub-structure, the true 
level of background contamination and overall cluster mass. For instance, how does the LSBG distribution vary with 
proximity to large elliptical galaxies (Sabatini et al., 2003) and through the cluster as a whole? Why does the dwarf to 
giant ratio not progress towards the field value in the outskirts of the Virgo cluster (Sabatini et al., 2003)? Do LSBGs 
provide enough mass to cluster systems to close or significantly narrow the "missing" dark matter gap (Jarrett, 1998)? 

Current Observations:  

We now have a unique, ultra-deep, R-band UKST 63-exposure stack which provides us with detections of significant 
numbers of new, small to large scale LSBGs (refer Figure 3). With redshift data for a statistically significant sample 
of these galaxies, we will be able to address these important questions. The digital stack yields detections to >27.5 R 
mag per square arcsec. This is 2.25 magnitudes fainter than a single deep R-band exposure and is directly competitive 
with deep, but small area, CCD surveys (Sabatini et al., 2003). This stack gives us uniform and complete coverage to 
a deeper threshold than previous work over the entire central 25 square degrees of the Virgo Cluster area (refer 
Figure 2). In this pilot study we aim to obtain integrated IFU spectra with S/N of >5 for a carefully selected, 
representative sample of small-scale (<10 arcsecond scale length) newly-identified LSBGs in Virgo from which 
reliable redshifts can be determined for the first time.  

A complementary program for larger scale (<100 arcseconds) LSBGs is proposed for large-format IFUs on 3 - 4 
metre telescopes where similar S/N to Gemini may be obtained. However, the smaller scale LSBGs dominate the 
population so it is important to estimate their contaminant fraction. For these we require the larger aperture of 
Gemini.  

ONLY redshifts can reveal which are true cluster members and which are background galaxies. We can then directly 
estimate the real fraction of LSBGs as a function of scale length actually belonging to the Virgo Cluster and properly 
evaluate their contribution to the faint end slope of the cluster LF.  

Our preliminary sample contains 20 targets, the minimum that is likely to lead to a publication. A smaller allocation 
is still useful to demonstrate viability, but will of course delay the project and eventual publication (and the student's 
thesis). Our ultimate aim, for statistical rigour, is to obtain redshifts of at least 100 LSBGs over a range of scale 
lengths and distances between the centre and the edge of the Virgo cluster. Gemini N will target the smaller scale 
length galaxies, with angular sizes appropriate to the field of view of the GMOS IFU.  
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Attachments: 

Technical Justification 

It has previously been extremely difficult to obtain redshifts for LSBGs using slit spectroscopy due to the long 
observing times needed to obtain sufficient S/N for these objects. This is coupled with the need to obtain redshifts for 
a large enough number of galaxies to get meaningful statistics when looking at populations within rich clusters such 
as Virgo. The advent of powerful wide-area IFUs enables us to tackle this problem realistically for the first time by 
being able to sample much of the galaxy and co-add spectra from all on-target fibres whilst retaining optimum 
spectral resolution. The GMOS IFU is well suited to observe a representative sample of small-scale LSBGs in Virgo. 
Their redshifts will be used to determine cluster membership. Statistical or probabilistic methods of estimating cluster 
membership can then be directly compared with real redshift data. Gemini North is the preferred option because our 
targets are at +10 to +16 Dec but Gemini South can also access the field for much of the Semester although at a 
generally larger airmass. Depending on the success of our application, and the observing time granted, we hope to 
obtain redshifts of 20 small-scale galaxies in various regions of the Virgo cluster (from the core to the edge). Whilst 

Name Source Type

Figure 2: Dots represent locations of the 2096 Virgo Cluster Catalogue galaxies (Binggeli et 
al. 1985). Small boxes are the 113 CCD fields observed by Trentham & Hodgkin (2002). The 
large box is the full 6x6-degree field of our deep UKST stacked image; the uniform 
unvignetted area is the central 5x5 degrees. (Image from Trentham & Hodgkin, 2002.)
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Figure 3: Images of 4 of our newly-discovered LSBGs in Virgo corresponding to (left to 
right, top) 28-53,24-19 and (left to right, bottom) 28-40,24-40 in our Targets list. fourimages.jpg JPEG

Figure 1: Sabatini et al. (2003) compare their faint end of the LF in Virgo (circles, slope -1.6) 
with that of Sandage, Binggeli and Tamman (1985) (squares, slope -1.35). 
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we have not requested long-term status, we may apply for future time depending on the outcome of the current 
proposal. This number is sufficient for preliminary stastical evaluation. 

Instrumentation details:  

Gemini N/S telescope(s) with GMOS IFU: our targets are generally at +13 Dec (range 10-16), most with mean 
surface brightness down to 24.5 in R and just two fainter targets.  

R150_G5306 grating: spectral coverage 400 to 900 nm (central 700nm); grating resolution = 632 at slit width 0.5" 
yields spectral resolution for the IFU (with effective slit width 0.31") of 0.59nm at 600nm, giving us velocities 
accurate to ~300 km/s.  

With spatial and spectral binning x 4, pixel size will be 0.288 arcsec (spatial) and 0.6972nm (spectral).  

S/N for a single IFU element (using any image quality, 50%-ile cloud, any water vapour, 50%-ile sky background) 
for a 3000s exposure is around 0.18 for an elliptical sample spectrum. By co-adding all 1000 spectra from the IFU, 
this increases by sqrt(1000) to 5.7, sufficient for obtaining redshifts.  

The wavelength range will cover MgB, NaD (absorption), H-beta, OIII and H-alpha (emission) over the expected 
redshift range for cluster and background galaxies.  

Observations:  

For each target we will use a single exposure of 3000s. Allowing readout time of 55s, acquisition of 1200s and arc 
exposure & read of 120s, this adds to 4375s per target (73 minutes). To observe 20 targets will require 24.3 hours of 
GMOS-North or South time, though for some brighter sources, exposure times may be reduced. We have requested 
Queue mode observing and modest observing conditions.  

We could observe ~8 targets per full night if the granted time is in the optimum date range and executed 
concurrently. Our target galaxies are low surface brightness extended objects with central surface brightness <24.5 R 
mag/sq arcsec. Scale sizes are typically 10 arcseconds in diameter, and will completely fill the GMOS IFU. 
Observing 20 or more targets would give us a meaningful sample for our survey, thus we have requested the 
equivalent of 2.5 nights of Gemini time. Dark time is needed for all but our brightest targets due to their low surface 
brightness; "darkest" would be preferred, but our S/N calculations are based on "dark" conditions. A minimum useful 
requirement would be the equivalent of 0.5 night or 5 hours to obtain 4 targets as proof of concept.  

Targets:  

All 20 proposed targets are entered in the Observations section of this application. All targets are in the range 
12h20m to 12h30m, +13d16m to +14d 48m.  

Observation Details 

Observation RA Dec Brightness Total Time 
(including overheads)

22-1 12:28:14.32 13:43:42.0 R 24.25 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06966946 (oiwfs) 12:28:07.997 13:40:08.0 11.2 mag separation 3.88

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-2 12:28:56.9 13:26:39.4 R 24.25 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06969159 (oiwfs) 12:28:47.237 13:22:48.58 11.8 mag separation 4.51

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North
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22-4 12:27:57.21 13:55:51.3 R 23.7 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06967157 (oiwfs) 12:28:11.594 13:57:50.98 11.6 mag separation 4.02

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-6 12:27:15.46 13:24:43.9 R 24.5 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06963179 (oiwfs) 12:27:02.546 13:25:15.02 12.6 mag separation 3.18

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-7 12:27:15.57 13:26:59.8 R 25.3 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06963179 (oiwfs) 12:27:02.546 13:25:15.02 12.6 mag separation 3.62

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

22-9 12:26:46.53 13:16:1.2 R 24.2 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06961880 (oiwfs) 12:26:40.502 13:18:37.51 11.3 mag separation 2.99

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

28-53 12:28:42.33 14:47:13.6 R 24.3 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06968862 (oiwfs) 12:28:41.899 14:45:49.79 11.5 mag separation 1.4

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-19 12:21:49.38 13:35:48.9 R 24.49 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06945930 (oiwfs) 12:21:48.353 13:33:45.36 14.4 mag separation 2.07

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

28-40 12:28:51.1 14:37:6.7 R 24.4 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06969331 (oiwfs) 12:28:50.638 14:33:14.04 11.5 mag separation 3.88

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-40 12:19:45.78 13:42:7.7 R 24.8 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06939549 (oiwfs) 12:19:53.669 13:39:14.65 9.9 mag separation 3.46

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

23-19 12:25:23.41 13:24:46.0 R 24.49 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06957108 (oiwfs) 12:25:12.355 13:20:51.79 11.1 mag separation 4.74

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-16 12:22:18.55 13:24:10.3 R24.22 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06948202 (oiwfs) 12:22:28.838 13:23:29.0 13.7 mag separation 2.59

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-17 12:21:54.25 13:27:41.8 R24.4 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06946911 (oiwfs) 12:22:05.431 13:30:00.83 11.8 mag separation 3.57

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-18 12:21:52.96 13:48:32.4 R23.98 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06945780 (oiwfs) 12:21:46.022 13:51:16.45 11.6 mag separation 3.21

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-19 12:21:49.38 13:35:48.9 R24.49 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06945930 (oiwfs) 12:21:48.353 13:33:45.36 14.4 mag separation 2.07

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-24 12:21:23.41 13:34:59.4 R24.37 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06945233 (oiwfs) 12:21:35.645 13:31:41.05 12.0 mag separation 4.45
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Resources  

� Gemini North 
� GMOS North 

� Focal Plane Unit 
� IFU w/ 2 slits 

� Disperser 
� R150_G5306 

� Filter 
� GG455_G0305 

Observing Conditions 

Scheduling Information:  

Synchronous dates:  

Optimal dates: 2007/4/9-2007/4/20  
Reason: April is the optimum lunation but in Queue Schedule mode our field can be observed with both Gemini 
North and South for part nights from February to mid July so long as bright of moon is avoided  

Impossible dates: 2007/2/1-2007/2/8, 2007/2/23-2007/3/9, 2007/4/1-2007/4/5, 2007/5/1-2007/5/9, 2007/5/24-
2007/6/7, 2007/6/21-2007/6/30  
Reason: Need to avoid Bright of Moon due to low surface brightness of targets  

Allocation Committee Comments 

Additional Information 

 

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-31 12:20:42.42 13:55:50.6 R24.2 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06942804 (oiwfs) 12:20:50.539 13:56:36.89 12.0 mag separation 2.12

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-37 12:20:17.87 13:16:46.9 R23.7 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06942060 (oiwfs) 12:20:36.01 13:16:30.72 13.7 mag separation 4.42

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

24-42 12:21:50.64 13:27:27.0 R21.7 73.0 minutes

     U1125_06500551 (oiwfs) 12:22:08.986 27:25:39.68 11.7 mag separation 838.22

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

28-2 12:27:7.14 14:42:45.6 R23.8 73.0 minutes

     U0975_06963655 (oiwfs) 12:27:11.045 14:40:41.95 14.8 mag separation 2.27

     observing conditions: Global Default resources: GMOS North

Name Image Quality Sky Background Water Vapor Cloud Cover

Global Default Any 50% Any Any
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Keyword Category: Extra Galactic 

Keywords: Distances and redshifts, Dwarf galaxies, Galaxy cluster substructure, Galaxy clusters, Low surface 
brightness galaxies, Survey  

Publications:  

Allocations: 

Proposal Contents 

Summary  
Investigators  
Partner Submission Details  
Abstract  
Science Justification  
Technical Justification  
Observation Details  
Allocation Committee Comments  
Additional Information  

Reference Time % 
Useful Status of previous data

GN-2006A-
C-8

2.0 
nights 0

Previous allocation for this project completely wiped out by bad weather - no data 
obtained- hence move to queue mode

GS-2005A-
C-12

3.0 
nights

80
Data has now been reduced after considerable problems with the GMOS IFU 
pipeline - paper(s) are now in preparation plus Shaw, Reid and Parker, 2006, 
PASP, submitted.

GS-2006A-
Q-63

12.0 
hours

40 Data still being acquired
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G.1 Abbreviations

ΛCDM cold dark matter (theory) including a cosmological constant

2dF two-degree field instrument on the Anglo-Australian Telescope

2dFGRS 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey

IIIa-J, IIIa-F glass photographic plates used at UKST prior to introduction of

Tech Pan film

3D three-dimensional

ACS Advanced Camera for Surveys (instrument on the Hubble Space Telescope)

APM Automated Plate Measuring (machine) at Cambridge

BCD blue compact dwarf galaxy

BCG brightest cluster galaxy (also cD)

CCD ‘charge-coupled device’, electronic optical or infrared detector

cD brightest cluster galaxy (also BCG)

CDM cold dark matter

COSMOS automated plate measuring machine at Royal Observatory, Edin-

burgh, acronym stands for ‘CoOrdinates, Sizes, Magnitudes, Orientation and

Shape’
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dE; dS0; dE,N; dI; dSph classifications of dwarf galaxies: elliptical; S0; ellip-

tical (nucleated); irregular; spheroidal

DGR dwarf-to-giant ratio

DR6 Data Release 6

DS9 image display software named after the mythological Deep Space 9 spacecraft

DWC Durrell, Williams, Ciardullo et al. (Durrell et al. 2007)

E, E0 - E7 classifications of elliptical galaxies

ESO European Southern Observatory

FITS Flexible Image Transport System

FP fundamental plane (distance indicator based on relationship between surface

brightness, velocity dispersion and effective radius of elliptical galaxies)

GAIA Graphical Astronomy and Image Analysis

Gb gigabytes

gE giant elliptical galaxy

GMOS Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph

Gyr gigayears = billion (109) years

HI neutral (atomic) hydrogen

HIPASS HI Parkes All-Sky Survey

HSB high surface brightness

HST Hubble Space Telescope

IAM image analysis mode (of SuperCOSMOS)

IBM Impey, Bothun, Malin (Impey et al. 1988)
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IC Index Catalogue (extension of the NGC)

ICM intra-cluster medium

ICP inner concentration parameter

ID identifier

IFU integral field unit

INT Isaac Newton Telescope

Irr, Im classifications of irregular galaxies

kpc kiloparsec

KPNO Kitt Peak National Observatory

LF luminosity function

LG Local Group of galaxies, includes the Milky Way

LSB low surface brightness

MGC or MGS Millennium Galaxy Catalogue / Millennium Galaxy Survey /

Millennium Galaxy Strip

mm mapping mode (of SuperCOSMOS)

Mpc megaparsec, one million parsecs

NED NASA Extragalactic Database

NGC New General Catalogue

nm nanometres

OCP outer concentration parameter

pc parsec

POSSII Palomar Oschin Schmidt Survey II
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RGB red giant branch (stars)

ROE Royal Observatory, Edinburgh

S/N signal-to-noise (ratio)

S0, SB0, Sa, Sb, Sc, SBa, SBb, SBc classifications of spiral galaxies

SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey

SDV Sabatini, Davies, van Driel et al. (Sabatini et al. 2005)

SSS SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey

TF Tully-Fisher (distance indicator based on relationship between luminosity and

velocity width of spiral galaxies)

TRGB tip red giant branch (stars)

UCD ultra-compact dwarf galaxy

UKST UK Schmidt Telescope

VCC Virgo Cluster Catalogue

VDS Virgo Deep Stack

VLSB very low surface brightness

VPC Virgo Photometry Catalogue

WCS world coordinate system (a system of coordinates applied to an image,

usually RA and Dec)

WFS Wide Field Survey

WMAP Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
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G.2 Symbols

α faint-end slope of the luminosity function

χ2 measure of goodness of fit of function with multiple fitting parameters

γ contrast, or slope of characteristic curve of a photographic process

Λ0 cosmological constant

µ(r) surface brightness in units of magnitudes per square arcsecond as a function

of radius

µlim limiting surface brightness

µ0 central surface brightness in units of magnitudes per square arcsecond

µ magnitudes per square arcsecond (a measure of surface brightness)

Ω0 mean mass density of the universe

Ωb mean baryonic density of the universe

φ∗ number of galaxies per unit volume at the characteristic luminosity of the

luminosity function

π pi, the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle

h hours of RA

m minutes of RA

s seconds of RA

◦ degrees of Dec

’ minutes of Dec

” seconds of Dec
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Å angstrom

a scale length of a galaxy radial profile, where intensity drops to 1/e of its value

at the galaxy centre

AR R-band Galactic extinction values

b/a ratio of minor and major diameters of an ellipse

b galactic latitude (in degrees from 0 to ±90)

c the speed of light, c ≈ 300, 000 km s−1

C data counts per pixel

d distance

D density (of grains in photographic emulsion)

DM distance modulus

e ellipticity

h variable Hubble parameter used in expression of the Hubble constant (H0 = 100

h km s−1 Mpc−1) when a value of H0 is not quoted

H0 Hubble constant in units of km s−1 Mpc−1

i inclination

I(r) surface brightness in units of intensity as a function of radius

I0 central surface brightness in units of intensity

l galactic longitude (in degrees from 0 to 360)

L luminosity

L∗ characteristic luminosity where luminosity function changes shape

L¯ solar luminosity
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m apparent magnitude when passband is not specified

mp apparent photographic magnitude when passband is not specified

m-M distance modulus related to distance by: m−M = −5 + 5 log(d)

M∗ characteristic magnitude where luminosity function changes shape

M mass or absolute magnitude - refer context

M¯ solar mass

Mg gas mass of disk

Mh dark matter mass of halo

MHI/L ratio of mass of neutral hydrogen to luminosity (in units of solar mass to

solar luminosity (M/L)¯)

Mx absolute magnitude, subscript denotes passband

OR passband specified by Tech Pan film with OG590 filter, used for Virgo Deep

Stack

p ratio of smallest to largest axis of a spheroid

pa position angle

r1/4 de Vaucouleurs law governing radial profile of elliptical galaxies

rx radius, or semi-major axis in pixels

r radius, or semi-major axis (in arcseconds unless otherwise specified)

s slope of linear fit to radial profile

T transmission (of light through photographic plate/film)

U, B, V, R, I, u’, g’, r’, i’, z’ apparent magnitude or passband, upper case

are standard Johnson-Morgan or Cousins (also RC , IC), lower case (sometimes

primed) are Sloan passbands
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vhelio heliocentric radial velocity

v velocity

x plate scale from scanning process, 0.6714 arcseconds per pixel for the Virgo

Deep Stack

z redshift

Z plate constant, 31.5 magnitudes for the Virgo Deep Stack

G.3 Definitions

Dn − σ distance indicator based on relationship between surface-brightness-limited

diameter and velocity dispersion of elliptical galaxies

K-correction correction for broadband photometric shifts in wavelength due to

recession

R(x arcsec) R magnitude based on light contained within radius x

R-band broad red passband, usually refers to standard Cousins R (RC)

21cm wavelength at which neutral hydrogen may be observed

Cepheid variable star referred to as a ‘standard candle’ and used as a distance

indicator

distance modulus a measure of distance - the difference between apparent and

absolute magnitude (m−M)

gas surface density vertical integral of the volume density through the disk, i.e.

the amount of gas that would be measured in the disk if viewed face-on, derived

from the measured HI (or other tracer) brightness distribution as a function

of sky coordinates x and y after corrections for inclination and position angle

and assuming an axially symmetric distribution, units are g cm−2 or M¯ pc−2
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luminosity function analytic function fitted to a luminosity or magnitude his-

togram

mass function analytic function fitted to a mass histogram

metal all elements heavier than helium on the periodic table

scale length distance from the core of a galaxy where intensity drops to 1/e of

its central value expressed in arcseconds or kiloparsecs

surface brightness a measure of magnitudes per square arcsecond, i.e. assum-

ing light from an object of given magnitude is distributed evenly over one

arcsecond then every point within that arcsecond of area has a surface bright-

ness equal to the given magnitude

T number unique project identifier for series of images taken with the UKST

Tech Pan Kodak Technical Pan film with fine grain and high sensitivity, available

from 1977 to 2004, used at UKST

velocity function analytic function fitted to a velocity histogram

vignetting reduced light transmission due to physical obstruction or properties

of the optical system
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